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Students,employees enjoy long weekend

Several residents still without
power;rain helping ice thaw
Kentucky's state government,
many non-government employees
and thousands of school students
got an unexpected long weekend,
thanks to an ice storm which moved through the state.
Locally, ram and temperatures
In the mide -30s helped to thaw
some of the ice from Thursday
night's storm.
Several residents in the county
still were without power this morning, a power outage that began
some 30 hours ago for several.
West Kentucky Rural Electric officials said they hoped to have all
power in the county restored by
this afternoon.
The storm pelted Kentucky with
freezing rain Friday, leaving an

some snow

•

Intermittent light rain with
some snow tonight/ with accumulation of less than an inch.
Lows tonight near 30 with
winds becoming light nor-,
thwesterly. Occasional snow
flurries Sunday with Highs in
the low Ms and lightywinds
from the west.
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icy coating on roads from
Paducah to Ashland. Thousands of
people across the state were
without electricity early in the
morning, as trees and ice snapped
utility wires.
•
Hazardous driving conditions
prompted Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
to order the closing of state
government for the day. Many
school and business leaders
followed suit.
State police reported no
weather-related highway deaths
amid the hundreds of minor traffic mishaps.
"It was a mess," said Trooper
John Lambert after returning to
the Morehead post following two
hours of tending to "chaos" on Interstate 64 in Rowan County.
The story was the same just
about everywhere as the storm
moved across the state.
In one traffic accident, a tractor
trailer carrying corrosive and
flammable materials jackknifed
in Lexington on the Nertown Pike
ramp of New Circle Road and slid
into a shallow ditch. Its cargo was
transferred to another vehicle and
police said there were no injuries
or problems with the transfer of
.e.materials.
Maner Ferguson, a Fayette
County agricultural extension
agent, warned farmers to protect
livestock during the cold weather.
"Rainy, cold weather is hard on
livestock, but the main thing is to
protect cows that would be calv-

ing and there are a few of them
now," Ferguson said.
Those animals should be kept inside with hay and water and "a little corn to give them extra
energy," he said.
"Cattle can _withstand this cold
weather better than we can."
Ferguson said, -but they should
have feed and be sure they can get
water. Dehydration is the biggest
problem"
Travel was the biggest obstacle
for state government employees.
and Adjutant General Billy
Wellman recommended that
everyone stay home.
One who did manage to get to
work was Sgt. Alva Woods, who
was at his station at the east door
of the Capitol. By noon, he had admitted just 30 people.
"Most of them were reporters ..
and we've got just a couple of people in the governor's office and
lieutenant governor's office,"
Woods said.
The National Weather Service
said that the wet and cold would
continue through today. with extreme Western Kentucky facing
occasions of rain becoming mixed.
with or changing to snow..
Temperatures early today remained -above Jreeting,-and- little
increase was expected dunng the
day.
By Sunday. the low presSur
system which triggered the storm
was expected to move to the northeast of the state, bringing an end
to the pecipitation.

Winter storm moves northeast
By The Associated Press
A huge winter storm was moving northeastward today after
drociping snow and rain from the
Southern Plains to the Carolinas
and through the Ohio River
Valley.
The storm produced record
snows in west Texas, where Lubbock received 16 inches in 24
hours,surpassing the old record of
12 Inches established in February
19710 .

Another winter storm, meanwhite, was moving into the
western United States today.
where gale force winds were pounding the northern California coast.
Storm watches were posted for today and tonight for the Sierra
Nevada mountains of California
and the Lake Tahoe -basin of
Nevada.
Strong east to northeast winds
accompanied rain from the Ohio
River Valley to the Carolinas.

CHOOSING THEIR CHOW - Grandparents of Calloway County elementary students have learned .
first-hand haw the schools' new hot-lunch system works_ On two days of the past two weeks,,grandparents were invited to enjoy the pick-your-own lunches with their grandchildren. Here, Michelle Allen enjoys a meal with her grandma and grandpa.- Altogether, more than 500 grandparents took advantage
of the offer at the three elementaries. Responses to the new system have been positive

•

Calloway students eating lunches
they prefer; meal sales increase By CHARLES HONEY.
Staff Writer
Wouldn't you like to have a choice between eating
a baloney sandwich or a pizza for lunch' Probably,
and your child is no different.
Kids at the Calloway County elementary schools
are getting that choice. now. When school recommenced after Christmas vacation, the schools
began a lunch program In which students pick•the
foods-they prefer. The program is designed to improve participation and the 4uality of students'
diets, and most of all to reduce waste. So far it's
working
Response has been positive from students.
parents and food serVice workers, according to
principals and Food Service Director Joanna
Adams The number of kids buying lunches appears
-to be up, their meals are more balanced, and in ttw
words of North Elementary Principal Jim Feltner.
"it's almost eliminated what goes into the garbage
disposal."
Those reports pleased school board members
concerned about student participation and,pritgrain

costs. when they heard a report on the to% system •
List week
Formerly elemental') stIliktliS were given a
cent lunch, which int' hided
choice between a
,many goyerdment -provided commodities and was
dl better-balani-ed meal, or an lia-t entlunch featur
ing hamburgers three day s a week ,and hot dogs
twice weekly . Beyond that 'choice students settled
for LW hiii4eVei INAS plONW41 on their plate
new system ch,irges a flat. 80 cents per lunch two meats,
for everyone Students can.i.iik
two of five4=getables And fruit'* one of two
desserts„aturirlitte or chocolate-milk They•re not.
allowed,to duplicate Hello:, and must pn k from
eat•li category
Arid ad'
.The result ha,. surprised
inuustrators Feltner says he has noticed kiiis
eating things they wouldn't eat when they had no
choice, MO Ulfirr kldS arinking then milk than
before They like having , hon-e and are t hoosing
a good variety. says -Adams.
surprising how well they 'rr doing at 'lusts
I Continued (WTI PagVZ

'Scout Murray'
promotion campaign
to help city, museum
ThEltiurray Tourtsrwcommimiort voted-at their meeting last wrek
to implement an expansive promotional campaign for 1983. using the
theme "ScOut Murray."
The campaign will include the use of regional outdoor billboards to
bring the "Scout Murray" message to the lakes area visitors Also in
eluded in the outdoor advertising program will be an opportunity for
local clubs and organizations to publici/e their events and activities
on the billboards.
The Commission's 1983 advertising plan will include the production
of a new Murray brochure, anti an expanded distribution program The "Scout Murray" theme is, of course, a play on words designed
not only to bring attention to Murray. Kentucky as a tourist center.
but also to help publicize the new National Boy Scout Museum
scheduled to open on the MSU campus sometime this year

Moststatetent collections decline By SY RAMSEY
Amociated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP r -- The
state is disappointed at its
revenue collections last month,
and Revenue Secretary Ron
Geary has indicated spending
may have to be cut further unless
the situation improves soon.
Most major date tax receipts
declined last month, leading
Geary to comment Friday that he
Is "very concerned" at the failure
clan upward trend to develop.
We will anxiously monitor the
January receipts,. which will
redact the anthill* nal.- he
In the final Clio d Oscather
Geary saki that the.shire'enconliot
lag "some kind of
recovery" would make itself felt
by February.
Be adman/lodged Friday that
time was a tlit of optimism that

possibly this might come as soon
as this month.
However, the only major tax
source to show gain was the 5cent sales and use tax, which in
December went up only 03 percent above the comparable level
last year, toll:al 171111100.
If the figures for January, which
will be out in mid-February. again
are flat, he said, "we will act accordingly after that."
The administration already has
projected a $102 million deficit for
this fiscal year, which ends in
June.
To cope with the shortfall, Gov.
John?. BrOWitifrhile ordered
most state agsncias to cut their
spending til2*tent
There also is a contingency plan
ier agencies to prepare for a ft peril* nisluelion d necessary, but
QM,iimilaw1 to specify what he
Ms .6i obi if the economic
•

stagnation continues, saying
-we'll just have to address that
situation."
For the 3 percent cut, the administration has said no addltional state employee layoffs an.
anticipated
The data released Friday shows
that General Fund collections last
month totaled almost $203 million
for a modest 1.9 percent increase
over December 1981.
"Much of this growth, however.
is attributable to new lava
enacted by the 1962 legislature,"
the revenueseessitaxy askl.
Receipts fir the first half of the
flaciryear totkleo $1.1 billion or
0.4titeint more than was receiv ed
the corresponding previous
period.
Individual income tax receipts
for last month were $46.5 million
or 2 percent below December 1961
(Continued On Page 2)

•

ON THE TUBE — Murray State's Racers played before a hill house Trilby and their game with Middle
Tennessee was also televised regionally as part of a five-game Ohio Valley Conference network package.
The game was televised live and started at 10:30 p.m. Murray State won the lateaight battle. downing
WM 6144. For gams photos and story see today's sports section, Pages 6-7.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

-
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Health premium tax
to be recommended
By OWEN ULI-MANN
Asseciated Press Writer
WASHINGTON IAPi — Three
out of 10 working Amencans
would be taxed on part of their
employer-paid health insurance
premiums under a proposal President ROOM will include in his
fiscal 1164 budget, administration
sources say.
In addition, the president's
soon-to-be released budget = will
call for "contingency" tax increases that would - raise more
the:tit* billion a year from late
INS through 1968, if needed to
limit future deficits, the sources
•
said Friday.
They .discussed the tax proposals only on condition that their
names net be used.
The contingency tax increases
are expected to include a crude oil
fee, which could add 12-cents-agallon to the cosi .of gasoline, and
an income tax surcharge Such increases would only take effect.
however._ AL required Anfuture deficits on a declining path
toward $100 billion or less by 1988.
The tax restriction on insurance
premiums would be certain to
begin in 1964, assuming it is approved by Congress. according to
_one source.
Under the proposal, an

employee could receive up to
$2,100 year -- er 8176a month — in
tax-free einplo:yer paid
premiums Anything beyond that
would be taxed as if part of the
employee's taxable income.
The administration estimates
that the new limit on health insurance premiums will affect just
under 30 percent of the workforce.
Currently, according to the administration, the average
employer-paid health-premium is
$1,476 a year. or $123 a month.
Budget planners estimate that
the change will raise an additional
$2.5 billion a year.
The president's budget plan for
the fiscal year beginning next October also will call for $8 billion in
defense cuts and More than $30
reductions in social
benefit nd other domestic programs.
Still, the budget plan, due to be
released on Jan -31, is expected to
show a deficit Of about 9190 billion.
An increase in Social Security
payroll taxes in 1964 also iato be
included in the budget as part of a
bipartisan compromise Reagan
and House Speaker Thomas P.
O'Neill-7V. Li-Mass., have endorsed for solving the pension
system's financial troubles The
payroll tax would rise from a current 6.7 percent to 7 pereent.

Test firing may be delayed
CAPE CANAVERAL.Fla 1API spokesman Jim Ball said.
A second test firing of the spice . NASA officials decided to conshuttle Challenger's three main duct an engine throttling after•
engines may have to be delayed - they found an accumulation of
because of computer troupes in hydrogen gas in the Challenger's
the spacecraft. NASA officials engine eompartment during a
say Dec, 18 test.
The test. schedtiled4;ii TueSilio.
Officials fear - the hydrogen
is designed to pinpointAtie source could ignite if iQs mixed with oxof
hydrogen leak that has ygen. delayed Challenger's maiden
If the compuVr can be repaired
launch until at least the end of in .anie, engineers planned to
February.
begin the 56-hour countdown today
Engineers conducting an engine at 9 a in for the Tuesday engine
tArottling system check before test.
dawn Friday found a problem
-At this point we're still on
with a two-foot-long computer at schedule but we could run into a
the rear of the spacecraft. hitch," Ball said.

POSPAL POOCH — Neither rain, nor snow, nor gloom of night can
keep the carrier from his appointed rounds, but outside the Unionville, Ind., post office, this first class canine is far from such con-

cerns as he takes a rest on the porch of the °trice overlooking the
parking lot.
AP Laserphoto

Pro-,anti-abortionists rally-on anniversary
By KIM MILLS
Associated Press Writer
Anti-abortion groups marking
today's 10th anniversary- of the
Supreme Court ruling that Ingalls&e-proter- ed abortiorrvowetico14-bon back to the unborn child." but
supporters of the decision promised to fight efforts "to eliminate
our freedom."
Demonstrations on both sides
were planned today in cities
across the nation, including a
commemorative service in Salem,
Ore., and pro-choke and antiabortion rallies from California to
'the East roast.
The Oregon anti-abortionists
proclaimed "Respect. Life Day."
and planned a "Life Wally" at the state Capitol, including a-wreathlaying "to remember the ones who
have been killed by abortion,"
said John Skelton, president of
Oregon Right to Life.
"We mourn their deaths," he
said. "We consider them sisters
and brothers, and feel impoverished by the absence of their love.

dreams, talents and abilities
which would have enriched our
world '
Pro-abortion groups in North
Carolina planned a silent vigil and
procession today in Chapel Hill.
where Rep. Anne Barnes, D.Chapel Hill, was scheduled to
speak.
On Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme
Court ruled that the decision to
have an abortion during the first
three months of pregnancy must
be left to a woman and her doctor.
The court said the states can interfere in the second three months
to protect a wciman's health and in
the final three months-do protect
the life of the fetus.

• Affordable
• Professional
These Are A Few Of he Many Reasons
To Choose Wells. No Matter What
Size of Your Wedding We Have A
Plan Designed To Fit Your Needs.

strong supporter of the antiabortion movement. Reagan
"reaffirmed his support of
everything the pro-life movement
represents," Falwell said Friday.
"There has never been any question that he was with us."
In New York City, Cardinal
Terence Cook told 350 students at
Manhattan's Cathedral High
School on Friday that abortion is,
"a national tragedy." .
But representatives of various
Protestant, Jewish and Catholic
groups held a worship service sup- '
porting the Supreme Court's decision and said the "delicate, painful decision" to abort must be left
to the individual.

Slow inflation predictectfor 1983
By SALLY jACOBSEN
Amociated Press Writer
WASHINGTON I
.— The
slowdown of inflation — to just 3.9
t i* 1962 — likely will petinrough this year, say private
eeenomists.
"We are in safe territory on inflation for another year or two,"
said Allen Sinai, senior economist
at the Lexington, Mass., consulting firm of Data Resources
Inc., after the Labor Department
on Friday released its final 1962
price tally.
Last year's results marked the
best showing by the Consumer
Price Index since the 3.4 percent
of 1971 and 197'4. when wage and
price controls were in effect.
Inflation by this measure was
8.9 percent in 1981 and 12_4 percent
An 1960.
Sinai and other economists said
the economy is so weak that even

Ct

Bridal Elegance
t'•Distinetive

Marking the anniversary.
members of the North Carolina
Coalition for Choice sent apple
pies to lawmakers, "to illustrate
that the overwhelming majority of
Americans support the Supreme
Court decision that legalized abortion," said spokeswoman Sharon
Thompson.
Anti-abortion groups in California planned rallies in Los Angeles,
San Diego, Sacramento and Santa
Ana. President Reagan sent a
telegram, supporting the Los
Angeles anti-abortion rally, said
Karen Bodziak, education director for the state's Right to Life
League.
In Washington, Reagan met
with the Rev. Jerry Falwell, a

Taxes...
(Continued From Page 1)
Coal severance tax collections
o($16 million showed a24 percent
decline, a trend that began months ago and-reflects the economic
crisis in the coalfields.
In die.TratiititleifFund. the
news was equally dreary.
Motor fuels taxes produced $17
million in December, down 6.2
percent.
Motor vehicle usage receipts
totaled $7 million. a 5 percent
decline and indicative of lagging
car sales.
The new wholesale taxes on
alcoholic beverages, routinely
passed on to retail customers,
yielded $2.8 million last month and
now have generated $16.7 million
during the first six fiscal months.
The Insurance premiums surcharge tax produced almost $1
million in December and the sixmonth total is $7 million.

with a recovery, prices should not
pick up sharply
Donald Straszheim, economist
at the Philadelphia consulting
firm of Wharton Econometrics,
expects consumer prices to rise in
the rahge of 4 percent tot percent
this year.
"We aren't at all concerned with
a major re-escalation anytime in
the foreseeable future," he said.
The government, meanwhile,
offered an encouraging new sign
of economic recovery when it
reported that orders to US, factories for "big-ticket" durable
goods soared a record 12 percent
in December.
Even though much of the increase came from a giant 135 percent surge in orders for military
hardware, analysts took the
report as a strong new indication
the recession was coming to an
end.
Private economist Michael K.
Evans, who has been among the

less optiMistic forecasters, said:
"I think the recession is over. The
pessimists are being left in the
dust."
The report...though, also provided figures on how deeply the
recession had cut into manufacturers' operations. Orders for all
of 1982 were down 10.1 percent
from 1961, the biggest one-year
decline since the 10.3 percent drop
of 1975.
In other economic news Friday:
—The Labor Department said
the "real average weekly earnings" of Americans declined by
0.1 percent last year. It said a gain
In average weekly earnings of 3.8
percent was overtaken slightly by
the 3.9 percent increase in consumer prices.
—The stock market took its biggest tumble since the first trading
session of the year amid worries
about the looming federal budget
deficits and rising interest rates.

Clark gets cake,telegram
from Reagan on birthday
SALT LAKE CITY ( AP I -- A
telegram from President Reagan,
a large chocolate cake and
balloons tied to the air compressor
that drives his artificial heart
greeted Barney Clark on his 62nd
birthday.
About 15 people -- *chiding
Clark's wife, Una
Gary
and hospital employees — sang
"Happy Birthday" to Clark on
Friday, hospital spokesman John
Dwan said.
"He said, 'I can't believe It,"
Dwan said."He seemed pleased."
Clark remained in serious but
stable condition today — his 52nd
day with the Jarvik-7 artificial

tot, ail

heart — at the University of Utah
MediCal Center, Dwan said.
The rectangular birthday cake,
decorated with white roses and
pink' hearts, was whipped up by
the medical center's pastry chef.
Most of the cake was distributed
to hospital workers before it was
taken to the retired Seattle-area
dentist because a busy day in the
Intensive care unit delayed
Clark's party,Dwan said.
The president's telegram read,
"Nancy and I send our heart-felt
congratulations on your birthday.
We know that this occasion marks
another milestone in your
courageous journey.

Lunches...
I Continued From Page 11

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID QR./kVA

ing their own meals," Adams said. "They'll say,'I
can hardly wait till lunch time because it's so much
fun to choose my own meal."
The most evident benefit so far is the drastically
reduced amount of food being thrown away. Items
such as green beans and mixed vegetables often used to come back on the trays untouched. Now, only
kids who like such vegetables will choose them.
Adams explains that when pears Were on the
menu, a pear was put on every plate and some 11
cans of them were opened. Sometinies,as many -as
aim gallons a day of those pears were thrown out by
who wouldn't eat them. Now that kids are picking what they prefer, "I've seen more clean trays
than I ever have before," Adams said.
More Ude are eating hot lunches, too. Participation in the Calloway het leach program already was
among the state's highest. Adams says: over 18 percent in the elementary schools. rehear thinks that
may go up hy about one percent with the new program.
It has bssibiedbe vanitor participstion because

iptle
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po many students have been out with chicken pox,
Adams explains. But one Southwest Elementary
teacher recently said that for the first time this
year not one student in her class had a lunch box.
That's good news to nutritionists. A recently announced U.S. Department of Agriculture study concluded that students who eat hot lunches consume
significantly more of the recommended nutrients
than those who do not. Children between ages I and
11 consume 70 percent more vitamin A. about 00
percent more iron, calcium and vitamin 84, and
six percent mere"'orgy them them silis Wing their
own leechesç wording to the stody. The mitrition
edge is eves greeter for high selmisises.
"A let of parents say.'My child dessel like what
you're serving at school."'szplaimed Adams."Bat
there are • lot et kids who Mit set what their
parents have packed that's geed for them.either."
The sew system has also speeded up the knee and
made it seder om the hood service vnwkers. Feltner
mys. Awe all Modesto are &weed the same hunch
price, bookkeeping hes been easier also.
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An escalating
trend — the
nation's deficit
The Reagan administration now to_recasts a
deficit of between $190 billion and $200 bawl for the
196243 fiscal year. And even with the predicted
slow economic recovery, it expects the annual
deficit to reach $300 billion by 1988, if the federal
spending and revenue programs now in place continue as planned. These are mammoth numbers.
Worse yet, they describe an'escalating trend, which
will put increasing pressure on -interest rates, interfering with economic recovery at home and
abroad and playing havoc with the international
banking system.
Yet all the backing and forthing at the White
House over the past few weeks has been over the $30
billion the president was reported to be seeking,
then not seeking, now seeking again in domestic
cuts for 196344. Quite aside from the fact that Congress seems to be united in opposition to further
social program cuts,this amount is a pittance.
The deficit numbers, indeed, are too big,for any
one-shot spending cut to overcome. Even large
steps like deferring a major weapons purchase or
eliminating a Social Security payment increase,
both of which the president's advisers have suggested, wouldn't make much of a dent in future
budget years. To break the momentum of steadily
climbing deficits; the government needs to reorder
longer-term spending trends. The Social Security
system and other entitlement programs must be
redesigned not to be an increasing drain on the
budget. The defense buildup must be replanned for
a pace that does not outstrip economic capacity —
which means the administration must make tfie
Choices among purchases and the changes in
strategies that such a pace demands.
But,instead, mostof the president's economic advisers stem to be urging him to attack the deficit by
combining one-shot budget cuts with longer-term
tax increases. In other circumstances, this might
have been a reasonable approach. Even now,there
culd be considerable benefit immaking further adjustments to the original Fteigan tax-cut package,
to remove unintended loopholes, and to make
various investmentincentive programs more effective and less costly.
But against a $200 billion or $300 billion deficit,
such tax adjustments would not bring in large suma
of money. And the sort of tax increase that would
bring significant revenues would be a dreadful
mistake right now. At the trough of a recession, the
economy needs stimulation, not a new clampdown.
The administration's primary target, if it wants
to change the dynamics of the budget, reducing
social welfare and debt costs and raising revenues,
must be the recession itself. And not staying the
course, as the president recently proposed. The
faltering recovery that the Reagan course is expected to produce is what lies behind the $300 billion
1968 deficit. The administration's hands-off approach to private enterprise
the tax cuts for
everything, the regulatory direction of nothing — is
a patent failure.
At minimum, existing tax and spending programs have to be targeted to where they will have
the broadest impact. Better yet, new and more effective economic stimulation measures should be
enacted. Even if they worsen the deficit in the short
run, they will pay off soon. And there is a crucial
role for government in convincing workers and
managers in the private sector — with both carrots
and sticks — to adopt the sometimes unpleasant
wage and investment strategies necessary for
economic growth. The adrnInstration's aversion to
this kind of intervention is what has consigned it to
battling the deficit with a succession of gross tax

and spending adjustments which never can reverse
the underlying trends.
Economic momentum is now working against the
federal budget — and against an economic
recovery. Under the circumstances, staying the
course is a prescription for disease, and any mere
course correction is doomed to fail. Indeed,some of
tbe corrections the president's advisers are urging
on him would aggravate the basic problem. Unless
major federal spending programs are redesigned
and an active economic recovery program is undertaken, the onslaught of rising deficits will not be
stemmed.
(Reprhded by permiedas of The Sacramento
Reel
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Grow old along with me...is the best yet to be
V
trip to the beach or I >vine), u oriel
I think, on your visits to the aged
people you love, you will probably •
hear them saying something like
what my mother-in-law said. about
not %tinting to be a burden to their
children and not wanting to become
dependent on others
Indeed,-it's surprising to see ow ex-

passes that another hundredth birthMy mother-in-law keeps saying
that when she gets too old and feeble
day isn't mentioned in the
newspapers
to care for herself she wants to. do
The crisis in funding the Social
what the old eskimos do. She says.
Security system and medical
they cut themselves adrift on an '
benefits system comes becalm..
icefloe and float away until the ice
de
.(- aides past, someone
melts.
She is now 81, and I keep asking
underestimated the life expectancy
rates in the nation No one knew then
her if she's ready to sail.
tremes to which mane_ older people
that people would be living so much
That fine lady, in her creative way,
are,willing to go to avoid loss of inlonger and in such greater number
echoes a common sentiment that I
deuendence,_ Some. hoard t hest
But, while the numbers and their
hear among many elderly people.
Just writins'aboutold age'is fraught
effects on the —national support —money -to prolong the day -of needing
fiscal help. Others enroll us exercise
system are a problem. I am personalwith difficulty, because one is
classes or take volunteer.jobs, to stab
ly more concerned about older people
chastised for reminding people of
active and out in circulatton Smile
as individuals Most of us are that
their age, especially by referring to
even move into retired people's
way
we can identify a problens onttiem as Senior Citizens. Old People,
apartments and condominiums disor Golden Agers. Many older folks • ly by identifying with real. live peotant from their families ta avoid beple who are caught in that problem
don't want to be reminded of their
ing a nuisance' Incredibly, avoiding
whethilr it be sickness, unemployage - - and it is true that "you're only
to psychologists and social workers.
ment,divorce, or aging.•
as old as you think" and that if you
many find ways to end their lives, by•
don't think about it. it doesn't bother
December and January •-seem to
refusing mecheal help or by losing
you.
me to be the months when most of d.s
their will to live or by less ingenious
But a great many people do think
are Most conscious of the plight Of
devices
about it. and a good many talk about older people. .Somehow. .when the
The thlemas of old age are as diflived._
leaves
wives
only
are
gone
from
the
oak
trees
when
it. In the days
ficult for children as for the- aged All
for the winter, the stark and twisted
to 3.5 and a man often went through
their lives,. iseople have had older
three wives in his lifetime, older peo- limbs remind us of the aged people.
folks to serve them as home base"
we know Visits- to shut-ins and,nursple were in such a minority that we
and as sanctuary from griming old
didn't hear much about them. Good
ing homes or to old relatives .or
themselves Suddenly, it often- apdiets, healthy homes, and modern -schoolteachers increase, aS congh not suddenIV at all ,.
pears I afti
medicine have extended the averaKe sciousness increases, in thitt season
parents reverse roles with their
age expectency enormously, to about Less thought is given Ahem in July
children And both the ..parerils and
when the car is being- packed for a
72 or so years now. Hardly a day

the children
the old and the
.middle-aged
are Unprepared for
that when it happens.
For example, neither the arcil
parent nor his children e tins tell ecti
he refuses so stubbornly to folloo thr
doctor's orders about medicines
take, or Aercises to die Front one
angle. it looks like the parent is tr% mg to hurry •death along .M such
resistance and sabotage. Vet. the.
very same acts of defiance can Ake,
• be seen as signs of a' strong_ Witt to-live. Having lost control eif his prperty. his work, his famil . and hi -finances. and even of his Ik.1% the.
rebellious parent itliI74 be, asSertitio.:
independence in the 11111) IA oN. left
Certainly. the saita. uherpretaiion
can be given to crankiness and
bossiness from some.older folks Its -a
strong shoo of a strong will
Perhaps that's reading too much
into sou o. skipped pills or sikauing
But...probably not, Perhaps %% hem
t. ought to applaud
at
the effort it takes and the deternitna
tom it shoos Perhaps 141- 'ought

say to silt+ defiant old ones %that
I4Ian Thomas ea-tit'. to Isis father.
-Do not go gentle into that oectlnight Rage.'rage against the eh, inti.!
of.the light "

thoughts in season
By-Ken-Wolf
Ilave you ever heard•if the expression "the fishermanfs preefit —:' M%
friend the le'cal I'tiniest' hi\t1wrlifnit's plain,. the' (11111eSe prOvert) this wa%
A ',wheats Mkt it Chilli met on the
beach When the clam opened it's
shell to vilt as.. pelican, the bird stuck
it's beak irisale .the
shell teeeei
the clam The clam snapped it's shell
shut on-the pela,an's beak
.•
As they struggled em the beach,the
pelican insisted he would keep the
clam out of water until it died while
the chilli pointed unit to the pelican
that it would starve. if it could no
longer open it's beak
Trapped hy their greed.. both
creatures Were soon snatchedup b%
passing fisherman.

,looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
The Murray Lions Club donated
$500 toward the purchase of the
power rescue tool for Murray and
Calloway County in the fund drive
sponsored by Murray Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include William
M. Whitnell, 68, W.D. Holt, Ift, Sherman Richard Mayo. 66, Claude
Jones, 75, Miss Carolyn T. Veal, Mrs.
Belle Medows, 73, Mrs Marjorie
Darnall, 51, Mrs. Lora Lillian Rogers
N, Mrs. J W Ingram. Guy William
Bucy, 77, and Mrs. Iva Scarbrough,
79,
Diana Beth McCallon has been

named Calloway County March of
Dimes Poster Child for 1973.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James R. McMinn, Jr.
Jan. ID.
Murray State University Racers
best Tennessee Tech 73 to 72 in a

basketball game. High team scorers
were Marcelous Starks for Murray
and Rick Stone for Tennessee Tech.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation Fund Drive
moved to within less than $10,000 of
the $130,000 goal today. At II a.m. a
total of MIMI worth of stock had
been purcheaed.
The Murray State College Board of
Regents approved issuance of bonds
to conetruct a classroom building and
a maintenance service building and
to reconstruct the present
maintainers* space into classrooms
and laboratories.
Murray College High School won a
first place trophy at Davies County
High School Debate Tournament on
Jan. If at Owensboro. Debaters were
Ed Frank Jeffrey, More Winter, Danny Kemp and Don Oliver.'
Edwina Kirk, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk. and Frank
Yates, Jr.,son of Mr. and Mrs.Frank
Yates, Mayfield, were married Dec.
30 at the home of the bride's permit
in Murray.
New officers of Kiwanis Club are
Bill Boyd, Jim Perkins, Bob &Ili:Vac and Charles Coleman.

Thirty years ago
While serving aboard the heavy
cruiser USS Los Angeles, Oliver C.
Mcl,einore, Jr., seaman, USN,son of
Mr. and Mrs. 0.C. McLemore of Murray. spent the Christmas_ holidays in
British Crown Colony of Hong Kong
during a goodwill visit.
Deaths reported include Earl it
DeArinond,32, and Jess Childers.83
I'vt Kerney L. Bailey. lion 04Mrs
Jewell Bailey of Hazel, has been
transferred from Fort Knox to Camp
Chaffee, Ark.
Annual meeting of Calloway County Farm Bureau will be Jan. 29 an Little Auditorium of Murray State College, according to John I %voider,
president, and B.H. Dixon,
secretary.
Births reported Include a boy to the
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel C. McKee on
Jan 20.
Mrs. Budl Hargis Is president of the
Almo High School Unit of the ParentTeacher Association.

Forty years ago
The United Stites Naval

Flight
Preparatory School at Murray State
College under the command of
Charles L Wiley is now in full swing
with 250 cadets undergoing

preparatory training toward winning
"Wings of Gold" in United States

Navy
Deaths reported include Manliff R
Wells, N. Mrs. Edna Targgart, 45.

and Mrs. Nettie Fisher.
The enrollment at Murray State
College for the 1943 winter quarter
which opened Jan.6 has reached 616,
according to Dr. James H. Richmond.president.
' Mrs. Handord Domn, Mrs. J.A.
Outiend. Mts. Jesse Washburn, Mrs.
B.C. Swann and Mrs. Ivan Henderson, members if Calloway County
Homemakers Clubs, and Miss
Rachel Rowland, county home
demonstration agent, will attend annualfarm and Home Conference at
University of Kentneky,•Lesingtan,
Jan. 30-211.
Pat Morris Gingles, Lois Mtwphy
Goode, Jewel Gersidine Hurt, Billy

Lipforti. Grace West linderWood.
Evelyn Lou Lockhart and Mary
Evelyn Russell, all of Calloway County. were granted degrees from Murray State College in December 1942,
according to Ch.() Gillis Hester.
registrar.
Marriages announced this week include Mary Elizabeth Crass.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. if M
Crass. to Henry Marvin FultOn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. H.M. Fultim.• Sr..
on Jan. 15 at the home of the bride's
parents
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs: Jeff Hughes. Dec. 17: a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Bailey,
Jap 13; a bay to Mr and Mrs. Paul
Newman, Jan. 14; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs S H. Hendricks, a girl to Mr
Mitt Mr4 Clifford Brandon. a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Fred Kirkland and boy
to Mr and Mrs. Carlos Hicks, all on
Jen I. a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Etheiritis. twin girls to Mr. and Mrs.
Wesley Taylor Baker and a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Melvin Lawrence, all
on Jan 16, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
RE). May. Jan. 19.
. Fifty Years ago
Fifty-one schools of Calloway
County were dismissed for the year
on Jan. 13 The II two-room and 40
one-room schools represent 62
teachers and 2,200 students and
started July 4 for seven months
Deaths reported include Ralph E.
Morris, 26, Mrs. Henry Thornton,
Revis C. Spiceland, Mrs. Euria Cole.
40, and Luella Hale,2.
The Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross has given
out 2,200 garments from Dec. 10 to
Jan. 10. This includes garments

made of the cotton materials and
worn outer garments given to the
relief body.
The tobacco prices showea much
improvedknt here this week with the
season's average taking a jump from
83.84 to $4.03 per hundred weight on
the Murray floors.
Mrs. Lee Corraway was surprised
with a dinner on her bist birthday on
Jan. id by her ddldren. ,

Plaits currently are underway for a.
second printing of Ken Wolf's
'Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger .& Times. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
one of the following people • Marti Erwin,• Irma taFollette. Susan Hart,
Alida Graves. Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey, Alice Milton, t;erry
Reed, David BOOS, Max Hurt. Betty
Lowy or Ken Wolf

today in history
t he
Today is Saturday, Jan
22nd day of 1951 Therv ate. 343 .1;,
left in the year
--Today's highlight in history'
On Jan. 22, 1901, the end of an era
arrived in England with the death of
Queen Victoria at the age of 82
On this date:
In 1521, England and France
declared war on the Holy Homan
Empire.
In 1655, Oliver Cromwell dissolved
the British Parliament
In 1905, Russian workers revolted
in St Petersburg, drawing fire from
Imperial Army troops in what
became known as -Bloody Sunday"
In 1944, Allied (of-era began Ian-:
dings at Anzio, Italy, in World War II
Ten years-ago--Former President
Lyndon Johnson died of a heart illtack at his Texas ranch at the age of
63
Former
Today's birthdays
diana Sen Birch Bay h is 55

In-

Letters
WRITE A LETTER
o the editor are welcomed and enouraged All letters must be signby the writer send the writer's
address and phone number inwit
be included for verification. The
phohe number will not be publish
Letters should be typewritten
nd double-spaced if possible and
• • I Id be
,on topics of general in.
Editors reserve the right to con-

•
or re}ect any letter and
limit frequent writers
Address torrespondence to
tor, The Murray Ledger &

Box 1040. Murray,
•

Ky.

murray today

PAW.t&vrda).Jaattar, 22. 1963

Marl' cry Ledger a Times

Elderly program menus released

Community calendar

Tuesday,Jan.25
Menus for the Nutrition Center. Meals also are butter, pineapple upMay,Jan.$4
p.m; at First United Study will meet at 6 p.m. Program for the Elderly sent out each day.
sidedown cake, pineapat home of David and and Meals on Wheels for
Menus are as follows:
Methodist Church.
ple, milk,coffee or tea.
Aleshiii Cunningham. Ut- the week of Jan. 24 to 20
Monday - macaroni
Thursday - swiss
have been released by and cheese, tomato steak, mashed cheeney
Recovery, Inc., will terback Road.
Tripp Tburman, director casserole, green peas, potatoes, broccoli
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Returning Students of Murray-Calloway sliced carrots. hot roll, casserole, hot roll, butter,
Health Center, North
butter, chocolate banana, milk, coffee or
Seventh and Olive United will meet at 11:30 County Senior Citizens.
a.m. in Ordway Hall,
Meals are served Mon- brownie, apple, milk, cof- tea.
Streets
Murray State University. day through Friday at fee or tea.
Friday - chili cs4 carHazel and. Douglas
Tudy - meat loaf, ni, fried mushrooms,
Betty Sledd Group of
Singles Class will meet Centers and each Tues- mashed potatoes. waldrof salad, crackers,
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 at 7 p.m. at Seventh and day and Thursday at Ellis scalloped tomatoes, hot butter, apple, milk, cofroll, butter, chocolate fee or tea.
p.m at home of Mri Poplar Church of Christ.
lArry Bell.
chip cookie, peaches,
MESSAGE
Calloway County
milk,coffee or tea.
In
1790,
George
Circle of Love meeting Homemakers Council
Wednesday - baked Washington delivered the
at
a.m.
at
9:30
will
meet
will be at 7 p.m. at First
ham, steamed cabbage, first annual U.S
white beans, cornbread, presidential message.
United Methodist Church. Chamber- of Commerce
Centre
Tuesday,Jan. 25
Marshall County
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Mur- Chapter of ladies Full
ray Wciman'i Club House. Gospel Fellowship will
meet at 10:30 a.m. at
Tau 'Phi Lambda Gateway Steakhouse:'
Jennifer A. Williams of Rt. 5, a junior at Murray
Sorority of Woodmen of Draffenville.
State University, earngd recognition on the Dean's
the World is scheduled to
List for the fall semester.
Ministers Fellowship of
meet at 7 p.m. at WOW
Her name did not appear in an earlier listing
Blood River Baptist
Hall
because it was inadvertently omitted from a comAssociation will be at 10
MEMBER OF MONTH puter printout of students who compiled it least a
Eva Wall Mission a.m. at associational of- Jeanne Thorn, 33 academic standing of a possible 4.0. Miss
fice
at
Hardin.
Group of Memorial Bapdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, a pre-pharmacy major,is the daughter of
tist Church Women will
Arvis Thorn, RL 1, Abno, Roszella Williams.
Committee
Pack
of
Cub
meet at 2 p.m. with Mane
has been selected as
Housden, 1718 Keenland. Scout Pack 57 will meet
at 7 p.m. at First United Member of the Month for
December by the
Alcoholics Anodymous Methodist Church.
Baptist Men's Day will be observed Sunday, Jan.
Calloway County High
is scheduled to meet at 8
Senior Citizens ac- School Chapter of the 23, at Sinking Spring Baptist Church. The men will
p.m. in western portion of tivitiei will be at 9:30
have a breakfast at 8:30 a.m. Sunday with the servLivestock and Exposition Lin. at Dexter Center: Future Farmers of ing by the Baptist Young Women.
America.
She was
Center.
Speakers will be Jimmy KuykendaU about Bapfrom 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at selected as a result of
Hazel and -Douglas greeting first place in the tist Men ind Mark Paschall about Royal AmMurray TOPS (take off Centers: from 10 a.m. to
bassadors.
Chapter Fire Prevention
pouniti sensibly ) Club p.m. at Ellis Center.
Essay Contest and placwill meet it 7 up.m. at
ing itecond in the Chapter
Health Center.
Mothers Morning Out Soil Conservation Esepy
A film series on "Focus on the Family" by Dr.
will be at fiam.-st-First -Contest. Miss Thorn- is a
.Janie, U. Dogson, professor at the University of
Bethel Baptist Bible United Methodist Church.
freshman at CCHS.
Southern' California School of Medicine, will start
Sunday, Jan. 23, at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. The film and discussion will be
in the Gleaners Clalisroom and a nursery will be
Yoe Are Invited
Eleven students at advocates and justices in provided for the series to continue each Sunday
evening through March 13.
To Attend
Murray High Schonl at- the supreme court.
Mark Turner, KYA Lt.
tended the Kentucky
Youth Assembly Training Governer, Bowling
Clinic held Monday, Jan. Green, presided at the
The art work of Charlotte Forman will be on
17, at Kentucky Dam meeting.
hibit
at the University Center Gaiter)+, Murray
Two delegates anVillage.
State,
through Friday, Jan. U. This includera
nounced
candidacy
for
Representing. Murray
central sloniar 7511-3314
number
of drawings, graphics and prints including
High Tri Alpha were state offices for 1964.
colorful
landscapes
of western beach scenes as well
Steven
Vaughn, Heath,
Melanie Roos, Whitney
as commercial graphic posters and small graphite
announced
for
IA.
GoverTaylor,
Teresa
Ford,
The Nationally Acclaimed
portrait drawings.
Kim Oles and Holly nor: Charles Cella, MurA reception will be today (Saturday) from 3 to 5
Film Series by
ALL
ray announced canKnight.
p.m.
in the gallery. The hours d the gallery are 8:30
Delegates from Murray didacy for speaker of the
DISCOUNTED
Dr. James C. Dobson
a.m. to$ p.m., Monday through Friday, and noon to
High Hi-Y included Mike House.
A sample bill was 6 p.m.,Saturday and Sunday. Admission is free.
Sunday 6:30 p.m.
Childress, Charles Cella,
debated.
Instruction was
Barry Wyatt, Robert
ALLPAPKR
Lyons, Ricky Rogers and given in parliamentary
First United Methodist
procedures. Taking part
Steve Beyer'.
3594 Lows Oak Rd.
The Calloway County Homemakers Council will
Social Nell
were Murray, Lone Oak meet Tuesday, Jan.
The
club
advisors,
35, at 9:30 a.m. in Commerce
LONE OAK PtAZA
Session I: The Strong-Willed Child
Mary Ann Russell and and Heath High Schools.
Centre of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
PADUCAH, KY. _
Kent Barnes, also attend- Cuts firs-t
record Commerre,Highway 641 North. All club presidents,
tS ASON-SAT
ed.
LONDON (AP) - county chairmen and county officers should attend.
S124944100
The purpose of the President Reagan can
Council officers are Maxine Scott, president, Donelleataot all. 7113-3314
clinic was to provide "sleep easy" about
the na Whitfield, vice president, and Wilma Bee11Y,
training for the Kentucky first record
produced by secretary-treasurer. Jean Clear is county extension
Youth Assembly to be his daughter,
Patti Davis, &pint in home economics.
March 24, 25 and 26 in says a music
critic,
Louisville and Lexington. because she
committee to meet
has stayed
It is an experience in away from
anything conThe Pack Committee of Cub Scout Pack 57,sponstate government which troversial.
sored
by Carter School Parent-Teacher Organizaincludes preparation by
The album is called tion, will meet Tuesday. Jan. 25, at 7 p.m. at First
the delegates of proposed "Patti
Davis." Its cktzen United Methodist Church. Plans for the annual Blue
"Love is a special way of feeling.- and Valentine's Day is a
legislation that would numbers including and Gold Banquet will be made and all Den Leaders
benefit the state of Ken- seven songs she
special time for giving a gift that will grow in value for all the
wrote are urged to attend,a spokesman said.
tucky and defense of that herself- range
from pop
years to come!
legislation at the state to country
and hard rock.
capitol.
To assist you in selecting a special gift for your special soThe album by the 20Workshops in temente embroidery with Judy
Delegates assume the year-old entertainer was
meone. we invite you to our
roles of senators, recorded in London in Stahler as teacher and crocheting with Opal
representatives, lob- November and December Emerine as teacher will be on Wednesday, Jan. 26,
Special Special Annual
at 9 30 a.m. at Ellis Center. For information call the
byists. press, as well as for Runaway Records.
Calloway Countg Extension Office,763-1462.
Off The Wall Sale
Whirh Begins January 24th
A. Ands February 14th
Recently dismissed from Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Khiclijoh Shsikbradh of Murray.

Monday,Jan 54
Sunday,Jan. 23
y,Jan. 22
Open house will be - Adult Great Books
Department of
urt
Murray Woman's Club, from 1 to p m at Jaycee Discussion Group will
will meet at noon at club Building at the Murray- meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Jaycee Calloway Public Library.
house
Fairgrounds. Highway
Creative Arts DepartAlcoholics Anonymous 121 North.
ment of Murray Woman's
and Alanon will meet at 8
Sinking Spring Baptist Club will meet at 9.30
p.m at western portion of
West Kentucky lAvestock Church Men will have a a.m. at club house.
breakfast at 8:30 a.m. at
and TAposition Center
the church.
Blood River Baptist
Murray Squar-AParents Choir Guild of Associations' WMU will
Nader* will dance at 8 First United Methodist meet at 10 a.m. at Hardin
pm at Woodmen of the Church will have a Baptist Church.
World Hall
potluck luncheon at noon
Colts and Fillet 4-H
in the social hall.
Horse
Club will meet at 7
Hound and square danWest Kentucky Ag Ex- p.init Jack and Jill Day
cing will be at 7 30 p m
at Lynn Grove Skating po 83' will have activities Car Center
including a gospel singing
Rink
from 1 to 5 p.m. at West
District 17, -Unit I of
West Kentucky Ag Ex- Kentucky Exposition Licensed Practical
Nurses will meet at 7
po 113' will have activities Center.
p.m. in private dining
from 10 a.ni to 9 p in at
West K .iiic-ky Exposi- . Second Jiily of field room of Murray trips to observe Eagles at Calloway County
tion Cenfert
Land Between the Lakes Hospital.
-held trips to observe will start at 9 a m. and
Program on "Wills and
Eagles at Land Between 1 30 pm at WOodhinds
the Lakes will start at 9 Nature Center For reser- Deeds" by Helen Stevens,
a in and 1 30 p.m at vations call 1-924-5602, state extension specialist,
will be at 1:30 p m in cirWoodlands Nature Extension 238
cuit court room of Miller
Center For reservations
Amvets Auxiliary Post Annex Building. Old
call 1-924-5602, Extension
45, Paris Landing, will Postoffice building. This
238
have a fund raising din- is open to public_._
, -Harry Hale and Fire ner with serving from 4 to
First council meeting
Mountain Band will play 7 p m. for members and
of
Church and Communiat 7 p in at Fern Terrace guests.
ty Cooperative Ministry
Lodge
Rudy Howard and of Murray-Catloway
Sherç will present a con- County Need Line
cert at 6 pm at Scotts Association, Inc., will be
Bargain Matinee
Grove Baptist Church.
at 7 p.m. at Calloway
-- —
Sot. & Sun 2:00
Public Library The
Annual meeting of con- public is invited.
Cheri & Cine
gregation4 of First
aorus .is
All Seats S I 50
Presbyterian Church will' _ _ Community
scheduled to meet at 7 30
be at noon

Alg

Wallpaper
600
Sample
Books
700
Patterns
In Stock

datebook
Williams named

".•••••••••••-•,,,

Men's Day Sunday

Film to be shown Sunday

Students attend clinic

Forman works on exhibit

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY

i ALLPAPIKIR

Homemakers will meet

Nursery Provided

titc>ortcvetinditata6)
sr

Pock

Workshops scheduled

Patient at Mayfield

e offer a wide selection of

Patients dismissed

Framed Prints
1/2 Price
All Framed Prints
20% Off
Of Special Interest For M.S.U. Students

Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah, include Charles Clayton and
Lisa Coy, both of Murray.

WELCOME WAGON('
WANTS TO
VISIT YOU

A Special Selection of

Graphics
All Gift Items

1/2 Price
1/2 Price

Artists Include: Hay Harm,(hark) Harper. Mawabu Salto. Bill Zimmerman. Jim
Harrison. Jean '.icier, ken Holland, Neal Holland. Larry Dyke, (31arles Frier'.
Nelson Rhodes. C.S. Vittitow. Phil Lately. Charles Spaulding. David 'aright. and
others.

This is a once a

year sale, so shop early at the

Blackford licluse Gallery
•
Offer Stints Thursday

418 Main Street
Muffs.,.fiy..42071
Hours Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30

'‘41
'

(
y•

Limbed Time Oely

7534301

Mej

TACO JOHNS.
cows'Mei**,
Caster
Hwy.641 H.,/Amway
Acmes Frees Tim Stadion,
76.1-1497
*
4181

MTH A BASKETFUL OF GIFTS
And 111 bring holpf ul information paps cards
you can reclean) tot more gtf1s at local
My visits a Inandly call at no bustneao cost
Of 06190110ft 10 you. Just enclagpc7, Now
parent" Moved? rtt law is, -at you at you/
convenaMos.

emu liatlarys &Mond 753-3011
119696011
Neu
Ass.
4924344

The Murray Jaycees would like to recognize our
active past presidents because of their dedication
Murray Jaycees has always been strong. Jerry McCoy president "76-77", Don Lovett "77-71% Ted
Delaney -78-79", Jamie McMillen "79-80", Joe
Kelso .10-81", Tony Wallace '11-82". The current
local president is Gary Harper "12413". Our past
presidents are not only active in the community
through Jaycees, but also in other community
related organizations. Ted Delaney serves on the
Red Cross board. Jamie McMillen treasurer for the
Murray Baseball Association.
Joe Kelso, president of Kentucky League
Baseball. Some of Murrays Jaycees are currently
serving on the Board of the Kentucky State
Jaycees.
Jerry McCoy Community Development, vicepresident, Don Lovett Chairman for Tropper Island
and Tony Wallace Regional Director.
The Murray Calloway County would like to thank
these men for their efforts In making the community in which we live a better place to be.
NATIONAL JAYCEE WEEK — Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis t left) and Gary Harper, president of
the Murray-C-alloway County Jaycees,signed a proclamation for National Jaycee Week in Murray

Today's Young Men...Building A Better Tomorrow
We've a future we can count on
because of the work our Jaycees are
doing today. Their role in civic, affairs
has enabled us to glimpse the tomorrow that could be. filled with realized
oals and brigh'. promise.

Their drive and enthusiasm
inspired us to make our ,community
the best ever and their • unending
dedication to hard work has given Li% a'
chance to accomplish many things
We proudly applaud their tine efforts

salutes the Jaycees
for their contributions
and service to Calloway County

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Congratulations
On A Great
Year!!

Landscaping
cum)* 111(14114
CASINITC
CUSTOM 101000W011110“,

PEOPLES IBANK
MCRRAY

KY.
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Kid from Kansas picks up slack
when Racers'Big Three falters

( Al,M
(;PE THE: STORM - While Middle Tennessee's Blue Raiders were being introduced.Friday
in Tower Arena . the Murray State student section suddenly became interested in current events. However.
wt.-ri the hometown team was introduced the mood changed noticeably. The Racers went on to win,6144,
tairteitag the game and a regional television audience.
bef-re
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Volenzuela salary war needs outsider
'
I )cMarco. the„igen!. for the third.)ear
pl.ls UI.'said he would not
coninieltr on specifies.
-but--414-14411-U341--the- • latraturn had been req(14,,t44
1q.
The salary request
be tlie !ugliest

fisure i:ver submitted in
arbitration. which is used
to settle pay differences.
'The highest salary ever
submitted was;700.000 by
Bruce Sutter19110 The
top. club figure . was
6450,000 by the Detroit
Tigers for Jack Morris
and St: Loma for Owe

Cable 13 _
The Murray Ledger
& Times
Cable News 13 will rerun
The Calloway County
Murray High
Basketball game
On Monday,Jan. 24
At 6 p.m.
It will be iponsonid by...
Mr Gottcs
Dennison-Hunt
Roberts Realty
Footprints
The Bookmark
Pier I Imports
Over* Needs
Buckingham Roy LTD.
Blecifersi Neese Geller/
Tbs$iDêp,sr
Apple Tree School
The Hoke Conipony
G & V farm Center

_47

11 1

Smith in 1982.
Tuesday is the deadline
to tilts fur arbitration.and
DeMarcu said. "Since
Saturday and Sunday is
in the way. we Just decided todu it today."
DeMarco said his decision to avoid conunent on
the dealings, Vs MS not a
reaction to the exhaustive
coverage the media gave
last year's negotiations
between the National
League club and the standout player,
"Last year is a chapter
that is over. As it iw as last
year, our. cToncerns are
for whatever is best for
Fernando: This is what is
best for Valenzuela."
DeMarco said...
After protracted
negotiations before last
season. the Dodgers
unilaterally renewed
Valenzuela's contract at
a reported $350.000 on
March 1 and Valentuela
ended his holdout March
24, a month after spring
trainingbelan

By JIM RECTOR
The Racer center foulSports Editor
ed out after 26 minutes of
When Murray State's play, the first time he's
Rig Three faltered, it took been sidelined with five
the quiet kid from Kansas personals all season.
to keep the nation's third
We were able to win
longest winning streak in- with a sub-par pertact Friday night in formance from Green.
Racer Arena.
especially in the first
Sammy Curran. the half. and Hood the entire
senior from Liberal. Kan- game I guess we didn't
sas. had his best night have a good night t all
ever as a Racer sparking from our Rig Three."
Murray to a 6144 con- (;reene said. "but we
• ference win over Middle played well enough -to
Tennessee.
win.. I ,hate that we
The Racer forward haven't played.well on.tv,
didn't lead the team in but the bottom line is that
scoring.' he wasn't even 'W' and that's what
second highest, but he counts."
was the most consistent • Middle Tennessee trailhitting 5-of4 from the ed 12-11 midway in the
field and 3-40-4 from the first half, but the Blue
line for 13 total.
Raiders ran off 13
His contributions were straight points in the se.
cond half to build a 36-3;1
made noteworthy
because the rest Of-The--edge with 15:30 to play.
Racers were shooting Raleigh Choice, who led
bricks and his liming Middle with IT ivintir.liir
brought MSU from a pair of baskets during
behind to win..
"After that first shot I
made in the first half I
knew I- was on. But I
_didn't get to shoot again
until the seconcFbalf.-- I
felt like I could shoot and
since everyone else was
-cold I got more opportunities in the second
half. They started feeding
me then," Curran said.
The 6411 forward kept
finding- himself- open .in--the' stretch .I a mistake.
MTSU discovered too
late) and canned two 18footers, a 10-footer and a
short hook shot during a
4:21 period. His consecutive goals gave Murray a6-point lead with six
minutes remaining after
trailing -earlier by hi
.much as seven.
"OVC teams donl
-think t -can shoot.- Curran pointed out. "i don't
shoot much so they.don't
get to see me shoot very
often. But I felt.I could do
it tonight."
Curran said he thought
Friday's 10:30 p.m.
game, before a regionally
televised audience and
5,550 in Racer Arena-, was
his best effort because he
notTaidy scored, he rebounded too l-10).

that run.
half. MTSU shot only 34.3
Murray regained the percent for the night.
lead at 44-43 on a jumper
Racer reserve David
by Curran.
Youngblood, cited for
Wardell Perry.,hit two good play by Greene,
free throws to give Mid- summed up the Murray
situation:
dle its last lead before
Curran jumper with nine
-We're a good shooting
minutes to play gave team, but, hey,
Murray the lead for good everybody's human."
Monday: Murray heads
at 46-45.
Friday's 'W' improved south to tangle with
Murray's conference Southeastern Louisiana .
record to 6-0 and extend- In a non-conference ened their streak to 14 counter. Tipolf is jet for
straight. Their only loss 7:30p.m.
came to West Virginia -NEW TEMMIIMMICE I M
DorenI 414 I laperamb 4 121 0.
--Tech in the season Maim
2 14 11 E Perry 14141. L Oral
452 111. Mapes 2 04 2. Bert 5145,*
opener.
Perry•24 2. Mame 244 2 2116,12041 I
Hapless Middle Ten- 1141
Totals 32 3451
nessee entered Use con- MURRAY'ml
144 M. Camas 234 13 H.od
test last in the OVC and "111Gram
2. Stewart 1 542 Marta 6$ :4 12
exited the same, 0-6 and nava 0-.1 $ Ingram 0•-• Prelim 0 4
4 4. Itasimblead 2544 TOW* 2: 1242
3-12 overall.
61
iliadir Trot
Murray State only hit &Mune Murray
• %Asa
awns* 21 laulad w
32.3 percent from the,
lac Ileed.
Trrinesree
29
TAM
fade
Middlr
field the first half and imItarran IS Technical. Choice
proved- to 36.2 for the
L*,u 2. Mapes
3441146.oak
akide44 Marta 2 areas IV
game with 40.7 percent N.
Mavis
accuracy in the second
42$.

"Sammy had his finest
game as.a Racer," M.SU
coach Ron Greene confirmed, "and I hope we
see the same type of
recklessness he played
with again. Maybe this is
just a beginning for him."
Greene was disappointed with his team's
THE KANSAS KID -Sammy Curran (34) had the hot hand for Murray State
overall shooting performance and the play of Friday night as be bit 5-o14 from the field and 3-of-4 from the line to Ignite a
his Rig Thiee -- Glen Racer comeback. The Racers went on to defeat vibiting Middle Tonneaus.6144,
Green, Ricky Hood and and maintained the nation's third longest winning streak (14).
Lamont Sleets. .
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Green didn't score in
the first half, missing six
shots, but he rallied in the
second half to get 15
which was one less than
Sleets' total, which increased from 13 at
halftime. Hood slam, LEXINGTON, K y
guard that they really He has averaged 6.8
dunked a shot at the 15:1,0 (AP) -- Kentucky Coach need."
points and 3.2 rebounds.
mark in the first half and Joe B. Hall says he
The Commodores
Turner, a 6-foot-9 junior
didn't score again all dreads road games this forward, is averaging downed Louisiana State
season, but Vanderbilt's 13 4 points and 5.5 re- 6743 in their SEC opener,
Memorial Gymnasium bounds for the Com- then lost to Mississippi
historically
has been kind modores, who are 13-4 and Mississippi State.
‘N
overall and share the They have bounced back
to him.
Wildcats
The
have
won
Southeastern
Conference to win three in a row over
y4 111 ‘N a ilt
their late three games lead with Kentucky at 4-2. Alabama, Florida and
Young, a 64 senior for- Auburn.
it.'' against the Commodores
Vanderbilt led
In NashvWe. Tenn., and - ward, weighs in at 11.5
will shoot for No 4 points and a team-leading Alabama by 23 points,
Ot WWI
1.6 rebounds per game.
then held on for an 81-79
infiight.
Cox, the 6-tooter who victory. It led Auburn by
"I think our players
like the floor down there was Kentucky's Mr: 11 points, then fell behind
scoring a 3442
and the baskets are Ileeketball two years ago
Nein
Pod." Hall said this M'Cawood High School, triumph.
Is
Vanderbilt in scor- KillieCky carries a 134
week.
"And the crowd is back ing with 13.8 points per overall record into
off from you. Even game. He has hit 12.4 per- taedght's game. Hall amid
though it's• vocal crowd cent of his shots from the reserve gourd Dicky Beal
and very supportive of fieldund has missed last was "questionable"
Vanderbilt, it's not a finialIN tree thews.
•liscasee of a strained
•-•
ilelnanies is leas of a gni*ligament
crowd that intimidates
5 5-point
.seihrer
you "
.80 iwimemAm
with a season
flOVR teAmo
That said, Hall moni11
LeAss•
0
1•
1 171 - but has dished the key players for 4
DRY
• out a team-leading 67
Pants
Soech C.M. Newton.
"We're very impressed assists.
Both Turner and Young
NEW YORK ( AP) with the play of their big
*paimam.al UM p.a.
Turner and have seen duty at center. Quarterback Dan Fouts
men,
I
Jeff
)
ormAgArr 0.11111
t mar.
Plow MAIM
tro.owl am $0
(Ted ) Young," Hall said. as bee freshmen Brett of the San Diego
"but the play of Phil Cox Berm, alleidoet last Chargers was named
lid AI McKinney has pro- year 411-4,11111i Hardin the National Football
b.* been the factor High Reboot In Radcliff, League's Most Valuable
tried and pre''.-., t!
Player by the Merw
s
Sits
made them suc- Ky.
I.) 11t.. III', 101111
Burrow
is
sixth
In
Menai
Football
year.
They
cessful
this
•••1
eN1
give them the stability at minutes played with 279. Association of Arnelica.

Vanderbilt's quality impresses
Hall as UK travels to Nashville
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NFL conference championships scheduled today,Sunday.
Let's play catch the quarterback

It's Theismann time
WASHINGTON r API — said. "I had done that a
Joe Theismann. part- little in college and at the
time disc jockey, likes to Hui. Bowl."
Surrounded by a host Of
remind his radio listeners
that there's plenty of quarterback talent in that
useful philosophy in one all-star game. including
of Dionne Warwick's Jim Plunkett. Archie
Manning, Chuck Nilson
popular songs.
"It's called, 'Looking and 'Rex Kern.
-Back at Yesterday, You Theiarnann was looking
Lose Sight of Tomor- for work.
"When Coach Joe
row,— the Washington
Redskins 'quarterback Paterno asked if anyone
said. "You might as well had returned punts.
nobody else was dumb
look ahead."
So Theismann doesn't enough to raise MI
dwell on the hard times hand." said Theismann
that he went through He was elected.
"I was a running back
before reaching today's
National Football Con- _ on one play in '74. I pracference championship ticed as a wide receiver. I
game against the Dallas was third-string quarters
Cowboys. But he hasn't back, but really I was
lower than that. I dicta lot
forgotten them,either.
DYNAMIC DORSET!' — Dallas Cowboy runningback Tony Dorsett will lead
A little history might be of things, but I never his Texas teammates when the Cowboys
travel to Washington for today's NYC
appropriate here. played quarterback"
championship game. Last week Dorsett rushed for 99 yards and helped Dallas
That
is
not
entirely
Theismann came out of
beat Green Bay,37-26.
AP Laaerphoto
Notre Dame in 1971, a true. Theismann was occontrols
casionally
at
the
glamour quarterback
from one of the nation's during the Kilmermost renowned football Jurgensen years. but
schools. Drafted in the never long enough to profourth round by Miami, ve anything. And Allen's
he chose instead to play preference for veteran
in Canada and stayed players offered little hope
for him. That was when
there for three seasons.
NEW YORK \
Then, in 1974, the Theismann sought a
Volvo Masters.- tennis of Winners and yell and
Jminly Connors say s he's tournament at Madison scream and rant and rave
Dolphins swapped his trade.
The toughest time for looking forward to Square Garden The tour- and play great tennis
rights to Washington and
another rematch with nament is the season That's what the people
Theismann signed with Theismann was 1976.
"My daughter needed Czechoslovakia's Ivan finale of the Volvo I ;rand want tosee "
the Redskins. In charge
of the franchise at the open heart surgery," he Lendl. whom he has Prix circuit.
Lentil agreed
time was George Allen, said. "Life was. not.easy: beaten nine ..Of the 10. In the day's ripening
"When I play imly. I
who thought rookies were at home. Between my times they have racyi semifinal. sect.od-seeded want la win as badTy 'as
dandy clipboard holders daughter's health and the- each other. including last Guillermo A'ilas of Argen- he does)." said the hardand headset operators, unsettled nature, of the year's U.S. Open final:
tina took on John hitting CzeZh rightConnors' victory in McEnroe. the world's bander. "Ile's.going to be
but preferred veterans on team, '76 was not a good
year."
their last meeting gave top-ranked player who is hitting the ball hard and
the field.
•
Amy Theismann came him his fourth U.S. Oiwn seeded fourth in the elite serving fairly
Theismann found
- well
_
himstlf buried on the through the operation and - -titte.-whilt 1 Midi is the 12-man1ield,
against me and we will be
Redskin -depth chart her dad survived the per- defending champion in
"We go out there and running around
behind Billy Kilmer and sonal and professional the tournament 'where- - we murder eat-h other."
"We will'seewho gets
crises. He inheOited the they met
:today, in the Connors said -We run tared or misses more
Sonny Jurgensen.
starting job in 1978 and semifinals tif the $400,000 around a lot and hit a lot shots"
Far behind.
"I returned punts just five years later, he took
In his lone victory,
to have something to do his team into the cham.which came in the
while buying time," he pionship game
semifinals .of the ATP

Connors, Lendi anxious
for Masters tennis clash

Championships in Mason.
Ohio, laid 'ear. Lentil
crushed Cannes's • in 81
minutes, handing Connors one of his worst
defeats.
-Connors advanced to,
the semifinals Friday
with a 74,6-2 victory over
Johan Knek.
In the day's first
quarterfinal. Lendl stopped . Yannick Noah of
France 6-4, 7-5
Kriek jumped out front
of Connors 4-I, breaking
the tournament's top seed
in the first and fifth
games Then the tide
(-hanged dramatt ally.
"At 4-1, he missed a
couple .of volleys anti I
math' him tut_ 10 or 12
balls a point," Connors
said "Then he started
trying to pressure
himself and make a few
shots a little bit Lou soon
off a little bit too tough a
ball, and he started missing a few."
Connors grabbed the
first set by capturing the
tiebreaker 7-4, then
crushed Kriel( in the second set, which lasted
'just 32 minutes.
"I played extremely
well in the first five
games," Krick said. "He
started to get a little bit
better and I just didn't hit
as many winners at the
d as I did in the first
let.

College Roundup

DePoul tries youth
in search for victory
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Coach Ray Meyer was
willing to try just about
anything to get ,„his
DePaul Blue Demons on
the winning side again, lithe started three
freshmen and two
sophomores against
Dayton.
When the shouting was
over, however, it was
troubled senior Bernard
Randolph who got much
of the credit for helping
the Demons snap a threegame losing streak with a
56-52 victory Friday
night.
DePaul trailed 36-29 at
the half, but the Demons
gradually worked their
way beck into the game.
They held Dayton to eight
points in the first 12
minutes of the second
half and took the lead for
good. at 43-42. when Randolph hit a 15-footer with
12:M left.
"It was nice to contribute," said Randolph,
who missed last Sunday's
63-58 loss at Louisville for
disciplinary reasons. "It
was a matter of getting
Into the groove. I've been
around long enough so I
don't think I had anything
to prove."
Tyrone Corbin, a
sophomore, led the 94
Blue Demons with 14
points and Randolph had
11. Roosevelt Chapman,
who fouled out with 3:38
to go, had 17 for Dayton.
9-7.

Despite Randoiph's key
role in the game, Meyer
was guarded in his
assenunent of the play of
his6-foot-6 forward.
•
"In the first hall I
didn't approve of
play," Meyer said. "bot
he played a lot better in
'the second half and was
more patient in hitting
the open man. He can
move without the ball and
that's what we needed."
Da ytonilisceted the
game's first eight points
against Meyer's Wei'
lineup, led by
who scored 13
eints
ii
i Were inter-

mission. But the Flyers
wilted under DePaul's
man-to-man press in the
second half.
None of the nation's
ranked teams saw action
Friday night.
Unranked Teams
Claude Butler scored 19
points to lead New
Orleans past Texas-San
Antonio, 84-71, in a nonconference game. Derrick Gervin, brother of
National Basketball
Association star George
Gervin, led the losing
Roadrunners with 26
points.
In a couple of Ohio
Valley Conference
games, Earl Harrison led
a balanced attack with 17
points as Morehead State
defeated Akron 88-77, and
Bruce Mitchell scored 11
of his 29 points in overtime as Eastern Kentucky defeated
Youngstown 85-78. Joe
Jakubick scored 44 points
In Akron's losing effort.
Russell Davis scored 16
points to lead Long Wand
University to a 7747
ECAC Metro Conference
victory over 0-12 .Loyola
of Maryland, the only
Divison I school in the
country without a win.

Miami ('teach Dori Shula
"Fouts is alw ay s going to
be three steps bark f I%
steps back. oceasionall%
five and a couple t•f chin
lies Anti he's throw in,'
the ball from the p... k.all the tune

process • t••-o% critic. •
funittlett ki• k••ff again-t
the Chargers
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Lendl and Noah fought
on even tertris, the tourMASTERS MASTER — Jimmy Connors con- nament's No, 3 seed
tinued to advance in his quest for the Masters tennis breaking the Frenchman
in the ninth game of the
title by defeating Johan Kris& Friday,74,6-2.
AP file photo first set and the 11th
game of the second.

Male triumphs in LIT
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
I AP) — Winston Bennett
scored 26 points in
leading Louisville Male to
a record 10th Louisville
Invitational Tournament
high school basketball
championship with a 7789 Victory over
01.811111bOro Friday night.
Bennett, the • leading
scorer in the tournament
with 103 points in four
germs, also pulled down
14 , rebounds for the
Bulldogs, now 15-2 overall
and winners of 11 con.secutive games.
Owensboro. 174, was
led by Brad Loucks' 19
points. Vern" Sutherland
added 14 and Richard
White 12 for the Red

MIAMI 'Al'
A
weekend ago. the New
York Jets and Miami
Dolphins engaged in
games of "meet in the
pocket," as each defensive unit teed off on a
relatively immobile
quarterteck
They have no such laury this weekend as they
play .for the. American
Conference championship and a berth in Super
Bowl XVII
The -Jets en route to
defeating the I At'. Angeles
Raiders 17-14. sacked Jun
Plunkett twice and intercepted hun three
times Then the I htlphins.routing San Diego 34-13,
outdid NewYork by sacking Chargers quarterback Dan. Fouts three
tunes anti Picking off five
of his passes'
Now, though, the
Dolphins' defense must
rontend with Richard
Todd and the Jets with
David Woodley, two
quarterbackse_who • do
more than just stand in
the pocket and look for
open receivers
"Todd taltnrther dif•
ferent from Fouts." said

Male rolled to a 37-18
lead late in ttw second
period and led .19-24 at

halftime.
With Bryant Woodford
scoring six points. Male
opened the second half
with a 10-0 run to build the
margin to 49-24
But Owensboro later
added a 10-point run of its
own in cutting the Male
lead to 57-44 and a Loucks
basket in the closing
minutes 'brought
Owensboro within 7245.

In the consolation
game. Terry 'Stewart
scored 1$ points in
leading Louisville
Ballard to a 5741 victory
over Carlisle County,
which got Ilkpoints from
Phillip Hall.

804 Chistnut

BOYCE G.
CLAYTON

Thr first Maze In Town'11,torAt

753-6656

Mr. Gatti: will show the Delayed Broadcasts of
the Murray vs. Calloway Co. ballgarne on Jon. 24,
the Calloway & Mayfield game on Jan. 27 L the
Murray — Mayfield game on Feb. 10.
Come on over 8. watch the games at 6:00

(Femme. leios, Ity. Sopron Caws)

ANNOUNCES
•

The opening of his
office for the general
practice of law
•
1111 POPLAR STREET
Boat's,I.42025
(fest Side Of Coed *are)
Pines(512)521-11?0

Monday
Night
Lasagna
Special

Tliesday
Night
Spaghetti
Special
$1',

Luncheon
Buffet
All You
Can Eat

Dv

It'
111 YE:4
299

$299

$1"
ucw-

•

shop talk
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Kentucky's electricity needs are focus of study
Against the backdrop of
declining demand and
rising rates, the state
Publii Service Conunismon is pushing for a
statewide strategy for
future electric generating
and transmission
facilities in Kentucky to
handle projected - power
needs at the lowest possible cost to the consumer
The commission said it
wants the plan to "serve
as the imisis for .the affected utilities' capital investments in generating
major
transnmsoin lines and interconnection.s for the remainder of the century "
The utilities involved are
Kentucky Utilitif:s Co
Gas & Electric
Co , Union Light, Heat
and Power Co Kentucky
Power Co
River

Electnc' Corp. and East
Kentucky Power
Cooperative.
**Electric generating
plants cost a great deal of
money and those costs
end up in rates." said
state Public' Protection
and Regulation Secretary
Neil Welch. "Through
this action the commission hopes to. limit those
costs and I thus) limit
rate Increases."
Laura Murrell, .PSC
chairman, echoes Welch
''The purpose of the study
proposed here, rather
than concentrate on the
question solely of
reliability, is. .to look at
the question of cost as
well "
Initially, the commission said it favored bringing in an outsideconsultant to make re-cone

mendations about Kentucky's elecric needs. But
electric, utility representatives argued at a recent
public hearing in
Frankfort that they
should make such recommendations through their
recently formed Joint
Committee on Electric
Power Planning Coordination Ed Shelby. a
PSC spokesman, said the
commission may decide
later this month on who
will be in charge of drawing up the plan
Shelby said electric
utilities' annual loadgrowth rate has dropped
to three percent or lower
compared' to the prerecession rates of seven
to eight percent "Fartones are cutting back
and laid-off workers 'are
conhervmg I energy in

their homes," he said.
Consequently, he said,
some of Kentucky's eketile companies are delaying construction of new
generating facilities.
Among them. are East
Kentucky, KU, LG & E
and Union.
One utility executive
said his company
forecasts an annual
average load-growth rate
ranging from 1.2 percent
to 2.1 percent over the
next decade. He said
while industrial electric
uscage is off, residential
and commercial consumption is up "modestly "
The exeeutive said
planning new generating
facilities is a long-range
process, usually spanning
eight to 10 years. The lead
time has increased in re-
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Dr. John Golberg
relocates office

by Loretta _job%
HOME AS INVESTMENT
FACES BRIGHT FUTURE
At least SS million people already ore
reaping the tax advantages and appreciation
from another wise investment — home
owner shop
Home equity accounts for about 40 per
cent of all recorded personal wealth, the
largest single ossest for millions
Arnericons. The case for investing in a home _
is sound • over the long term, price appreciatiori. has outpaced nearly all other traditional
investments Statistics from the National
Association of Realtors show many properties
hove doubled in Market value over' the lost
10 years or less
Home ownership will continue to be on attractive investment, not only because of
these financial considerations, but because
is the only investment that provides a
necessity
a place to live, besides on appealing lifestyle and tax advantages.
The low of supplsi and demand seems certain to enhonce the investment value of
homes for years to come About 2 million
new households will be forming each year
throughout the 1980s. Also the number of
people in the prime home buying age group
25 44 years will increase to • 31 . percent of
the population Because of the three-year
long housing recession, pent-up demand
among potential buyers also is mounting.
Experts now ore predicting that because
housing construction has been severely curtoiled and some housing units ore destroyed
each year due to deterioration. or fire, a
critical housing shortage is developing.,In
some parts of the country rental vacanciesore at historic lows of less than 5 percent.
Rentals are getting hard to find at offordoble
rates .Until home construction increases,
prices will continue to rise
Also unlike other investments, a home con
be purchased with o relatively small
downpayment, but the increase in the total
value of the property is returned to the
owner The home will continue to appreciate
whether it is owned mortgage free or it is
mortgaged
Due to this low downpayment leverage,
the increasing demand and unmet supply, thehistorical appreciation, equity accumulation,
and the dispersed decision making, which truly signifies a democratic society, owning a
home Will continue to be a sound investment.
By taking advantage of the lowest interest
rotes in three years, and low interest people to people financing plans available, mony
housing bargains con be found now.

cent years partly because
of government-required
environmental permitting procedures. he said.
-We have all reduced our
construction plans"
because of declining load
demands, he added.
Mr. Shelby saki three
electric rate cases have
been filed with the commission in recent months.
The companies and their
requested rate increase*
are LG & E, $70 million
with part of the request
for natural gas rate increases ) ; KU. $49
million. and East Kentucky. $31 million. A
hearing on the LG & E
case was conducted Jan.
3 and a ruling is expected
March 1 Hearing dates
for the requests by KU
and East Kentucky were
set for Jan. 18 and Feb. 9,
respectively.

ROBERTS' REALTORS-Roberta Realty enters its 30th year of real estate
business with a staff of qualified licensed realtors who are willing to assist you
with your real estate needs. They are,from left, seated, Joyce Betsworth. Marge
• Armbruster and Amos McCarty Jr.; standing, Hoyt Roberta Anna Requarth,
Theresa Knight and Guy Spann. Roberts Realty is the oldest real estate badness
in Callovrar County, founded by Heyt Roberts-1n the beaethent of the Peoples
Bank Building. It is now located at the corner of 12th and Sycamore streets.

Smith is associate of year

Glenda Smith has been
Dr. John Golberg's -of- named Kopperud Realfice has moved to Suite ty's Sales Associate of the
308 in the Mason Year for 1982, according
Memorial Medical Arts to Bill Kopperud, broker.
Glenda has been afBuilding His office
telephone number is now filiated with Kopperud
753-1486. Dr. Golberg is Realty since April, 1981
one of Murray's or- as a full time sales
thopaedic surgeons and associate.
She and her husband,
Murray-Calloway County
Roy,
and their son, Wade,
medical
Hospital's new
live -at- 504 Ermwood
chief-of,
staff.'
Court. Wade is a Junior at
-Murray High School and
their two'
,married
daughters, Teresa Timaji
and Lisa Wilson, both
reside in Lexington, Ky.
NEW STYLIST-Wayne Long is now associated with
Glenda La a graudate of
Westside Barber Styling Shop, 1415 W. Main St He
The regular monthly Murray High School and
offers aU types of styles for men and women. Including precision cuts and permanents.- Long, a
meeting of the Calloway attended Murray State
native of Colorado,comes to Westaide from Becton, County High Chapter of University. She is
where be resides. He is married to the former Dawn
Future Balinese'Leaders associated with the
Wiseman of Hickman. Paul Mansfield, owner of the
of America was called to Woodmen of the World,
shop, invites his friends and customers to come
order by Shannon holding offices on the
visit and meet Long. Free parking is proilded
McDougal, president. , local and state level, and
across from the shop, compliments of the U1111104111- • Teresa Jones led the
ty Church of Christ.
chapter in reciting the
goals of FBI.A.
SHELTER INSURANCE
Jennifer Wright, region
SH I El D
I vice president, spoke on
Of
A new radio program
"Running for a Regional
SHIITER
Office" Jennifer is a on natural health is comjunior at Farmington ing to Murray's WSJP
High School. Her adviser, Jan. 26.
"Health Awareness:
Mrs. Jamie Mullins, also
The Natural Way To
attended.
LaJeanna Thornton Health And Happiness,"
gave the treasurer's can be heard each
report which was filed for Wednesday at 9:05 a.m.
audit. Jill Thornton mov- on the "We Hear You"
ed that the chapter have program on WSJP.
Listeners will have an
Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation classes. A opportunity to call Dr.
,Th u.)e premiurn payment ol S180 you
report on CPR classes Richard Broeringmeyer,
tar buy a 53 000 Shelter isintor Life In
was given by Chuck who has been termed the
surance Pont y lot your children 18 or uncle,
and Tim Camp- health awareness
Sallengs
There .sie no mote ptemium payments until
chapter com- authority, and discuss the
The
beU.
they Feat h age 26 when the policy
value of nutrition and
mittees met.
AulOmant •Ily In( MAWS tO 515000 and

Jennifer Wright
speaker at
FBLA meeting

was Kentucky's delegate courses in 101 and 102
to the 1977 National Con- toward her Certified
Residential Specialist__
vention.
having also attended
other seminars in real
estate marketing, advertising, mortgages,financing, law and contracts.
She has been honored for
.million dollar production
each year since first
entering the real estate.
profeesion.
Kopperud stated that
-Glenda Is -one- of the
hardest working people I
• have ever seen in our
area of work. Her high
degree of dedication to
Glenda Smith
the real estate profession
She earned her Ken- has resulted in a cortucky Real Estate respondingly high
Salesman's License in achievement level — one
1977 and her broker's of which she can justly be
license in 1980. She has proud. We are proud to
also completed the have her as a member of
courses in the Graduate the Kimperud Realty
Realtors Institute and "Home Team.,"
•

New program airs on WSJP

Shelter Junior
Life Policy

If you never considered
life insurance as a gift
for your children,
read on.

regular ptemium payments begin And there
are a number or options they may exert.UP
+horn* at age /S ii they choose
Creat tor grandchildren too Other late
amount• and premiums available I it be glad
to explain the details to you

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753-044S

For oil s Jur

Ifoxel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
American and Internatiowel

ALL THE SHIELD YOU'LL EVER NEED

many other health
related topics.
Broeringmeyer, D.C.,
N.D., Ph.D., is author of
the books "The Problem
Solver Nutritionally
Speaking," "Nutrition
The Tree Of Life" and
"The Nutritional
Answer."
He has been involved in
research in natural healing alternatives for the
past 25 years and worked
with such authorities as
Alan Nittler, M.D.,

McCubbin is
top salesperson

author of "The New
Breed Of Doctor," Ray
Evers, M.D., Bill
Saunders, M.D., *Kurt
Donsbach, D.Sc., Harold
Ravin', D.D.S. Graig
Zunka. D.D.S., and other
research developers in
the field of natural
health.
Broeringmeyer
developed and patented
diagnostic and treating
proceedures in biomagnetic and electromagnetic energies that
are now being developed
and marketed by a large
New Jersey corporaUon.

Broeringmeyer lectures and teaches natural
Connie Lawson McCubhealth science to doctors
bin, formerly of Murray
in various branches of the
and daughter of Ted and
healing arts.
Mary Lawson, was named ,top salesperson for
People interested in
December and for the natural health science
year for Brown-Kaiser- should tune in WSJP an
West of Owensboro.
Wednesday mornings at
She is married to Kent 9:05 for 25 minutes of proMcCubbin of Camp- gramming related to
bellsville and the couple natural health and hap
reeide in Owensboro.
pines,.

ON Ot algigNiliNEM
We at

Water down your energy costs
Hot water costs money In fact,
in an all-electric hOme, about 16
cents of every dollar you spend
on electricity goes for heating
water
To save money on electric bills,
reduce the thermostat setting on
your water heater Set it at 140
degrees if you have an electric
dishwasher. 110-120 degrees if

Bank of Murray

washing full loads of clothes in
the coolest water possible,
rinsing clothes in cold water,
and taking a quick. warm
shower instead of a hot. deep
bath

offer our

Congratulations
Wayne Long

you do not. And remember,
insuiste your water heater, fix al
leaky faucets, and add a shower
flow restrictor.
You'll oleo save by running the
dishwasher only when its fulL

the

Glenda Smith

Connie McCubbin
•

Roberts Realty

•
•••

Murray Electric Co.

4010801W
70012

Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer
Quomiumuummovansmanwoousiosil

(
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fins & feathers
I've been string, and my
interest level rose several
notches.
"Let me see what I can
find out for you." Crabtree continued. "I'll
check around and try to
get you into some

shooting."
He called back the next
day "Be at the truckstop

Kenlake Marina
Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Ski &

Pontoon Rentals
Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching Romp,
Tackle, Bait
It.
1 Hardie(302)474-2243 or 474.2211, Est 171

"41••

Hooks Wheel I
Alignment

actistts for tho' reasons I The Health fetter h
ss nipt, m,
Robert
have discia.s.sed betook. and I 1-1tectl of Inactisits Iru hid Kistner
liarsard gsneeol
he unloaded guns and dropped right over our ho has cunt ned about like to wr eservorw who an Bed Rest which I am ogist wrote in one of his
the effects of sitting all oirs can grt torn.- ;winds such sending you </Orr% can send textbook editions that it
sacks of decoys from the decoys and landed Just in the offior I was interest Jr5
comfortable stroll or 7S cents with J long osecurred in one in i'lert list'
boat "All we know is that upriver A hen turned and eof in sour remarks abOut
more if a person is up to it
stamped
sell addresso..1 adult woomen Things hats
they don't hunt during the swam ritht for the how sitting without enough
For some reason individ enielope for it to ille. in cart's-changed because oi nessci
week_ We talked to them spread. but a suspicious actotits caused a person to
Is ing down are more of this newspaper I'
Ito1s treatments
once, and they said we drake stayed out of to-el tired anal es en rife( ted prone to loss of o ak sum than I SSI Radio ('its Station
Hut till
. an Nu.
the heart and circulation
people sitting up That was New l'ork N1* lowly
could use the blind when range
gastroint...
spread from
I In «ono tined about on one of our surprises in studs
DEAR DR LAMB
they weren't here.
"We'd better get her."
tinal ha( t the urinal.. hail
us mg molls its in s(sung men Recentls ins 49 sear old and o oontainination I room
While Ramsey ran I suggested, and we came mother She Me', with
is
and because of tier age not before we sent astronauts wife went to het "its necido towels and water according
tack to get Dugger, up firing. At Jeast we
too aCti%e shy stays in the into' space %hen sou are gist for
I.Jit sIlleJr and he to Kismet It cJI) be present
Richard Richey and I pit- wouldn't be skunked.
house most It and sits J Bing down your body is per told her she has trichonionas in tutu 'a ith..ut causing ant
ched out the decoys They
Che Alic.1,1% this pendicular to the force of saginalis lie told het this signitio ant ssroptoms hut it
The rest of the morning great
turned and swam was 'slow Ramify and wine
and I gravity. Even exercising infection is trari•mitted ean .ausc 111.111.11‘ '.5 flip
realistically in the cur- Dugger went in early, realm. that the t hanges in while ly mg down is not sexualls
she has hern toms When found both so•s
slit
rent If we see ducks. I and Richard Richey and I her bones with age make it effective enough to prevent faithful t,‘
oat partner,
. should he ire.ii
thought, they should work stayed until 10:30. Once more like's that she will a loss of calcium But stand assumed I %%.., unlatt hi ul ,441
can apparent is
t..ti
t..1
.1
lis
in up or sitting up delays or land the do,
we were idling away the hat ea traitors' *Nile i
eontaminate her s gma I
with little hesitation.
You mentioned that solder U)ay even present loss of lint. flit 'air' Jul fiats' area from the rectum if le
Ramsey and Dogger, time when I spied a hen,
.1..nuotit 1)4'
tt
Ni,tt harbors the (organism in !h.
calcium We (to not realls .11%4% s been
clattered back up the locked up and coming in. thet an
.61flisist
is-i'd and know why
So from that shy
e..str ,mtestinal tra. t
river, hid the boat and It was an easy shot. acute You said in the past point
he,
s less it is better to be4•411..0
walked up the riverbank Another hour later a that this could Ates t their sit up than too lie down But Ille IS there a possito.111,.
to the blind. We all climb- flight of four mallards bones as well as heart and again. Just sitting is not that .she or 1 t ”ritt ted hi
I
ed in loaded our guns and flew overhead, and a ettculattint Id like to know enough to avoid the &tern) before Atilt 111.1r 'age
'tient
in sit ration of the both from inac hate onl% been
led
started watching up drake broke out and if there is J
thrre %ears
through the trees for spiraled down to the call. unit anol being in bed with tit its
In WWI Al 1.011 an apprii
DEM( RE sl
\
ducks. The sky was get- Make that three birds in regardtoo alumni and m%
mffiher s osteoporosis
riate the hynetil • .4 a. ti%d% While 1i- it-hon.:h.....
ting light, with a pink- the bag, not real good, but
better Is% seeing %%hat hat) Mont% tiansinittud ,
1•%1...11%
DEAR
orange glow back to the not bad either in light of there
is I READER
don t think Just sit pens to sou it
.fo.n t/et it is itimortatit !,. 1..!!,004 Ike
east. The wind was still the year.
ling in
chair is attittatir enough
111*.itTurillt
Ti.,
in 11
AS we motored thicIrto
up Now is the time, the
tittle waterfkail_ers, the txuck. ..Liaratched the
cherish, when expecta- trees and sloughs roll by
•
tions arc high, when
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boot?

hollerise
*Boss Hawk Boots

•J.C. pontoons

1

Too 111011 737.1771
It7.

-110%114r--

Travel,lakeInc
111appy Holiday
Shores on Kentucky
GasiSONsittiut$

ti•lephone 502 1
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Your Individual
Horoscope

I fe"and
the looked
mid airdown
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the three mallards laying

Pinup business gets new wrinkle

Frances Drake
MONI)A1',

on the decoys. You have

EAST LANSING.Mich public's.idea of Old N-op1' lobbies 'for
JANUAliY 24.1911 •
II I tit
to like wild places to like t AP) • Bill Baldwin has
What kind of day will tomorcltitens. rights.
"negative"
anti
is
Is
akin
duck hunting, and I'm put a new
wrinkle in the to racism anti sexism. a41-.Clearly, wt. think that row be"! To find out what the
sure the reverse- is true
read the forecast
pinup calendar business ding that the calendar u If er people can stars
But all the ,philosophj•
birth sign.
senior- citizens In the might be tiseful in his let- demonstrate their vault- given for t
:.
doesn't Matter. What
buff.
, tures on aging. and sex- ty and contribution to
matters is the 'good it
• -The only things I've uality
SOCiety
ithout resor- AK1FS
•
does you to get away. And
ever seen about old peoThe calendar drew
brig to that kind of tac- Mar 21 to Apr 191
if the waters rise back in ple are negative,"
Cancelled appointments and
the 61- IC
e
thusiastic
tic...* he said
the Pond River bottoms year-old
ar,giunentative
types condone
Baldwin explain- response from Lloyd
Baldwin . said -he has
before the season ends, e41
to snake this a trying day
Wednesday
• 'I.. Wright, a spokesman for distributors for the calenStill. some friends are quite
do my self good
thought, :Let's do, the American Association dor in California and in supportive
several more days!
something positive and Of Retired Persohs
Mtchigait., but that insist TAIALIS
see what happens
- Washington.
, which sales are mail-order.
'Apr 20 to May 201
Many people who first
Stay clear ..of get-rich-quick
--hought4he -ealendaes-sentschemes - It's ii-tutie- when
pictures of "theniselves
money comes in and goes out
-for future editions, and it
Work toward the redlizatioti of
•
•
physician says the pinups
Career Apiati
could help comba-t
GEMINI
"a it- i sin '• Rut a
one dish recominended .May 21 to June All
By TOM /11X 'a.:
You could try to do too much
Washington group that
by
health specialists conAl' Wine, Food Writer
work
lobbies for the elderly
A growing concern of sists of stir-fry carrots, at onee Ikni't let
says old people don't need nutritionists is the lack of and bananas sprinkled pressures lead to an argument
to bare all to be .impor- fiber in our average diet with raisins Here's the with a isms Be level-headed in
folltirilltIO
_
tant.
Too little. they believe, recipe
t'ANCI-34
The - 1983 edition of can be a contributing fac3 tablespoon butter or
, ..liate21.tu July Vi . .... .
Baldwin's "Sexy Sixties" tor in intestinal pros margarine
You may. be taking too much
calendar is his second blems.
3 medium (7arrots,.. for granted regarding a work
k
such effort Last ,year's
a
Increasing your fiber pared and thinly sliced
..eS11
interest Escaped- tendencies
versitni featured senior intake doesn't mean a
2 tablespoom lemon must be 'warded off l'ay at- citizens fully clothed, radical change in your 'juice' •
tention'
although some wore eating habits one oi2 tablespoons brown LEI)
conic-hither attire
'Jul) 2.1 to Aug 221 44`tIvi.
cellent source us the sugar
With each mail-order mellow banana, a
I 4 teaspoon ginger
Some responsibilities arise
copy of the 1982 booklet- favorite of people of all
connection with a home or
3 firm bananas. cut into
style calendar, Baldwin ages.
career matter I krn't let
'7-inch til1Ces
socializing lead to
sent a request for-more
4 cup raisins
Fiber 13 the part of
pictures to Make another whole grains, fruits anti
Melt butter or travagance
edition.
vegetables that resists margiirine in a large VIRGO
"We started to get nude digestion Because we vat skillet- Add carrots and 4 Aug 23 to Sept ZI1 RP
Mixed vibrationvaffect your
ones," said Baldwin, self- so much refined and. pro- cook over medium lit-al
career
picture Expect some
employed In industrial ceased food,. we miss the until crisp-tender, 5 to 10
sates and tra-rmng amount of fiber we need- minutes Blend in lemon pluses and Walt Itallilb.C3_ You
alit-mate' between caution and
'There must lx' an in- to function* normal]y
Wier, brown sugiir and
recklemness_
terest. I think we had
ginger
Add
banaiuss
and
Bananas are healthy in
1.111RA
about 40 without even other ways. The contain a raisins and cook until just !Sept 23 toOct •12; •IL '
asking "
high supply of pota.ssiwn heated through Yields 4 Travel- plans are subject to
So Baldwin asked for and are rich in vitanims seraglio
change You'll meet some big
more nudes and received They also provide the
For the best in talkers now and must take
187 in all, some from peo- iron essential in building gourmet cooking. .order what you hear with a grain of
ple in their 80s
your copy of "101 salt
red blood cells
He said about 1,000
Most important Recipes" from Tom SCORKO:
copies of the new, $5 perhaps. bananas are 99 8 Hoge's Gourmet Corner Oct. 23 to Nov 211
peater-size calendar were- percent fat free-and -rum Senti-ri--to 4-kitten-yet Cor- Domestic interests are
sold during their first tam no cholesterol, an im- ner. Al' Newsfeatures. 50 favored, but you may spend
beyond your budget in the purweek on the market
portant factor for those of Rockefeller Plaza, New
suit of pleasure Accent
The calendar has 10 us who indulge in such York. NY 10020i
inoderation today
black-and-white photon of high cholesterol foods as
SAGITTARR7S
Topping, lhadwooding, Hedge Trimm10 men and women
all eggs, butter, heavy
Nov 22 to Dec 211 /eV
in their 60s
including cream and fatty meats.
ing, Complete Removal, Pesticide the
Watch hasty domestic decimuscular Baldwin,
Even though the
sions A taste for nice thuto
Treatment, Sergery, Seasoned
although he is shown banana is said to be the
could strain your budget
from the waist up only
No 1 fruit in North
Don't overstate your ciLSC in
Firewood.
The other models are in America. it us not grown
talks with others
•Folly Insured
Pit (A1)1 C.SPRICD/LN
various stagea of undress commercially in the
Actor Ed Asner, once 11 Dec 72 to Jan 191 Vi %IS
or the altogether
The United States or Canada
calendar identifies them Lein America supplies factory worker himself, A career opportunity comes
by first name only, and the bulk of the fruit, but helped pass groceries to Just when you're inclined to
Check your
Baldwin said he promised Its roots- trace back to unemployed steelworkers goof off
them anonymity in return Asia The Malay Penin- at a food bank in this town restlessnms. and concentrate
for free use of the pic- sula Ls generally regard- wracked by unemploy- on munediate tasks
AQUARIUS
tures.
ed as._the _birthplace, and ment. -Where "Service Is Our gaseous
- I came here in a spirit Jan. 20 to Feb 181
"All but one is a grand- it is believed to have been
parent,and one gal has 16 the most ancient of fruits of solidarity to draw at- You may not make as much
headway as you'd like on the
grandchildren," said
Cultivation of the tention to .this ongoing
overBaldwin, who urges the banana spread to the process, this job, and as a result could
Watch
socializing
when
do
over-60 group to "stay in- Middle East and even- hunutnitarian process of
spending
_
volved
- physically, tually to Africa. Then, as the union locals in the PitPMI'S
economically and sexual- European explorers ven- tsburgh area activating, Feb to Mar MI
19
ly."
tured to the New World, creating the food banks," Same career proptssab voic"The majority of the they brought bananas the president of the ed now are impractical Try to
Hw.641 South
753-9131
models) seem to feel with them. They were a Screen At-tors Guild told maintain peace and qiuet at
there ought to be rarity in the United a news conference home. You could be somewhat
something, some way States before the late 19th Wednesday
PusilY.
Asner, 53, best known
they can contribute more century, however,
YOU BORN TODAY can get
and get involved more in because sailing ships for his starring role on by on your wits, but will
life," said the 6-foot-4, were not fast enough to the old "Lou Grant achieve a greater success if
214-potmd former college, -.ship them here before the television show, said the you obtain a good education in
Somewhat
federal government "pas your field
football lineman.
'(cargo spoiled. •
nature, you'd
philosephic'hy
to
do
a
pest
deal
(about
Or; Gerard Osborn, acThe completion of 'a
ting dean el the College of Central -American unemployment) and do it make a good teacher or adviser You work well with
Osteopathic Medicine at .railroad and the quickly."
groups,
though at (lilies you
About 100 members of
nearby Michigan Mate dominance of the steamSteelworkers can be aloof. In business, you,
- Uelesesity.,. agrees with ship finally brought the
may be drawn to banking, real
Bakhrin.
banana to our'shoras. to- Local 1219 picked up estate, law and promotional
groceries
as
Amer,
who
people
are
'Old
day 13.5 billion bananas
work. You also have creative
beautiful too." he said. are consumed each year worked at a steel mill in talents and will succeed in
"Zassatially 'dist the by Americans, but Gary: Ind., and in Mato painting,sculpture,literature,
calendar might counter is medical experts still feel plants in Kansas City and music and Min. Birthdate al:
:geast
the ...,
we Medd sat mere dur- Chicago, shook their Mith Wharton. novelist; Oral
ing our meals to get the hands and lobed them Robtwily evangelist; and
good ludt.
Vein. 1111 said the undid fiber. ItrasetWryine,actor.
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\
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- Nutritionists look at
about fiber intake

Bover's
Tree Service

Actor Asner
working with
unemployed
BRAptxxx,

'Authorized Evirrude
S0166 & Service

Panorama
'. , dirt
''00

h.ostu

753-0338

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779
THE JONES

Better To sit than lie
DEAt 141
by woe's bourse I read
theletterirotti.the lath

south of Madisonville
tomorrow morning at 5
a.m. Larry Dugger and
Tripp Ramsey will be
there, and they'll take
you back into the bottoms." That night
had
visions of droves of
mallards, quacking and
sailing, descending into
the timber to dine on pin
oak acorns.
Crabtree had told me to
bring somebody. else if I
wanted to', and Richard
Ramsey was ready to go.
bugger and Tripp We all rendezvoused at
Ramsey of Madisonville the truckstop, stoked up
and Richard Richey of on pancakes,. bacon and
eggs, and.left quicklyjor
Central City, or rathei
was with them. The time the blackness of the botwas 5:30 a.m., and dawn toms.
We ran up to the blind ducks can appear out of
was still just a promise.
Ahead of us waited a mile in two trips, Ramsey at the dark and work and
run up the river, setting the helm and Richey. and chuckle. It' a_ feeling
our four dozen duck me on the first trip. The that-no words can properdecoys, hiding the !rat. It Pond River was tike a ly describe. You have to
would take an
to do serpent, twisting back be there to know what I
everything right, and and forth around hairpin mean.
"There they are,"
we'd be ready by shooting turns. Great trees leaned
out over the watercourse, Larr/Dugger whispered
time.
For me, like most and the current was frantically. A dozen
hunters, the duck season forceful against the mallards were cupped
and working out over the
has been very bad. My johnboat's bow.
I've seen big blinds trees. I started 'Calling,
old spots on Lake Barkley
and the Ohio River.pro- before, but never one but the birds were intent
duced sporadic action at quite like this. It stood on another spot.
That first flight tilted
best, and I'd decided it two stories high on the
w
sr I oat- - riverbank:- braced, orr our hopes-;-but soon it was
_ elsewhere._ 1 called- Iteavy timbers and look- obvious our hunt was a
Madisonville's Doug ing like an oak leaf case of day late, dollar
Crabtree, an old kneeboot department store. There. short When light came
buddy.
, to see if Hopkins was a platform, a room in we could see that the
County had any birds.
the middle and a wafer was nearly out of
• "We've had a few. The walkway completely the timber in this area,
Pond Riy,er has been out, around the room. Ram- and ducks were scarce.
We should be seeing
and several thousand parts like those in old
acres of green timber are frontieI forts were there more than this." Ramsey
flooded. We went this for hunters to stand on said. Story of my life.
In a while four black
morning and saw a few and shoot.
''Who owns this ducks came winging up
hundred mallards, but
they wouldn't work," monstrosity?" I asked the river, and they
gtarteti gliding at our
Ramsey.
Crabtree reported.
A few hundred! That's
"We don't know their highballs. Then, from out
a few hundred more than names," he answered as of nowhere, two mallards

On Ledbetter Creek at Kodak,State Pork

Tame

Lawrence E. LambAlf.D.

'west kentucky outdoors
There's something
deep down in my soul
which loves river bottoms. I'm talking about
the kind which are wild
and unplanted, where
critters roam the woods
and floods come after
heavy rains. Where the
only man sounds are far
away and not bothersome, where you can still
hunt or trap or fish and
•
"% feel alone.
I certainly wasn't alone
recently when we pushed
the boat into the Pond
River, but the othir feelings were there. The
river was up and running,
spilling over into dark
stretches of oak and gum
timber. A strong wind
was rolling through the
trees, and there was a
sense Of adventure.
With me were Larry

!Whimsy L.drip.

641 Super Shell

,mr-smo-

T. 114Iad Ileadquarters

•

•
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Murray Middle School honor roll announced
Students at Murray paugh. Girui Pennington,
Middle School who have Matt Phillips, Jennifer
achieved an academic Rayburn,
standing of from 2.50 to UAW Resroat. Marty
300 for the
zikrbrough. Isaac
secondperrVchroeder,
S
:Jeff Sicket,
weeks' grading
have been announced by Cary Story. Jeff SummerJohn Hine, principal.
ville, Janet Whaley:
They are as follows.
Mark Whitaker. Amy
Seventh grade
Wilson and Richard
Julie Bazzell, Cheryl Stout.
Billington, Shannon
Eighth grade
Boltz, Mickey Brown, Mitzi Boggess, Kelly
Allison Carr. Irene Chu, Bolls. Buffy Fitts. Marls
Melissa Clement. Ford. Melissa Gray.
Charlotte Dawron, Laura Greer, Kenneth
Christine Donaldson,'
Hainsworth, Leroy
Eric Easley. Andrea Hamlet, Lee Holcomb,
Galloway. Jennifer Ham- Hugh Houston, Ricky
mat.' Molly Hilliard, Jobs, Amy Long,
Kristin Hohman. Kelty Michelle McDougal, Bill
Lane Howell, Robin Ir- Maddox. Ken Mikulcik,
win. Chris Jaekson. Tisha Morris, Ellabeth
Leslie Loberger.
Ann Oakley.
David McDowell, Mark David Overbey, Chris
Miller. Krystel Mowery. Padgett. - Mitch Phillips,
David Outland, Lori Kelly Ridley, Pat
Payne.. Laurie Pecken- Rowland, Jodi Schwann,

Mary Jo Simmons, Jody
Speight. Tony Wade,
Remit. Walker, Cherie
Walston. Shannon Wells,
Mark West. Lisa
Whisker. Jared White.
Jon Wilson, Becky Wolf
and Ben Yoo

TVA line used Bitter Wife Won't Forgive

Because She Can't Forget

CROSSWORD PUZZLEir
DOWN
Puzzle

Answer to
1 Tooli I pic-

1 Resort
2 Bat boa

ture

SPN1151Treiv- — —3 COnKitfetiOn
month
.4 -Attempt

9 Haggard
bar Crone
I? Young HAT on
11 Merrcan corn
14 reel
-mdrsposed
15 Three-toed
sloth
16 Time period
la Server
20 NFL positron
2? Dry
'24 Youngsters

5 Armadillo
6 Deduce
7 —a rule
8 Fabulous
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AMHERST, Mass.
(AP) - Shirley
Chisholm, the first black
By Abi6ail Van Buren
woman to run for president, is returning to the
classroom to share her
knowledge of two topics
KNOXVILLE. Tenn
she knows well: politics
I AP i — The Tellibellete
and women's rights.
_
_
Valley Authority's toll. DEAR A RBY My ;wrote have been mamed for over 'Ms
Chisholm
free citizen action line 3.!1 years They've raised a fine family and deserve to have represented • Brooklyn,
received nearly 61,000 a wonderful retirement But something happened about 10 N.Y., in Congress from
calls in 1982, the agency years ago that has had a devastating effect on their mar- 1968 to 1962, when she did
says in a statement.
riage. and thing, have been going downhill ever since.
not seek re-election. On
Most of the calls were My father had an affair %bah a woman of questionable 'Feb- 1, she becomes a
No
character
Li
one
lasted
three
years
knew
(nu
gossip).
about power isKties,
ufessor at
visiting
energy conservation and but for some reason he unloaded the whole story on my Mount Holyoke College
She
mother
eat
for
weeks
and
she
was
it,
couldn't
shaken
water. In addition: TVAShe will teach "Social
and distraught she required medical treatment To this
says more than 6.200 peo- day she a a very bitter
woman Their relationship is only Roles of Women" by
ple showed up at 76 public tolerable, even though my father has done everything in herself, and be comeetings conducted by his power to make it up to her
instructor with another
TVA throughout the They tried counseling It helped him to forgive himself. professor of "American
region.
but it hasn't helped her to forgive him
Political Systems."

•

ACROSS

Chisholm
returning
to chissroom

9 Oki Nick
10-Crelr!tmil
11 City tram
17 Babylonian

Can a woman ever really forgive an unfaithful spouse' I
know if the. shoe were on the other first, had would have IIIIMME=011111M1111111Mill=
forgiven her In there such a thing as male and female
mentality.
'how an we help Mother.
'
IN THE MIDDLE
"-

DEAR DA11:11TF:R: The ability to forgive an unfaithful ripouite comes no more eseily to a man than
a woman. "Confessions" of this kind usually do
more- harm than good. That was your father's second
mistake. ;The first wiks fooling around with another
Yea, women can forgive if they really want to.
Your mother needs to get into therapy to find out
why •he's hanging on to her bitterness. Urge her to
get help. If she refuse's, she'll expressing her sick
determination to suffer — and make everyone around

Your Individual
Horoscope

0

Frames Drake

•• •

deity
19 Guido note

A T 1PAN I

I Pronoun of
yore
35 Let it stand 53 Note of scale
23 Watch fac.a
56 Obscure
27-Cassi sore
25 Disagree
40 Cisscord god- 50 Ordinance
29 Enteitopiestic
merit
60 Noveny
dess
31 Pinch
26 Blotchy
4fPericst par* 61 Cooked lava
32 Tanned slun 27 Help
46 Candle
62 Chinese mile
34 Jug lugs
28 Paradise
48 Streetcars III _64 Bye'
16 - *tuff
• 30 Colorless
66 Nickel syrn
England
17 Guides
33 God of love 51 Ptxtly s State
aol
39 firralal
'
t
2
3
4
6
7
a
. 10 1 1 --.
-4-1 Pronoun ,
.5,
.__ _. ___
.
4:114.4ernoran
14
11 13
114.01T)
'13
44
Ala
4: to, tarot)
,
Ilt20 1
4? Classify
49 Vary small
SI
SO Snare
1Y--- • SI
36
Separt57
• Abto on a
liner
i1
55 Cushion
42
44
57 Go by boal
59 Supposupg
that
61 Rub brow.,
11111156'
57
lJ tia of gOSSip
65 telettes 0•
67 Ventilate
66 Planyt

airtraii

-69 C.o.i

2, Molice

Ilea 5 winetost Cd
SAVE WN6
Discount Service
Cogan - Leek ks
The Yellow Pages

759-4444 for es b.
opiratienal mossap
MOW your day.
Childrea's tape 75,4445.

FOR SALE
Two 12 G•soe
Matson Shelia*.
Model 170 Readaytea

$249.00
Madill

fw yew cerweeleaci*
laisor Noe ow Sales bees
ell be es sw
New 1130 PM se 8:11111 1
as Meedeys. Teem*,
Wiersays sad Milers
MOWN,OlIMMOSIll,
PONTIAC, GOMM
1486 W. Men

1100

Row-

$295.00
Vernon's
Western Store
Olympic Plaza
Niers 9-9 Dilly, )'C
Soo*

S. Lost and Found

FOR SUNDAY,
JANUARY 23, 19(13

her miserable, too.

2. Nike

Whet kind el day will tomorrow be, To find out what the
DEM( ABBY l'fraisr set me straight I am considered stars say, read the forecast
intelligent and well mannered. with a good sense of gives for your birth sign.

Surplus office furniture (desks,
choirs, duplicator,
etc.).

Credit Bermes,

humor I am 73 Iklv husband is 7r)

304 Maple

WItat hapiwned to the good old days when pleasant ARIES
conversation was cr part of a family dinner' Recently while ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
we were guests for dinner at our daughter's home, tihe
You're able to think clearly
asked me to please c till ever‘nne to the table ,I did, then I
on
career matters. A friend
shut off the -TV which w.is screaming My son in law
may
he miffed if you refuse a
immediately followed me arid turned the TV on again It
remained on for 'the enters- meal and ocur daughter didn't request for a loan or other
say one wiverf,tp -him about it ((I'course there was abso- assistance.

753-5Si2

TAURUS
lutely no conversation daring dinner
111r TV,is located Ito_etIttee than_fiselect Arinn _the dinner Apr. 20 to May 201
table Neither my husband n.ir I timid relax. and we didn't Travel and creative' enterprises bnng luck. A parent
eatmuch ,
I do not rs per ('soft music
anillelight hut I think may feel neglected. Make sure
this was very had manners flow an something like this you're aware of others' needs.

tsurl"

in the future'

The Murray
Lock Shop
will he looking to 104
N. 911 Street. New
phowe masher not
poblished in this
year's &rectory wiN
be 713-1377. If no
answer 719-1631.

Large white cat, lost
near West Miller on
Christmas Day Call
753 0717

6,Help Wanted
NUCLEAR POWER
OPENINGS Reward
mg program otters good
salary, earn 30 days
vacation with pay, total
medical care and $2,000
bonus upon completion
of training program
Some math and physics
required
Following
qualifications muSt be
met (no exceptions).

limales only, 2417-24
years old. 31have valid
high. school diploma.
41be willing to relocate
P hone toll free
2p.m_. Mon.-Wed.
A SOO 2311 SSW.
O IL COMPANY
OPENING. Off shore
rigs, no experience
necessary, seart im

May 21 to June 20)
Studying, letter writing and
mediately, 35,000 plus
DEA it MOTHER: Since your son-in-law turned the reading bring satisfaction
per year For informa
tion call 1 312 920 9364,
TV on after you turned it off, his message was clear: now. Others are sensitive
Ext. 17746.
It's my house and I don't care how you feel about about their religious beliefs._ Dud yOu see 60_ minutes?
Get the real. story ! An
TV during dinner — I want it on, and It you don't Don'tstep on any toes.
Wanted experienced
emerald has ioined
body man. Call 1531761
like it, tough! Your daughter's silence indicated she CANCER
more
,prqfifable
and
either agreed with her husband or. didn't have the
We are taking op
(June21 toJuly 22) 43)
0 realistic business and is
',ricotta's from 111am.
courage to speak up in your behalf.
It's best to meer with friends earning 570.000 per
for fry cooks with at
It's unfortunate. Rut all you can do is decline
of like nund. Some moody month Call for an
least S yrs, experience,
future dinner invitations to your daughter's home
types may cross your path to- appointment 502 1121
must be able to work
and tell her why.
nights and weekends,
day. An in-law needs con- 1675
references required, no
sideration.
phone calls please.
11',0
FOR
SALE
12
Colonial House
Jul) 23 to Aug. 221 41244tSItA NICE COLD
Smorgasbord, Hwy. 641,
AND SEE WHAT'S
Browsing S Shot
Though !nixing business and
Murray, Ky
Of
SNOW!
GLASS
IN HI5 HAND ?
pleasure is not recommended, .111olgioni node 12
9.
Situation Wanted
you still can come up with PM*
some workable ideas about
Experienced babysit$450.00
ter, responsible mother
career interests.
will care for your child
VIRGO
Thimapsea Coster SO
anytime day or night,
t Aug. 23 to Sept. 22,
Cal. with Tosco 1840
full time, part time or
It's not what you say, but reprice seep,. (bock
drop in. S minutes East.
how you say it that matters. powder)
759 1692.
You'll have to choose the right
Medical secretary with
$225400
moment to voice your opibookkeeping, ex
perienced, full time
M01121.
Vernon's
I STILL CAN'T HIT THE
employment. Send re
LIBRA
some and expected
SIDE OF THAT PENCE
Western Store
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 i
salary to Box 1040C,
(-beck spendthrift ways. Sit
Ledger& Times.
Olympic Pima
down with other family
Party searching real
Nears 9.9 daily, 1-4
members to discuss mutual inestate loan at a lock in
terests, especially regarding 1.
rate Person will give
sound financial statefinances.
ment and 1st morgage.
SCORPIO
Send reply- to- P.O. Box
(Oct. 23 to Nov: 211
MD IS SIT
10406.
Keep emotions out of discus- 1210iii
11111118 UMW as amp
Responsible
lady would
you're
close
ties.
U
sions with
like to do house clesning
Wes copies has
reasonable, others vnll res- demi
and extra ironing. Call
OM Mhos is Mepond to your nwssage more
753 7554.
ryl mei elhe %anomie'
readily.
Want to rent Dark Fired
LT. FUZZ'S MOTHER
arep cities. Is has Me is
SAGITTARIUS
Tobacco base. 759 1233
No, TO
WANTS TO KNOW WNW
twins is Resin MuNov.z2to Dec.21
Will sit tor elderly man
Ti-1E
or woman, light
New career and money
WE DON'T LET NW
▪ in 31yees mal len
PARENTS
housework and cooking.
ideas are worthwhile, bid it's —me pims h dew mi
SPEAK MORE
Slew hour. 437 4975.
not the begin** to implement Is um& it Ibrawl
Would law to do smiting
them. Pay attention to health
Oman N sins di -ma
in my home fOr children
and appearance.
and adults. C•11
finial/I 11111S. Is
CAPIUDOSIN
759-9107.
t-=-7)$ medals ie 1s1 ael
(Dec:22toJan. 151 NJ 101IWould like to have lab
earipp
reel
NN
Wes.
fun times are in More for
house keeping, have
Please Nei IN bles al I
rester/MOS, honest and
you, bed you're inclined to
dependable. Call 759,
WU Nis care al ail pm
overdo. Seek mental astialac12S5 or 753-2377.
limatial Nis. Is mei N
bons and avoid frivolous pursuits.
• see ha Rise et lie
It Desires Opporlently
"AQUARIUS
sowbelly N arse yaw
Large commercial
(Jan. NI to Feb. 111)
Mmetial Null
building with :potential
Find a quiet Riot at home
for a variety of
where you can pursue pet inbusinesses now avails.
Die In Maui. would lend
terests. Don't lock horns with
itseit particularly to
a family 11111Mbilt who's ad of
lumber business or
sarb.
warehousing.- Call
PSC=
KOPPE RUD REALTY.
31)
(Yob. tftoMar.
rss- ins tor details.
Ward,att aatimecial Medea. Si
cies; you1hae.ab.ttor time
ARE YOU INTERESTED
with Made thee by yourself.
IN BEING A PART
Bo realistic about emir im•
tomb.
Of
NURSING
MANAGEMENT?
YOU HORN TWAY are laWe., we Gra Weide'for yead
dined to experiment blare
1C1:11 Cmitimiter's peallisa opsa.
es
hovo
hem
NUNN
me
war.
You
We
musui-citoomit
a 'maths& nature. add
Tea MI MO eseppaibis for omedhiellag petiole
Pea*ma.WHAT DOI*
tides. .an,.simealeg melt.1 14 ItIrs ad WW1,sod
seseN mein a pasipdo
MI PAMPA
Mb&
Yee niq heves
ho.ramieofliell=hist
itaillirat heel.
ty for brays.% miles or
alb=
writing Thesit%1IIIWES1' MOT1lEit

•-•••

NOT 50 wEar .NE 5 .)(15T
COME IN FROM WORKING
IN THE 5NOWFIELD5
--

C k • NE SNOWMAN
'

ND

IFirreivir a

PHOOEY - I HAVE
THE WORST AIM
IN THE WORLD

NO MATTER
HOW HARD I
T RN/

rn,*

•
•

M CLAMPING A
SECURITY
et. ACKOLJT

WAS SOMETHING
LEAKED 70 71-1E
PRESS, SIRz

ON TI-ESE
MEETiNGS

14—

:1

atcjik

XC

J

sufftriers, you're tad of
ethers and should be popular.
Yea hove progressive lime
sled ain be a leader in year

Newispsper work,
and music are other
of interest. Birk at: Jeanne Moreati, ac';John Hancock, putrid;
and Edouard bisaet painter.

•

1104erre
asaitsaisse laperlimmo peaftwmal
N yea we aleresied. seseese
Laeme Feedlots's, IN
Mader of Swift
Meilmisses Comoselly Ileepleal
Iseseeby 42341
(502)330-4211. hI. 193
0
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32. Apts. For Rent

Musical

11. lestrvction
Piano lt$10n$ given
Ask for Jilt 342 33.52

14. Ward toIvy
3.000 bates wheat
straws Call flips 901
517 3111. nights 901 364
3062

Selmer Soiist wood Almost new duplex. 2
Clarinet Like new Cost bedroom
wall to wall
$4100 Win take 13eraor Carpet
refrigerator
best offer Will deliver dishwasher stove cm
tO 'Murrer P150He 502 trai heat and air, ref,
9118 3670
!rat vacuum - Calf 759
406

24. Miscellaneous

Efficiency apt for boy
1603 Collects Farm Rd
492 8225
Furnished or unfinished
1 or 2 bedroom
apts
s
Zimmerman Apt
16th, 753 6609
Nice 2 bedroom brick
duplex. 3 miles East
stOve. refrigerator and
water furnished, $175
pluS dePOSit Call after
4p.rn 753 1513

White Refrigera
Barley Poundage for 17 1971
to, $200 Double Horse
Or 'S.1 crop 753(1074
Trailer. MOO 153 1117
Large dog Sited
aCighouse 433 447
Air Compressors for
Raw furs. raccoon. red sale Dill Electric. 753
10x, gray tox, muskrat, 9104
mink. cOyttte. OpOSsum, FIREWOOD
Seasoned
Owen Mc
oak and hickory, 1630",
Ciellan. P O. Box 63, $79 rick
Greenwood.
Pulasli, 111
61976. $25 • rick delivered and
Phone 618 342 6316
stacked 753 NM

49. Used Cars

43. Real Estate
lima
)

1973 Cadillac Coupe
Devine
needs paint.
runs and drives fine
Call
good condition
- 7531174

7531222
11111:1J
New listing on
P.
Broad Street
story brick home
oral 3 bedroottLs.

economical gas
heat, wood stove in
fireplace and the
price is nOt.in the
530's. Don't'let this
one get away. call

1974 Firebird excellent
mechanical condition
new paint, red with red
velvet interior, 12100
Serious calls only call
4.36 2143
1974 Ford Ciala•. 4 or
Sedan
719 engine
Cali
automatic, p $
753 1124
1974 Mustang' ii
v6
fresh rebuild, radials
must sell, 11.100 or best
753 9075 Alter
otter

M.Lots tor Sale

SPECIAL
FOR TODAY

It Homesfor Sale

1974 Chevrolet
41[4 pickup, cm:),
and
ith
air. We also have
S other 414
pickups all local
trade-ins. Come
by and see the.
PARKER FORD INC
701 Main Murray,
Ky
753-5273

53. trv ices Otered

S3. Services Offer.ed

S3. Services Offered

_
Taxes filed in m. home
MATES on Licensed electrician for
1466 Ford Pickup. 6 'FREE E
Joy",
LOW rates
pfurnti•ng resioential and <OM
rsilinder
short bed- - ao pie< tr,
4900.ntmerlt
NO&
fOr
Neating and
extra clean 1950 7 mutt- ofsinf.n4 and Well Pomp Ter( lee
Li< ensed
it* 2441)
.,as
Call
Sift Oriditcon
ers(' snow tires on neertS
repior
• 753 0091 or 7533673
APO
Ste410,0n
Chevrolet Trirck wheet
.F re
0,s,i
Tree trrr
.
Phone 753 77c73
"4
.1 17,1
removing
125 00 Call ter 2545
GENERAL
HOME
•
htbS
years e• Need uonoister
wor• hiectcyes and
1967 Ford • V I Pickup REPAIR
oomo Si s upholster. Free ..est.
par ien.ir
Carpentry
steS
ril
L arsyst
Shift
Truck
plumbing
to Serve '53 5.1?6
W,I1 be
long bed
SSW (all con,'Or
roof g
sting
vorr
NO irou he"
753 6564
Pea'
i
pivmti
• •Iter
i- •
:013 10
SAALL Free
nrpert,•
cio
cra
19/3 Datsun P ii.up
est.m,stes
Dais
A nciont
7
53
r;)00
$900 753 1447
69.3 ri,gnfs 04 7776
onrerfpre
'
r
19/5 Chevrolet Pick. UP
Anj
Harmon and Malone e-tons
ro,
Tr‘Ilk
350 automat,
•
1.iroes
F c Lap
Best offer 759 4631 or Cornu'i•te r e mdoe,,ng
•
Ar'rtpes
*c-1 root fop
troi03.
/53 9974
Free es
uphOts.er r
F
e s f • rn ales
, 0 0n
if
1971 Ford custom IS4-1
104
•
r
'males stop O
- . 75.3'5611 .
Ion
nee, tires
tieSt
13th Sr or All 153 SUE,
Otter 11 1195
arm., PrOtets.Onai Car
-71 iour
And Ur
-1 9/ 1 Jeep P.r 14
Cleanng and
- vp_
Out
a u tomat
p s
AM
Qi•
stallafons
wont:,
rOV,
FM bucket seats 1000(1 prcifess
rate% 198 895,
k leaned
,es 5) 710 437 4967
trie jr I Out E.
an.1
_
nsureo Free
PC'
•••••. Call Jeff 153
st
--PROBLEMS?
OOIS
APPL;ANCE Sift
v iCE
Kenmo•e
Cr*1 the Total Pic
irs, est ingnouse
le Need e second op'
Color al
tort
Ahiripool
20 years
or
nisi'?
Build up
Parts .and
exper
e
pot irsits block $. 111
serc.ie
Bobby Hopper.
local
esidontiol
hand oils al
whites
Bob s Appliance Sr
references. Call Itelph
end passports
Str St
y e 202 S
759 171$ or
Gotland
411/1.
753
51116
753
CARTER STUDIO
•
home ,
753 110 7 6.
7Si FM
leo NAIM

1974 Opel kfantau
K0PPEAU
Nice one bedroom
automatic in floor very
753-1222
REALTY
•apartment.
• Firewood 17250 a rick
one
duplex
sharp $1,175 Cal , 474
/53 3711 after 59 m
• block from campus
7125
Stove. re
For sale, 12 hole Martin unfurnished
1974 Pinto, automat,
-Full length black Dia
Box, small 1 and 2 hole frigerator and water
good condition
mood Mink Coat. like birdhouses (4 sites)
furnished, electric neat
7°
5 3a
Two miles off of gas mileage Can g°
new Sacratice at 13.000 Phone '753 1717
1674 and fireplace Call 753
Highway 94 West on 8174
Serious InQuiries only
2154
Olive
Butterworth Road will
101-64211313
Heat Optbs. 250 _watts. One bedroom, near Put YOU at Mrs 7 10 of an
Men's hod V Nock Intl* red, $1 59 each
downtown Murray 753
acre building lot
Big
Sweaters. $14 95 Car
Wallin Hardware. 1109. 762 6650 or trees and good garden
OW Paria
digans, $15.95
7•44
436
spot $5500 $3500 will
Phone
Shirts. $12 95
buy the 90.1110 foot lot in
One soled SCAOS- 152 cOPY One bedroom Call 753
713 UK
9206 or 759 4756 after Kingswood Subdivision
machine For informa
Two large desks, lion, 753 4751
sp m
Some owner finance
typewritter table.
Roberts
One bedroom furnished, available
chain
saws
Oregon
secretary's chair,
Realty Co. 7531654
cheiris. 3/8 inch pitch. utilities not included
PS, PR,
Kenmore compact re
Call
For 16 inch bar. 799 20 $165 per month
frigerator. 2 Samsonite
Wallin 753 3530
inch bar. S 99
folding chairs, small Hardware,
Paris
Small nice furnished A house with & flicker
bookcase 753 5067.. .
In
REPOSSESSED SIGN./ One bedroom apt
-0011014Ke. Jor---sinder.
Unclaimed" layasVay. Nothing doa71,- Take Quire. at 100 South 13th
$30.000
Two or three
bicycle you pay balance
Street
over payments $58 00
bedrooms with two
due and get new bike
448' flashing Top quality duplex. 2 baths Nice brick home
monthly
2
and new warranty
arrow sign New bulbs. bedroom. central heat in the country
Cali
20inch mag wheel, $911
letters. Hale Signs Cali and air, new applian
1COPPERUD REALTY
each. Reg
$139
1
1 502 842 3332
ces. carpeted for more information
24inch 10 speed
$79
20inch SEASONED throughout, washer and .753 1222
Reg
S114
2
FIREWOOD Call John dryer hookup C411 753 _ CA T-C+1 OUR ACT
$99
girls, $70, Reg
6291 after 4 30p m
Boyer. 753 0338
Watch us turn yOU info a
Cash and Carry Only
Two bed 'r 6 6 M sm-art • homeowner A
rick
COW to Coast Hard
a
for
175
Wood
sale
townhouse apt% Carpet. most instantly
No
ware Central Shopping delivered Call 753 3027.
range, refrigerator. slight of hand- Just a
Center 753 11604
disposal
dishwasher
well Maintained two
Van furniture. 4 cap
excel
wasper and dryer bedroom home Wilfrid 1977 VW Rabb
tains chairs with
lent condition
4 new
central
air
,
hookup
and
approximately
on
HODGE'S
pedestals. swivel and
rAdial tires
AM FM
heat Also two bedroom acres
includes cc
recliner and , sofa bed
TAX SERVKI
2uaci speaker 'system
apt
,
Hamlet
garden
onomiCal gas- heat anct )59
Brown
9950. 753 7310
1705
Roth fedora' 10401
North apt% on Stadium ins3lated to TVA 'Stan
with tan insert.
1978 Dark • Blue, Old
end Koatacity 7405
View Drive 753 7550- 01'- dards
prated 20's
753 7559 - •
-Can 753 1497 to get your %mobile Cutlass good •
sisly 51-0.00. 1104
start at Century 21 condition 753 6570 after
Two
bedroom
garage
Polyps, Merril, Ky.
Antiques New oriental
SP rn
apt
refrigerator and Loretta Jobs Realtors
rugs all size 6, extra
751-142S
speed air
water For sale • by owner 4 t979 Sabru,
stove furnished
Chip
antiques
nice
1987
provided. 6 miles East. bedr00m. 3 bath double 9ood condition
Wisout
chareS,
‘berdatep b
p omatic
x• aiets
753 5733
garage. 2 yr old honse.---iirrahnqsem.nilsvoii.
'ofher
rope bed, many
in Canterbury
Would
duplex,
Two
bedroom
nice antiques 'Call after lix 70
stereo, tilt
3 bedroom
1 Westwood
gas heat. COnSider trade for AM FM
5p.m. 1 898 6496.
bath, built new home.
wheel, halt vinyl top LA
stove and refrigerator, smaller home 753 8324
753
must sell
Take over
engine. like new
Three pc
Maple bed
$775 plus deposit 436
REDUCED, Owner has 7304
payments 437 4171
room suite with mat
2001 after Sp m
sett 3
reduced
price
to
tress and box springs.
19111 Chevrolet impala,
Two bedroom duplex, 3 bedroom brick -home in
$75 Call 753 0573.
pb
miles from town on city : 126.500 Call Spann 8 cylinder, ps
automatic. tilt wheel
White Provincial double A two bedroom, newly private Rd
$160 per Realty Assoc 753 7724
dresser, matching furnished
cruise control. excellent
Call Shads month. 753 118411
WE'RE PUTTING YOU tires. 141.995 /59 9051
Lingerie chest of Oaks 753 5209
014
to
a
19500
00
Two bedroom duplex
drawers, matching n 7
Nice 2 bedroom trailer with gas heat in West savings The owner said High performance
Size bed, box springs near Murray No pets
parts, turn around.
available reduce the price on his
wood Subd
and mattress with A 489 2611
cross round. Offennou
bedroom
home
,,tour
now Call 753 3966
frame. •Comforter. dust
$er in takes. all intakes
__'Fsivith -excellent barn
ruffle, sheets and pillow Two tWer00m, couples,
- made for duel quad, 302
and
Other
outbuildings
cases all new, new $90 per month plus
pond We took him at his Chevrolet ;motor... 350
deposit, .water fur
carpet. Call 753 8004.
built
word if you like to save Short block motor
noshed, Hwy
121 5
for racing Call 753 9415
Zenith color T.V
753 5405 or 436 1876
bedroom house money call us COL
Three
cabinet, $150 Call 753
near KY Lake washer LECT on this house and Must sell 1900 Subru
2761
Fiat. 4 wheel drive, 30
and dryer included. 15 acres at /53 149
Century 21 LorettaJobs MPCi. $1100 Call 43/
753
required
deposit
Kerosene heaters, all
4692
Realtors
•
have ceramic wicks, 1964 after Sp m
Track
Compact
8
automatic tip over, cut Three bedroom. 1 bath. Well cared for home
System Centres Stereo off switch, battery located 4 Miles Out on 94 close to shopping and
_ by Pioneer with excel ignatiort UL approved. West. Available im
schools 3 bedrooms,
'
lent speakers. 753 9517.
No pets central air and gas
6800 BTU, 99 99 9100 mediately
Two used practice BTU, 119 99 and up
153 4.406 before 6 00p m heat. Large lot, Only
sew,•
1177 floe•
$34 500
Call Spann
pianos, needs some 12000 BTU. 139 99 20000 435 4119 after 6 000 m
Realty A'ssOc 753 7724
tied Ilr•ogh
Wallin
work, price negotiable
BTU. 119 99

IS. Articlesfor Sale

SO, Used Trucks

•

:):
311

ENII
I
31

25. Business Services

a

1

Alonsigleas

21. Mobile Home Rentals

34. Houses for Rent

Vinyl

and

sedate and Alsinsinuto
tram for a iseeses It
stops pointigsg.
lock CI4ovor
753-1 57 3

apgryr4nty spry
*atner, dry..
freezer, reff,urratdr
eief fr.( hec .
mroviare. A
serviced 759 1322
Ar.
Appliance - repa
ali brands Spec
Tappen Call 151 5341
354 6956 Earl Lose?!

Valentine
welines

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
162-1192
435-4348

J6. Home Furnishings

V. Mobile Home Sales

ROOF

S3. Services Offered

Horne trnprcye
years btutd;ny
p.pi'rien e
remodel

Bob s
men t

ing

17

addition%

concrete

repairs
general
Call
maintaince

work
hOrne

rtlit‘ how happy your Yspeceal someone' will
be when she (or he reads the - personal
message'from you on Valentine .s Dov

753 4501
CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references
Vibra . Steam Cleaning
(Upholstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
1535577
brick
faun
dations, drive' ways
,sidewarks, patios
and
Free es
chimneys
timates Call 153 5416
Concrete, block.

Build a memory, compose your message and
Mail or phone it to the Closssified Advertisin,)
Department The cost- is
YOur Message Will appear in the spec nil Volen
tine Love Lines feature in the Classified sec
tion of this newspaper on Febtuurii 12

Send the coupon below or dial 753-1916

.29. Heating-Cooling

22. Musical

7S15263.

Hardware, Paris

21 Exterminating

Wood Stove, $250. good
condition. used 1 yr
Two wheel Bradley
Tractor, 9000 Condition,
$250 Call 1 383 2781

You Must See this one to
appreciate it. EA
well
tremely neat
Attention horse owners, maintained 3 bedroom
pasture and stall space home on nice re
available $30 a month
Sidential Street
New
Call after 6p m
Carpet throughout, well
753 3010
insulated and owner
Three Faring Cfates Will consider some
with automatic waterer financing Priced in the
and feeders $350 49 5.411's Call KOPPE RUD
2649
REALTY 753 1222

37. Livestock-Supplies

30. Business Rentals

Warehouse
Storage Spars
P.,loaf
753-475$

WALLIS DRUG
•PlatlIPT10111*MN *INT MOB
•MOSPITAL PIPPUIS POO WIT A110 Sal
4111111111)SWISS Of COMICS
•INUBIll'STOUT PlIseetn
B..Odeon as!nonlethal la City ibis

I

OPEN NOUSE
Ma low home,with over 4,000 upon
foot Ivies wee, 31130 holy rem.Coo
he sees Stodgy Jewsery 23, 1183 from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m. North se Nottlosbere
kiss h Sherwood krest. Mee 7534303 maw.

1978 Yamaha DT I25,
AKC Registered
Enduro Motorcycle for
Keeshond puppy. 6
on or off road riduig,
months old, right age
condition. Call
fOr training, price very good
Sp m
753 7919 753 7919 after
reasonable
1911 Yamaha X 5850
after $9p m
Special, full dress AM
FM cassette
7,800
miles
1 helmets and
cover $3 750 or will take
Ski Boat or Pop Up
horde,I lbsrusei
759
Camper in trade
Isseisace &
1035 alter 4p m

G.Real Estate

Reel Maio
Soirtlisik Cost Sq.
Norm. KoMecky
7324411

am;sheen et 1h. L.,limith Sp.,
N. 15th Street nest to Sliversily Doy
Care Coster. Regietrellei14 p.m. leo.
--membershlp
24th mod tittr.aocessmy $25.00 per 1N4Mb, 2 claim
oisehise, spot end
wieldy.
flesr morellos. Same lesioded. kr
more Inferesetiso coll 713-2167 otter S
PAL

1981 Yamaha, 750
maxim
accessories
extra clean. 3.750 miles
$7.100 753 6341

4.Auto Services

01

Itito!5y

Wage Cam =Casa
Oman Non desteseeng
Wig lagelogibee IMO
1912 Caliseser
eggygg, UMW*42071
1102)7534186
isokse
MI 1. MINN
Mew
Usenedg bads/

SLIM DOWNFIRM UP

Wg have a 10W sits of
tire chains left Truck
tires 4 sets 01 11 22 S.
dual wheels. 1 set of
11 22 4 sing-le wheel
Cars. 3 sets of 071 15, 1
set of 13 inch tires
Trucks. Trailers and
Buses. 753 3000.

Ilisd Can
1964 Ford Mustang.
good condition. 12.710
Cali after 4 30 p.m
436 3716

• 1969

NIALTOne

SOUth 12th at Sycernon
TELEPHONE 753-1851

Apoaletemmes wade
ferias seersalosse.
roll tire relit
assecieigs evening
*less. "
.
latt

bens bet .7137771
rni
/11-1110
Ilf tom
MoMpre /114177

•
4

47. Motorcycles

31. Pets-Supplies

Toyota Carols.
1500. (McAllen radial
fires. 40 MPG? Call
47423$1171 Velletwagon
NOW. Mt mod con
*Mon.7234674.

isilection systole,
titres. for saki
, htioutifil car
54,900-

50. Used Trucks
reit, 455
1965 F ord
engine Call 751 3619
19111 ()Own King Cato.
4E1, S Weed low miles.
with topper. good MPG,
733 8571
one owner
days. 759 9594 nights
Chevy gag
excellent
condition
Cali 355-1005
after 5 00 o m

ReMOdeling

repa'%

Years ex
additions
Refereni es
p_erienced
1539100
TYPIST AND
HOMEBAKING
7 53
4197

DOUBLE D
CLEANING
SERVICE
We do any type
of cleaning.

'•••• •

?Fria!

Dave I haven I
spent one day not
loving you only'
I m yours forever'
Love,Arnie

474-8838

PENNTRILE TOURS OFFERS
FOR YOUR VACATION:
April 2-10 London, England
April 3-10 Florida Spring Break
April 18-23 Trails o( History in the Springtime Asheville, Charleston, Savannah.
Atlanta
April 34-.18 New Orleans
May 10-11 Mackinac Island. Holland Tulip
Festival
May 2740 Now York Theatre Tour f Air
lone 4-10 Gala Hawaii Tour
JUDO 11-13 Memphis, Graceland-Mud
Wand
June i-July 3 Washington. D -Atlantic
City-New York City
Jose WU Kentucky Dramas

Easy Order Blank For

Valentine
Love Lines
Mot vOull COOY HUM F0/1 VASINTINII LOY! LIONS
C.047 IS SHOWN ON LAST LON uf110

• $• 3.25
64.50
65.50'
$• 6.50
• $7.30

11 - 2 4 WEST') Y
J ul
NORTHWEST Through Bronson. Mo.•
Wichita. Kansas. Pikes Peak _Air Force
•

Academy. Colorado Moorings. Black Canyon,
Salt Lake City. Elko & Rano. Nevada. San

av, goal firm. will take'
IWO We.Call 75)-9156
1974 Plymouth Duster,
One Owner
Call
7104130.
iatt Misting Hat

Irronciaco. Ca. Chinatown. Oregon. Mount
Hood. Portland. flasttki. Wash.. Montana.
North Dakota, Minnesota. Wisconsin. Illinois by Chicago.Terre lisubs-hosno.
July 36-Avg. 14 Nova Scats
Avg. 31-31 7 days Cndise from Miami.
Florida
Rapt.114 Las Vegas Riptrost(By Mn
a•ps.MOO.2 New England laths ran
Bot 13.50 Mazieo(erAlr)
Nov.840 Aoetralle and New Zealand
Oct.14 Pall at Blackwatar Palls,W.Va.
0.1.1441 Othrerod Bridge Vestival
Oct.1114111k Ciet.17415 Fall In the Basokles
Oct. MN Chattanooga CheaChoo and

skisek• ASS ot DOSS
War. OM value 12.1110.
mods raimitts •n0194
7531921 after SO 1,1
wookdays

Bracher* Of
Tears
'esain
a=lesIr
WSW
Re* Blackwood. Tour Ropresontativs,PanTad.,1MS South illth EL. Murray. Ky..

1977 Honda C1ItC Nat
albedo, new tires, mod
condition Call 7531124

Cdl 11111-11111-311IN altar 1:00 p.m.

)en Chowalat
33.11•0 actual ailios.
inserter geed condition.

Hippy
501•4•nhete•
Oa,

Heil se tket It midges sins later
wessees vi'poem so Fab. 14. Md

seam seder le:

then Feb. 11. Taw
coops. sad cited sr

rh.ledger's Mies
Classified Ativerlisier Derarteseat
ItO. hi 1010
*envy,Ilealesky 12071
IOW 11111110
_
•
Address
aft

•
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OBITUARK_J
Mrs. Williams Mrs. Rogers
dies
today
dies.at home
a

Atter death of son

.
Fam
Family
t expects more than rev•iew

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
•APi — The family of a
14-year-old boy who had a
fatal heart attack at a
state juvenile center expects the state to de more
than review its )tiyinik
programs,a lawyertays

Mrs.. Blanche, B.
Mrs. Sally Williams.119.
Westview Nursing Home. Rogers, 75, Fredonia.
died today at 2:20 a.m. at died at 2 a.m. Friday at
-Murray-Calloway County her home.
Hospital.
Funeral services will
She is survived by one be at 2:30 p.m. Sunday at
daughtm Louise Morris, Morgan Funeral Home in
A funeral for the boy.
Fern Terrace Lodge; one Princeton with the Rev.
son, Aubrey Williams. Bill Gross officiating. Dominic Owens, was set
Akron, Ohio; one sister, Burial will be in Fredonia for 2 p.m. today at King
Soloman Baptist Church
Maude Billington Cook. Cemetery.
Route 2; two brothers,
She is survived by five In Louisville, with burial
Henry Billington, Route 'ions. Keith Rogers. at Eastern Cemetery.
3, and Woodrow Bill- Owensboro; liarotcl said George Salem Jr.
ington, Akron. Ohio: two
BUddyl Rogers, attorney for the family.
grandchildren; several Fredonia; Gerald
Salem said Friday that
nieces and nephews.
. Rogers, Paducah; Don
Horn Sept 5, 1893. she Rogers. Murray; and Owens' relatives were
was the daughter of the Larry Rogers', Hender- still waiting for details of
his death, and expected
late James Monroe Hill- sonville. Tenn
ington and Margaret CarOthersurvivors include the state to do more than
ne Pillington.
four sisters. Mrs Ruby name a commission to
Arrangements are in- Beard, Sheridan; Mrs. review juvenile procomplete and will be an- Wilma 1.ynn. Marion; grams.
nounced later J.11 Chur- Mrs. Louise Fiebout, -Just to appoint a comchill Funeral Horne
Calvert City; Mrs. mission is no real
Elizabeth Hinkley. Merrillville. Ind,: four
brothers, Pall Sullenger
and DotarSullenger. both
of Marton and Jay L.
Sullenger and Guy
WASHINGTON 1AP I
Mrs Eula '1' Lassiter. SuIlenger, both of Hobart. Crippled Cosmos 1042, a
Ind.,
10
grandchild
ren
96. 304 E Poplar St., died
nuclear-powered Soviet
at 2-08 a in today at 'a ri'd t'w 0 'great - spy satellite, is losing
grandchild
ren
Murray-Ciilloa a y County
Mrs Rogers was a altitude so fast that -it is
Hospital
expected to fall out of orFuneral services will member of Fredonia bit, burn up in the atBaptist
Church
be at? pm Sunday at
Friends may call at mosphere'. and possibly
J 11 Churchill Funeral
Morgan
Funeral- Home spew radioactive debris
Chapel with hr Walter
from 4-9 p.m today, and on Earth on Sunday, the
Mischke officiating
Pentagon reports.
Burial will be in Murray until the funeral Sunday
The Soviet Union also
'emetery
predicts a Sunday reMrs Lassiter is surviventry, most likely "over
ed by tvi o daughters.
the region of the Arabian
Mary arid Ruth Lassiter.
Sea." But it ridicules
both i•f 2o4 E _Poplar St
Western fears of radioacShe VI as precedefr in
tive contamination
Y
ther husband t
, <41.aftweal services
The Soviet news agency
Jesse 1 I -assiter who died were scheduled Saturday lass said in Moscow Fixiin 1964, and one daughter for G Lee Langston. a day that most of the
Annie t!dell Lassiter
Lexington attorney and radioactive debris would
She was Ow daughterof former general counsel burn' up m the upper atthe late John lienr for the state Department mosphere and that the
Thompson and Victoria of Ranking
danger trom any remainBradford Thompson
'Langston, a partner in ing fragments would not
Friends may call at the Stoll Keenon and exceed internationally
J H (*hurt hill Funeral Park law firm, died accepted limits
Home after 4 p iii todas
Thursday
Emergency teams of

Mrs. Lassiter's
rites Sunday

W.
." he said. "They
need to look into why
'policies adopted by the
last commission were not
put into effect like they
were supposed t.S be."
If the family
. not
satisfied with a Mate
police investigattion and
a coroner's inquest into
the death, Salem said,
"We may conduct our
own investigation."
The state police probe
probably will "be completed next week, and
details will not be released before then, said Col.
Morgan Elkins. deputy
state police commissionet.
You never know until
you cOmplete an investigation," said Elkins,
reached in Frankfort. "If
you start . releasing
stuff prematurely you
may prove yourself

Kentucky news in brief
small changes,when comHENDERSON, Ky
AP — W.R. Grace & Co. pared with last week and
announced Friday that it quality was virtually unIs dropping its proposal changed.
The percentage of the
for a synthetic fuels plant
volume placed under loan
in Henderson County.
Grace was turned down incresartl somewhat this
by the U.S. Synthetic week.
Gross sales for the
Flieie Corp. earlier this
week in a bid for financ- week ending Jan. 39 totaling the proposed 12.500 ed 64,376,440 pounds and
barrel per day coal-to- averaged 1182.54 per hungasoline plant in Basket dred - up $1.19 from the
in the western part of the previous week.
The season figure
county.
According to a reached 7 2,286.792
prepared statement pounds averaging $1110.50.
released by the firm's For the same period last
New York office, the season 124 sales days)729
company's decision was million pounds averaged
based on its "inability to 8180.60.
Resales this week totalreach an agreement with
10,598.037 pounds and
ed
SFC."
The statement defend- 88,989,392 pounds for the
ed the project, saying it season. By the latest crop
was consistent with estimate about 90 percent
guidelines in the law of the 1982 crop has been
establishing the quasi- sold.
goveriunental.agency.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. lapl
Grace proposed that it — Columbia Gas of Kenpay a portion of the $1.4 tucky, claiming it is owed
billion estimated price 6222,587 for wholesale
tag and operate the facili- natural gas, is seeking a
ty while the government bankruptcy declaration
would be the majority and receivership for
owner.
Johnson County Gas Co.
Such a proposal, of Van Lear.
Grace's two-paragraph
Columbia Gas filed a
statement continued. petition this week in U.S.
"was the only way ... that Bankruptcy Court at
the project could be Pikeville. It said the debt
financed without unac- increases each day as
ceptable risks to the com- Columbia Gas continues
to supply the firm, which
Pany.But Synthetic Fuels has about 900 customers.
Corp. directors
Danny Preston, who
disagreed.
owns Johnson County Gas'
--with his wife, Betty,
LEXINGTON, Ky. -didn't dispute the amount
AP) — The market for of the claim. But he acburley tobacco held cused Columbia Gas of an
generally-firm during the attempted takeover.
seventh week of sales, the
"We have met with ColFederal-State Market umbia several times and
News Service reported offered them. a repayFriday.
ment plan, but they
It said that grade refuse to cooperate.,"
averages recorded only Preston said Thursday.

wrong later."
Adams named.* sevenOwens was stricken member commission to
Jan. 11 at the Lincoln reviewnient programs,
Village resin:sent Center bat said he would not
at Elizabethtown and was comment specifically on
taken to University the Owens case until state
Hospital in Louisville, police finished their prowhere he died Wednes- be.
day.
After recommendaJefferson County Cor- tions by a 1972 task force
oner Richard Greathouse and a 19119 commission
said that an autopsy against the practice, the
showed Owens had a Human Resources
heart attack, and that the Cabinet adopted a policy
boy apparently was in- In 1961 banning grouping
volved in strenous activi- that involved "physical,
ty when he collapsed.
mental or verbal abuse,"
State Human Adams said.
Resources Secretary
He said the superintenBuddy Adams would not dent and three staff
discuss reports that members liat Lincoln
Owens was involved in a Village were fired, pen"grouping" or "peer- ding appeals, for
pressure restraint" violating cabinet policy,
therapy session and at but would not say
one point was held on the whether the grouping
floor by other boys at the policy was the one involvcenter
ed

Soviet satellite falling out of orbit

Langston rites
to be today

U S nuclear experts are
on 24-hour alert to rush
anywhere in the world to
retrieve .radioactive
material that might survive the fiery re-entry
and strike land. They will
be transported in three
Air Force C-141 cargo
planes loaded with
sophisticated search
gear.
Pentagon spokesman
Henry Catto said there is
a 70 percent chance the
Cosmos debris if it survives the fiery re-entry will come down over an
ocean. 15 percent chance
„ever the Soviet Union. 3
percent chance over
Cuba and 2 percent
ehance over the united
States.
The Defense Department reported late Friday Cosmos 1042 had
fallen 10 miles in 32 hours
and had dipped to within

104 miles of Earth. Tracking experts estimated the
L000-pound section would
re-enter the atmosphere
between 8:45 a.m. Sunday and 8:17 a.m. Monday. with Sunday evening
the most likely time.
The Soviets, in a report
to the United Nations Friday, estimated the
satellite would make the
plunge between 6 p.m.
Sunday and 1 a.m. Monday.
The 110 pounds of
uranium-235 that fueled
the satellite apparently is
not in the main section
nearest Earth.
The Soviets claimed
they remotely ejected the
fuel core and that it is

traveling separately and
will fall into the atmosphere and completely
burn up in mid-February.
The Pentagon
acknowledged Friday the
Soviets probably were
correct. It said the
smaller fuel section was
orbiting above the main
segment and about 12
miles behind it.
Even so, the main body
would still be radioactively "hot" because it had
been bombarded for four
months by ffssioning
neutrons.
Cosmos 954 and 1042
were sent into space to
keep track of Western
ships and submarines.

Court rules in favor of employee
FRANKFoRT, Ky
The evidence iihewed.
The judges said that at other employees in comAl',
An official of)that Brown Hadgett
Christmas parties in parable positions receive
Brown liadgett Inc_ was operated with the
114,300.
entitled to a bonus of at understanding that the December 1977 and 1978,
Jones sueti for that
least $13,200 even though bonus payments were in Jones had received amount or at least a pro
he quit to join, another lieu of at least a pension $10,000 bonuses.
rata share for the time he
When the San was employed in 19790.
company and the Badgett plan and that Mr Hadgett
was sold. the Ken- never refused any recom- N.Francisco-based
• The testimony is clear
tucky Court of Appeals mendation in the list con- J'Natotruis Company took that if Jones was entitled
has ruled.
taining all salaried over, it said in early 1979 to recover anything, he
employees and further that until a new pension was entitled to $14,300,"
A three-judge panel
that such practices were plan was adopted, the the Court of Appeals said.
found in Charles Jones'
continued and formally bonus practice would con- ". The jury had to comfavor Friday and overendorsed in a letter from tinue.
pletely ignore the unturned Muhlenberg CirJones quit late in 1979 contradicted evidence of
company
the
twhirh
took
cuit Court in part.
and did not get a bonus (Jonesi to reach its
over I.
The decision said in ef"Thus, there was suffi- that December although 85,000i verdict.fect that such bonuses cient evidence to allow
were a custom at Brown the jury to determine
Badgett and could be from these prior acts of
KEEP THAT GREAT GM
viewed as a substitute for both companies whether
FEELIN
G WITH GENUINE
a pension plan.
there was an implied conGM PARTS
Jones had been award- tract and therefore that
ed 85,000 by a jury. The the bonus payment was
appellate judges ordered not discretionary.
a new trial on the ques"That being so, then
tion of damages alone, the trial courtcommitted
-consistent with this opi- reversible error in taking
nion "
the case away from the
BirY
The court said -

SPKIAL DISCOUNTS FROM AREA MERCHANTS
FOR PEOPLE WHO HOLD CLOUT CARDS
Get year...

[

LOUT FT"Komi Tabors
Al) Call: 7S -l293 after 5:00 p.m.

C

Sunny Southwest
Natchez & New Orleans

vs$1101c* 01%
*AP‘.
.
4‘11.1rg
. tell
‘i697.06* 7."
04)

interior, boded,one owner

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

Feb. 12-26
March 21-26
Oct. 16-23
Williamsburg & Washington.D.C.April2-9
June 11-18
Sept. 17-24
Philadelphia & New York City
April 25-May 2
Nov. 12-19.
Holland Tulip Time
May 12-15
Westward To California
June 15-July 5
Ozark Mountains
Mountain Festival
June 8-12
Fall Foliage
Oct. 5-9
Historic Southern Cities
April 18-23
Mystery Tour
June 22-25
•
Colorado Rockies
June 24-July 5
Alaska
July 2-Aug. 2
Canadian Rockies
July 18-Aug. 7
Boston — Cape Cod
Aug. 4-14
Oct. 6-13
Michigan & Wisconsin
Aug.6-13
Nova Scotia & Eastern Canada
Aug. 72-Sept.9
New England Fall Foliage
Sept. 23-Oct. 3
Autumn in The Deep South
Oct. 17-22
Holiday In Georgia
Dec.21, 1563-Jan. 2-1964
. Dec.25, 1563-Jan. 1, 1964
Chriatmita In Williamsburg

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

641 S. Murray

753-2617

W P WC 111••wwor Cow

Attend this travel film and slide show presentation
of 1983 Carefree Motorcoach Tours

1979 JOillif /1161.
20.... miles, fuel iniection, silver, block

•Ornisaia'vi.
P•molud how who/ WO

Sunday, January 23rd
2-4 p.m.
Holiday Inn — Murray

711 Maio St. Money
v 7S3-4444

selgc
,

127 S. 7* Mayfield
247-8747

Corn-Austin's Fabulous Famous Final Markdown Starts Mon.9
A.M.
Everything Must Go

To Makt. Room For Spring Merchandise

Save 60% to 75% in Men's Ladies & Boys Departments
Suits 8, Sportcoats
A

Sport Shirts
A'l

Dress Shirts

A.

Q 95

995
995

,

Trousers

9"

Sweaters

99

Ties

4"

WE MUST MAKE ROOM

Corn-Austin

Dress Pants

Buys ID, p,

79 S

Pants

MORE BAR6AINS SO LOW
YOU'LL HAVE TO SEE THEM
TO BELIEVE THEM

Knit Shirts

ay •

395

•

SAeaterc

6"

THIS SALE WON'T END UNTILEVIRYTHING.S.I;OW

SALE STARTS MONDAY AT 9 00
•••

•

A byk

ALL SALES FINAL
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS
NO AL TERA TIONS

The Weekly Entertainment Section of the MurrOy Ledger & T Ifrt'S

tv week

THK QUALITIES OF MERCENARIES .Tbe habits and practices of a team of aoldisal
of fortune are depicted in 'The A-Team," an NBC striae that premieres Sunday, Jan. IL
Portraya( the Vietnam iota who hire out their asprethware: George Peppard center).'
Dwight Scheib (heft),Tish Designs(upper center).sed Kr. T. Melinda Culeo Portrays a —
amignment t —
isiwilisper reporter who joins the team attar wafting zlet than .747.
Masice.
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(sat y 1,otlatf sort Pat 114d/hell •
n Shibei
talk *oh a, tof
traitor I 10d S411(11. and t•
%Nor
ptx (sir apher Iran

0 5

eS,i, S •Vt4lk,

BB - International Pro
Tour No 3
5.30 A.M.
O History of Pro Football
7.00 A.M
la MOVIE 'Handle with
Caere A Loydriicius truckfif
f emlitu eS 1,4th re% *over' boil
pr,.%I.Iirte Paot LatkAat
(,an,ty lark Charles Nap•er
1911 Pr,

800 A.M.
MOVIE 'The Rat
0
Rec. A love attar( devekvs
Len ks
•naive asparorwa mu
so, 64, and
a brittle mindIA
darker Tony Cutts' Debbie
Reynoldb Jock ()alio. 19060

8:30 A.M.
• Spoderman

900 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Donahue
exiinisrlet the moral and •th.
cal questions surrounding ho
roan organ transplants
MOVIE '1.1411s Moon'
Two teenagers try tor run
away from thee parents
Mall Dillon Yvonne DeCado
Broderick Crawford Rated
PG
(6.)- Phil Donahue Dona
hue• guests discuss iha
Playboy
Reader • s
Sex
Survey
10:00 A.M.
0 MOVIE 'Walking My
Baby Back Horne A wealthy
.young man forms a band with
XII pals but the band is a bust
until they change to Jazz
Donald 0 Connor
Janet
Leigh Buddy Hackett Scat
Man Crothers 1954

o

• 1:00 P.M.
- Missing Persons
Dead or Alive Patrick 0 Neel
hosts this look at famous
missing persons
- MOVIE 'California'
Greedy men fight against Cal
dome statehood Ray Mil
land
Berbera Stanwyck
Barry f itzgerakt 1946

•

•

2:00 P.M.
-

MOVIE 'Handle with
Care' A bigamous trucker
romances both his wives and
prostitute Paul leMat
Candy Clatt Charles Napier
1911 PG
4:00 P M.
O - Clown White A young
deaf boy finds new hope
through name

4:30 P.M.

o - Starcade
5:00 P.M.
_ Carol Burnett
•_ History of Pro Football

o 21: -

32-1. Contact
ICiosed Captioned)

5:30P.M.

A local TV quiz show could
mean More than lust points
kw-Pony_
0-MOVIE 'Queen of the
Stardust Ballroom' A lonely
widowed grandmother and a
married mailman mos' and
fall on love at a local dance
haN
Maureen Stapleton.
Charles Darting. Michael
Brandon 1975
(
4)CI(i)- Little House A
New Beginning t.ours en
counters an editor and pub
'fisher who want to alter her
homespun stories 180 min)
lClosed Coptscxteclj
- MOVIE 'Handle with
Care' A bigamous trucker
romances both his wives and
a prostitute Paul LeMat
Candy Clark Charles Napier
1977 PG
All Creatures Great
0
and Small
21, - Frontline 88 Se
Londs in Greensboro •.Indivi
duals talk for the first time
about the 1979 killing of five
members of the Communist
Workers Party (60 min 1
- Stanley and Hutch
7:30P.M.
le CI) la '12 - Fifth./ Rich
Carlotta is nominated as vice
president of the Dames of the
Confederacy

•

di

_Moking It Count
6:00P.M.
SIGDOCIDID-Pd•ws

-

•

•

•

•-

•

-

•
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Michael Landon hosts
"The Fourth Annual TV
Guide Special,- a chronological look at some of TV's
most memorable moments In
1982. The NBC special,
which Bryant Gurnbel c0hosts, airs Monday. Jan 24.
. .
(Stamm mew the tight
to maim Nito -nwnuOli manses

o

o - Bob Neviiihein Show

.v. OH

Video review

•

8.00 P. M.
0 Cl) 3 0 - MOVE:
'Malibu' Part 2
- M•A•S•ti
•cu
ANspi Houlihan treats herself
al (LI (LI - Eyewitness
to a home permanent that
Mows.
leaves her speechless
Pyle
Owner
•
cip - 4th Annual TV
coo
I-Boone at
Guide Special: 1962 The
-Business Report
Year in Television Micheal
Machkiii-lalwer
Landon and Bryant (tumble
Report
host•look at TV S most me
mom ebSe moments of 1982
- Charlie s Angels
12 hr• I
(19 - CBS News
•
- Frontline 88 Se
6:30P.M.
conds in Greensboro IndiviEntertairroseM
GI CL duals talk for the first time
Tonight
about the 1979 killing of five
CID0 - Family Feud members of the Communist
III - Tic Tat Dough
Workers Pony 460 min )
i 1:00 A.M.
- Arnetnean Profession.
- Geed PerformO
BB - Making Love Setter
als
ances *Wagner's Ring Das
Compare your views with the
go - Freese* Rock Visit the
Rheingold ' A prologue in one
wiper's on this HBO special
world of Frio* Rock under
act to the Urology of Wagner's
11:30A.M.
neath the basement of an ec
operatic saga on Teutonic
centric inventor
- MOVIE 'King of the
mythology as staged (2 les .
Mountain' A dare devd auto
•- Jeffersons
30 mon
mechenic races his 58
111 (I) - MacNeil• Lehrer
NCAA
Porshe over the treacherous
Loulitlena State at IllaseleN•Pon
roads of the Hollywood His
eippl arm
es-Korefeeeke Report
Harry Haridh. Dennis Hopper.
NHL Hockey- Soren
8:30P.M.
Deborah Van Valkeriburgh
is New York Rangers
•
(l)
Rated PG
(Ij1 - Alapoitart
M•41•11•H
9:00 P.M.
12:00P.M.
1:00 P.M.
ID CID•(2 - ceener
0- MOVIE:'Lorna booms' •11) (1)•- Tam's
Lacey
- TSS Evening News
tf'Levis Or strew •
ACCOUNtS...1040an
- Melon" of Pro Football
... ••
01•11 S. 14-41040 tttttO...isv
tT CERT it 1C.101111.. •
- Greet Performv.v. 0.11*.ms...40w acc
I iv is..
ances 'Wegrier•s Ring Des
WI" *POW 11021%.
Rheingoki A prologue in one
CLuS....11111 MC
city a fulfil ei
act to the trilogy of Wagner's
operetsc saga on Teutonic
...T64441.8116
mythology is staged (2 hrs
Mr Mc
telcaiss
30 min)

Sae..
ACCOOTS.
°OCRS...
wino
ehttla...7.

n.PIC{

up cu ave- Square Pegs

,
Oppressed Enlh wrners
orawn,. and attack the
00011•• •ruthless outlaw
may Barbara Hale Richard
-Gereepia._ 1951

•

Saturday. January

Incredible

III CI) CI)
CI)
III
-News
CD (1) - flywifffss!
News
- Al In the Family
111 - Benny 140 Slaw

•

•CDIBCD-T
&AWN Guest host ....
onfirs
ars is joined by James Coco.
Cher and Henry Winkler NO
mien)
- Seaford and Son

CID - Nighdine
- MOVIE: 'Dear Heart'
While attending a convention
in New York. a smaN town
postmistress attracts the at
of a greeting card
salesman Glenn Ford. Geraldine Page, Angelo Lansbury
1965
- Three's Company
- On Location: Carlin at
Carnegie This famous comedian' shares his offbeat
perceptions of the absurd.
ties of everyday Irving
O - MASH
0
- Business Report
MOVIE: 'Lover Come
Soma' A woman. leerning hem
husband was unfrehtul dui ,oy the war rushes to Las V.
gas for a divorce George
Brent. Lucille Bell. ZIXIM•
1946
• - Trapper Joist M.D.
Trapper discovers he is the
father of a 215-year-old son
(R) SO min )

G)

- NBC News

2:00 A.M.
BB
CE)
MOVIE:
'Butterflies Are Frei A
hopeful actress' concern for
her blind next-door neighbor
grows into st warm fnendship
that not even his domineering
mother can break up Goklie
Hawn, Edward Albert. Eileen
Heckert 1972
(4)- CNN Headline News

•

•

•-

11:00P.M.
OM'Ttoppos.John. M 0
(L) - Last Word
CID - Barney Miller
•21)- Ikon Off
- NCAA Basketball
Texas at Askanses

-.111nt eddies

•
1:00A.M.
MI CD News
- MOVIE: Its a-Bikini
World' A concerted surfer
assumes a double life as his
own shy brother when he
learns the new girl considers
him a phony Deborah Walley. Tommy Kirk. Bob Pickett 1987
•
- News/Sign Off
- NHL Hockey: Boston
at New York Rangers
O
- CBS News
-Nightweseh
1:15A.9401.
•_ An Evening at the
Moulin Rogue George Harndton hosts this variety show
from the French music hall
•

2:15 A.M.
•
- MOVIE: *uses Moon'
Two teenagers try to run
from their parents
Matt Dion. Yvonne DeCarlo.
Brodenck Crawford

away

•

1:30A.M.
BB CID - Faye to Face
VI CD - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
(4)- Romance Theater
411 CID - 849^ Otf
•
- News/Sign Off

3:00 A.M.
-.Ieveir
— Tita.
men and•woman attempt to
find hidden gold in the treacherous headhunting .kvero
Indian country Fernando Lamas. Florida Fleming, Brian
Keith 1964

4:00 A.M.
• - Nowe's Lucy
•- Maldng Love Better
Compere your views with the
experts on this HBO special
0 - PICAS Seeliediell

•

11:30P.M.
69 CD
- P4Ntitiine
EDOOD.
,iiis Night with
OlPold tedadismut David is
joined by Wayne Cochran
and Richard Lewis. ft ISO
0- MOVIE:'Pennies from
Hesiven' A salesmen longs
for We to be We the songs he
seas Stew Merlin, Bernadette Peters. Jessica Harper
1961 Rated R
- 111901 Off
0(19- MOVIE. 'Columba:
Suitable for Framing' An an
crew kills his wealthy uncle on
order to inherit a valuable collection of panting. Pow
Fah. Ross Merlin. Don
Ameche 1971. .
..
I 2:00 A.M.
,
•Ix•
- Lass Word
•(1)- MOW:*Columbe:
Old- Fashioned Mods?
C.olumbo's investigation of a
robbery - obeying
uncovi...
tangled fanvly secrets Peter
Falk. Joyce Von Patten. C.
leas Holm 1975
CID - [Towlines* News
I 2:30A.M.
- NOR OR

FILL 1141 fie MME
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DAYTIME

Cable
Chausels

Sell001101101111

5:00 A.M.
10:30A.M.
al EL _ ABC Nows This 0 - Richard Simmons
Morning
11:00A.M.
(1D - Hour Magazin*
•
•(
Soap World
0- TBS Morning Now..
t
•-Midday
C4) - Early Today
(j)
- Family Foud
410(12 - CBS Early Morning
- Mike Douglas People
Now,
Now
5:30A.M.
GD 7 Nowa '
(.4) -Ralph Emory Show
o CC - Just Men
- CB$ Earty Morning 0 12 - Young and the
NeWs
Restless
-.5:45A.M.
11:30A.M.
rt
- Weathin
▪ (L U- Ryan's Hope
6:00A.M.
5, - Young and the
Restless
0 Cl) - CBS Morning
News
(4) - Noon Show
- Search For
- Morning Stretch
0
Tomorrow
SuperStation Funtim•
12:00P.M.
CI EL - Early Today
(1) (3.)- All My
•
- Jim Bakkor
Childron
QD - Carl Tipton Show
- Movie
- Breakfast Show
e
O CU 0 12 News
6:30A.M.
- Independent Network
(I) - ABC News This •
Nevis
Morning
12:30P.M.
- I Dream of Jeannie
-42-As me
0
0
- - il)Oa)- News
World Turni:
(3D - Business Report
•
(A)-.Search For Tomorrow
0- Jkivrry Sweggart
0
- Deys of Our Lives
6:45 A.M.
- Get Smart
48 (1)- Mows
1:00 P.M.
7:00A.M.
(2)
:3J
CB
5 _ One Ufe to
ID CD
U - Good
Live
Morning America
- Another World
o My Three Sons
_ Afternoon Movie
(cox- Today
1:30P.M.
3)- Guten Tag
•
•fp - Mr. Rogers' •CD SI
- cephol
QVID - Another World
Neighborhood
•
- Greet Space Collator
- CBS Morning
O 2) (i)•- Gomm'
News
Hospital
- Gutting
0 ri) II
Light
11.(j)- Weather
o Supertkotion Funtime
7:30A.M.
4
Fantasy
- That Girl
•
2:30P.M.
0
- Instructionel
Programs
o Flintstories
- Fludiray
0
0(itt) - Weather
- Varied Programs
- Bullwinkle
O
7:45A.M.
3:00P.M.
a)- Moods
O 21: - Instructionel
Programs
ap - 1Naliews
•
8:00A.M.
CI)ID =Edge of Night
•_ Munstors
- Cartoon Store
SI
Mov6e
- Days of Our Lives
- Bosoms Street
- &name Street
0
- Woody Woodpockee
-UNA, maimusi.
O 12 - Tattietales
8:30A.M.
MI OD;Macre /Say
3:30P.M.
0-Veiled Programs
•(1)- Itiovssey HiNbilhes
9:00A.M.
•
- Addlirns Family
SOD- Richard Simmons
0- Lewis It to &saw
12 -New
a)
- Bow flonhY 5.
Friends
112s.000 PYIlimid
- Andy Griffith
- 700 Club
CID - PM Donahue
go (.1) - Over Easy ickisxo
Captioned
•ap - Dessiihue
- Flintstones
O - New Migarirwi
/ DWII A94441
O 1 - SINOP,
• t - Instructional
Programs
4:00P.M.
•- Jirn Bakker.
- Family Foud
al
9:30A.M.
- Incredible Hulk
QD
II Li - LAVIPM41 and SOWleY •- ormovplisbakm,
•(I)- I/metric Company
ID- Study Bunch
Ploy
12 •
- People's Court
10:00 A.M.
•cp - Eight Is Enough
(111 litde House'al
1110aD al - Love Bost
the Prairie
smolt- Price Is
MOM,
•ID0
R090
*
Neighborhood
Cts 1"9-11111t.
▪ - SFooby Doo
- Pew/ Mason
(1) - Sig Volley
4:30P.M.
(1)- IlirA•11•H
tia cu - Whew of'Fortune •
- Instruceariel
(ID - 148.111'11 Morose
•
Programs
a- VIN6941 Programs
- Movie
EL - Wheel of Possum
-

•

WNGE
WTVF
VVTBS

HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Nest-Cable
Clogespels

Nashville, TN
Nashville. TN
Atlanta. GA

2
3-

WNGE
WSIL

4
5

WSM
WTVF

4

WPAD

WOCN

Nashville, TN

12

KFVS

21

WKMU

Cp -Girardeau, MO
Murray. KY

Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson. TN
Nashville. TN
Murray, KY

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Paducah. KY

Nashville. TN

USA

Viewers

Network

vibe

resisive

*sir toievisien Biwa vie
ewes= Amid refer to

Cp Girardeau. MO

Nis whits scrooge dome&

S
I -

eseoliers.

Viewers wise teethe
teievislea

sigeels

vie

Manny Cablevisies should

•

Listings ore provided by
TV stifling, who

Mow to Wu bind screen

the

channel nenbors bi itio

sometimes 'woke repine

choogeo

after
the
sedmideies have bone beet
IS the oirespeper.

innsponying Noting.

•

•

Nashville, TN
Harrieburg, IL

•(ID 0 21

Eloctric
Company
- Moppet Show
•
5:00P.M.
CID - UN,* on 2
- Good Tomes
Hi

(3j

Barney Miller

32 1

• 21'nosed

O - Carol Burnett
(4) - Tic Tec Dough
ag (• News
ap - Sanford and Son
Sesarno Street

Contact

•U 12 Jeffersons
• Vestod Programs
510P.M
0 2 3 la ABC News

O S CBS News
0 Bob Nevvhert Show
NBC News
4 0 0
Varied PIINII*11111
0 21
0 Ahice
0 12 News

-

•

-

•

-

•

•

•

Movies
WEDNESDAY
116,83

MONDAY
1/24/83
7:00AM
/I•ndies with Caro'
8:00AM 0— 'The Rat Race'
WOOAM •— 'Liar's Moon'
10:00AM
— 'Walking My Baby Back Home'
11:30AM go _ .King of the Mountain'
12:00PM 0— 'Lorne Doone'
— 'Catifornie'
100PM
2:00PM• 'Mond., with Core'
7:00PM U — 'Queen of the Stardust Ballroom'
— 'Mona* with Care'
•
8:00PM
(/)(,l)
•
_ .Maiibu* Part 2
10:30PM0— •Dear Seen'
— 'Lover Corns SiKk.
•
11:30PM
— •P•nnies from Heaven'
Coltonbe: Suitable for Framing'
•
2:00AM 5(1)— 'Coiumbcc Old. Faidsionad Murder
1-00AM•
— •ft's a 'Bikini World'
2:00AM 0(I) — 'Sutterflies Are Free'
2:15AM
—
Moon'
300AM
-

•

:12
1
-

TUESDAY
1/25/93
1100AM•
— Owlilvers Travels'
7.30AM
The Man Who Sew Tomorrow'
8:00AM
— 'Arrivederei Baby'
9:00APA
— 'Convoy'
10:00AM
'A Story of David
11:30AM
— 'Neertbeeps'
1200PM
'Lust For Gold'
1:00PM
— 'The Bleak Knight'
— The Men Who Sew Tomorrow'
2:00PM•
—
II:00PM•
TreveW
7:30PM •— 'Vice Squad'
9:15PM IQ — Rimming 0094'
10:30PM
tion Tokyo'
"Strange Bedfellows*
11001N1
— Tho Exterminator'
11 30PM ap
— 'Me111411en I. Wife The Oasedly In.
baritone,'
12:00AM
'1141oMillan 5. Wife- Reunion in Ter
'Sr
.
1:30AM•
— woe& Noise'
The' Knocking at My Door?
1:41AM
2.00AM 0CID xr.°11.Golden Voyage of !Wised'
3:15AM
'vies ismser

500AM•
_ 'Dot and the Kangaroo'
700AM 419 — 'Across the Great Divide'
0-00R11•1 0— 'The Marrying Kind'
10-00AM U 'A Song to Remember'
10.30AM U 'King of the Mountain
1200PM(I — -Th. Damned Don't cry
0—
1:00PM a) — 'Mystery Submarine'
200PM 0 — 'Across the Great Divide
4 30PM 0 — 'Dot and the Kangaroo'
7 OOPM 9.1 — 'Springfield Rift'
Hell Night'
0
8 OOPM
5 5 12 _ Running Out'
10 30PM 1101 — 'Oblective Burma'
— 'Smash Palace'
— 'Send Me No Flowers'
11 30PM a) 12 — 'Institute for
Revenge'
rixAM
5, — 'Premonition'
12.15AM0
1.15AM 0
o01rii.• Guillotine'
1 .30AM 0 2, — The 5000 Fingers of Dr T
215AM 0 —
Night'
(Continued on page 13
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1'41.1 4

- HBO Meellifirle

TUESDAY
1125183
5.00 A.M.
f, Hour Magazine
GirY 1:011011 and Pat Mitchell
Ursula Andress Dr
talk
Otwortedin and ItUthOt
Sheri. Utile
"
Cats This doCornen•
vanishing
'tory
aptures
beast% dertending-themsertawk
against human hunters

-•09

6 00 A M

O

MOVIE
Gulliver's
T ravels'.4 utupett4LILInf tar
II I/ 4,..1 4 iorwl of
people
• 11,1,ii4. in Mr thrlAMPI IN, its.
nialisio or 141.iir I te.sk her
1939

1:00 P.M.
HBO Magazine
'The Btack
7 MOVIE
_loam' A commoner cab
guises himself as the Buick
Kriight on order zo reveal the
identity of those trying to ov
erthrow King 4rtbur Alan
add Patricia Medina. Peter
;Cushing 1954

2:00 P.M.
The Man
Tomorrow'
tieNostradasnos ric
tamely predicted the rise of
Hitler and other historical I.
gores Orson Welles nisi
rates 1981 Rated PG
MOVIE
Saw

Who

7 30 A M .
MOV I E
The Man
Tomorrow'
Who
Saw
Michel de Nostrartamus ac
cusately predri-ted the use of
Hitter end other histore:at ti
gures Orson Waite* net
rates- 1981 Rated PG

3:30P.M.
• Video Jukebox

4:00P.M.

8:00 A.M.
0-

MOVIE 'Arrivrederci
11- money hungry
young men keeps rirscarrhrig
guardians and wove& km these
fortunes Tony Core lb Ro
sanna Schiaffono. Lionel Jet
trues 1966

-

'1 his
Cats
Big
•
documentary captures—van
lutunq
beast
defending
thernseryes against human
hunters

4:30P.M.
a

8:30 A.M.
- Superheroes
9:00A.M.

-

MOVIE *Dialliver••
Travels' A shipwrecked sal
kir and a land of lithe people
«in* to life through the an.
nation of Max Fleischer
1939
•21) - 3-2-1. Contact
'Closed Captioned)

•

- Phil Donahue Donahue
discusses gifted children with
former Duo Kid Ruth Duskin
f oedema
ap - MOVIE_ 'Canvey* It s
the truckers versus the cops
in a war on wheels Kris Kris
_Jolterson Al. Macfor aw. E
nest Bottrine 1978 Rated
Phil Donahue Dona
rx,ri • gonist to. phototeepheo
taini
#

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE. 'A Story of
•Devief King Soul unjustly
cuses,Darvid of seeking his
throne Jeff Chandler Basil
Sidney David K mgt.' 1960

-

•

1:00 A.M.

5:30 P.M.
si

Bob Newhart Show
- Making It Count

O 21

6:00P.M.
ID .2 0(1)- News
• 5, 3) - Eyewitness
News
- Goiner Pyle
(4)- Scene at 6
• When Will the Dying
Stop?
•(I..) - Business Report
MacNeilLahrirr
Report
- Charlie's Angels
•
(is - cos NOVA

-

O av

Video Jukebox

11:30A.M.
519 -

MOVIE • Heenbeeps'
Robots wander from •repair
factory and discover a wprld
of sensehons Andy Kaufman
Bernadette Peter*
Randy ()wad 1981 Rated
PG

12:00P.M.
0 - MOVIE 'Lust

Bewitched

-

5:00 P.M.
- Carol Burnett

•

-

•

Gold A woman schemes to
kat her husband on an effort to
won the riches of the famous
I ost Dutchman quid mine
Ida Lupin° Glen. Ford Gig
Young 1949

-

For

_•

6:30P.M.
•(2) - EntertaIninent
Tonight

▪ ap

-'amity Feud

- Tic Tee Dough
NBA Ilimitetbeill:
•Phaenbi at Adante

ere pen
L HOLLAND
MEDICAL

.lb•FiNitio Sasso Hoolds-

- Sfintri Miami Egoism's*

*Fsoturiilia*---''
. _

TINIF.S. Saturday,January 22.1193
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•ThelChas
yew sidissi Wei
,
eautallee
hem ewe II Ow ere
Maio
Showersli
sOmies
iffIlPowl seeding'
elall "eh' soil Calmsfew Yeses Oeiteiodllsei
mem.
uw1VIldlietb

- Jefferson*
a (#) - MacNeilLatirec
Report
21. - Kentucky Journal
M*A•S•H
•

it -

7:00 P.M.

Executive
privilege

-

MD I)

MaPPY Dees
Fonzie mastementis a record
deal for Josue, and Cherie
(Closed Cannoned,

All three networks will
delay regularly scheduled
programs to carry President
Reagan's State of the Union
address beginnang at 9 p.m.

eaDeas-waiimine,
'The Shaggy 0 A • First of
wo parts -A-Zkstrtct littnftwiy•
Landidate periodicaey assumes the identity of a sheep
dog 180 min t
4)0 - NNW,Special
Labor In the Promised Land
New.. ortespondent Mike
Jensen reports on the labor
movement in the U S 160
min I
- Word on Words
021 - Nova The Pleasure
A
of Finding Thongs Out
candid portrait of Nobel Prize
winnin(J physicist Richard
Feyrornan ft presented SO
nun 1Closed Captioned'
- Starsky and.Hutch
•
NCAA Basketball•
Prftsburgh
et
Beeson
CoNege

-

7:30 P.M.
•;1) I)

-

Laverne &
Shirley Laverne manages a
musical group 'Closed Cap
tionedi
_ MOVIE 'Vice Squad'
A Hollywood cop enters the
steely underworld of print,
ninon to hunt down a mut
demos pomp Season Hubley.
Gary Swanson Rated R
- Iron Horse
O

•

8:00P.M.
(1) up - Reagen'•

▪

State of the Union Address
0 C1 0 it - Reallafte
State of the Union Address
(4)0(I) - State of the
UnionM•••••••Lev* cover sip of President Reagan s
annual State of the Union
Message followed by the denxicratsc rebuttal (2 his)

• -Jactoiaand Roe Jen
artists. Jackie Cain and Roy
Kral perform some of thew
music 460 min
2v - American
Playhouse 'Mess Lonely
Hearts A journalist is forced
to write a lovelorn advice column for•bog city newspaper
(60 min )
• Music Chy News Ton
Country Hits of the Year

O

-

8:45 P.M.
- TIS Evening New.
9:00P.M.
•CD CI)
- *Powell

•

(EST) on Tuesday. Jan 25
The message marks the halfway point in the president's
term in office
IStarron• reeerve the %At
SO make liet-henute &serve, I

12) - News

•11)

- Eyewitness

News
AN In the Family
0(i)0 21) - Business
Report
- Benny Hill Show

o

-

•

10:30P.M.
s (2)• - Tonight
Show Guest host Joan Ray
ers is joined by Angie 13eckin
son and Gregory Harrison
160 min
GE) - SerWord and Son
Nighdine
- MOVIE: 'Destination
Tokyo' The U S submarine
'Copperfin enters Japan's
most guarded harbor under
siraied orders Gary Grant.
John Garfield Faye Emerson
1944
C4)- Three's Company
• ht•A!S•H
•(I) - Piss tate Night
This We talk show femurs*
newsworthy guests from around the wands of poirtice
entertarenent. business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
country

•

cs.) -

•

-

OMNI.Main Bowe
10:00P.M.
•

•
CD CIAO clID

0op - MOVIE:'M-cMillen
& Wife: Reunion in Terror'
The Commissioner's 20th
football reunion ends in TM
gedy when a former player is
found slain Rock Hudson
Susan Saint James, Buddy
Hackett 1973
- Eyewitness News
- NHL Journal Today s
program features weekly
news. highlights and trends
wound the NHL

•

12:30 A.M.
CI) - Shin ON
(4) 0
- NBC News
OvernigM
- Jim Bakker
•
12:45A.M.
al_ HBO Megan**
1:00 A.M.

•2J.News
up - News/Sign Off
•-

NCAA flesketball.
Pittsburgh
at
Boston
College

was hued to train Suzanne
Pleshette. Ty +Widen, Dorothy Proteins_ Mai

• Romance Theater
sign Off
€1 CIDNews/Sign
Off
•1:45 A.M.

gp - MOVIE: 'Who's That
Knocking at My Door?' A
young men as stifled by his religious and cultural beliefs
Harvey Kens& Zna Bethune
1969 Rated R

2:00 A.M.
is up - MOVIE: 'The
Golden Voyage of Sinbad'
Contain Sonbed betties an evil
prince who seeks to steal an
amulet which is pan of a
medallion which wel lead to a
fabulous treasure John Philhp Law. Caroline Munro, Torn
Baker 1973
GD - CNN Headline News

3:00 A.M.

-

NCAA Basketball:
Texas A&M at Texas
Christian Univiseelty

•

3:15 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Vice Squad'

•

A Hollywood cop enters the
sleazy underworid of prostitution to hunt down
murderous pimp Season
Gary Swanson Rated A

3:46 A.M.
- Minion impossible

4:00A.M.

•

WINN Ouincy sus41.
pects heritoode dw-clesidt
of • race car driver Oil MO
nun

•

agir A.yeung man running
IMO Ids troubles becomes a
WOW ha.. caught strew
MIMS el revolutionary tur•
MIL SIM Nell. Warren

12:00 A.M.
- Last Word

•CE

•

11:00P.M.
ap -(Mew
•
• Lase Weed
• - *imam GD Sainley 1/11111er
OD CID
up - MOW: 'The
feetlual of New Ainetadan
Isaersninsese A Vismorn
Ploys This program features
ww ~ran Owns viglierose
excerpts from ten producof hes bud* la victimised
tions showcasing the talents
mappers. Christopher
of emerging Amencen playwrights. MO nen)
tbscorgs. NOW
NCAA ,IleishmbeR
- mwess
Tome MM - at Tows

0:11IP.M.
vs•gpme

Na.

- CBS News
•
Niatotwetch
- Shin Off
- MOVIE: 'Strange
1:30 A.M.
Sadestiowe' An executive is
- Ann Holt es large
anxious about Ns oxporate
• CID - cos News
mega se'be prepares to daNIghtaresoh JIP
vorcePie vide ofseven years.
- MOVIE: Wall it
Rock Hudson. Cog Young.
Noise' A reashorse wiener
Gone Lolebrogide 1965

Anslyski and Democratic
Rebuttal
mopes- To Se
Announced

ValeareitY

Saint James. Mildred
!wick 1975

1140P.M.
•CU - Nighlbw

(1)0(1)- Left mem with
Davie Letterman Dem is
paned by James Brown and
Uhl/ Welters Illij80 min

• 0egg - MOVIE

Alicaallen
The
• Wile'
Deadly
Inherlannoe' A friend of
Mac. mother We is three
Meted Rock Hudson Susan

breaks up valdi his fiancee
and hos an affair with the

wealthy ammo of a'horse he

•

0

- Here's Lacy

4:46A.M.
warutarp

'Detective series in question
fits description of several
IMITICCT1VE WORK — I'd like ieferesatise as a detective
odes Orme fillets years age sr eves Wager. It was sheet a
am beteg paid bege sems of mss., te locate things el greet
value. — iii.. North Bey. Oet.
A awrither of shows could fit that description, but our first
Impales suggests that you're thiokiNj of “13anacek," an element of NBC. rotating -Mystery Wvie" that aired from
1572 to 1574 George Ptward portrayed a Boston-based
leisuraere lavesUptaw who was always on the trail of unusual items that vasd. a coin collection, a rottel-powerrd
car protoype. eves a football quarterback on one occasion
The only other really stroag cw.lirlaft-ie- another sines
included te "Idyeseey Movie", that owe was entitled -Cool
littfflon"(1579-13) and starregJanses Weeeistino as Jefferson
Keyes. a Pk-setting private eye Mies* meansty
more then justified his large reward. Met was the **act
amount, you ask' Check the title M
Ikea again (Just
soother raselomE Owing the
au
tions, Ow* Boni
played wealthy
chief Amos
in "Burke's Law.'
which later beat "Amos Burke. Meow °wow's*")

S

THE Ml R1141, ki..I.EIR:F.H

WEDNESDAY
1126/83
•
5:00 A.M.
Hour Ma9azin•

•cu -

Gary Collins and Pat Mitcheft
talk with actor Gerald McKra
ney. author Joyce Colony
and Dr Isadore Rosenfeld
MOVIE: 'Dot and the
Kangaroo' A little Australian
girl sets off on a fascinating
-journey' in 'a kangaroos
Pouch

O-

go_ Southwest Championship Wrestling
5:30 A.M.
- Froggle Rock Visit the

•

world of Fraggle Rock under
nesth the basement of an ec
centric inventor

7:00A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Across the
Great Divide' Two orphans
travel west to claim their land
inheritance Heather Rattrey.
Mane Hall. Robert Logan
1976 Rated G

•

8:00A.M.
MOVIE:'The Marrying
Kind A young couple, *bout
to get a divorce. recall pestevents in their life together
Judy Holliday, Aldo Ray.
Madge Kennedy 1952

8:30 A.M.
- Spiderman
9:00 A.M.
C4D - Phil Donahue Guests
TBA

- Standing Room Only.
Olivia Newton-John In
Concert This Grammy award

•

~not performs all her hits

414)- Phil Donahue Dona
hue discusses the dangers of
chddhood immunizations

10:00 A.M.
111 - MOVIE: 'A Song to
Remember' The story of
composer Chopin's tragic
love for novelist George
Sand Paul Muni. Comel
Wilde. Merle Oberon 1945
10:36A.M.

•- MOVIE: 'King of the

Mountain' A dais-devil auto
mechenc races Ns '58
Penh, over the treacherous
roads of Ow Hollywood Ms
Harry Herren. Dennis Hopper.
Deborah Van Valkenburgh
Rated PG
- -

12:00,P.M.
MOVIE 'The Damned
Deal Cry* A beautdul and
drover women whosucoseds
m Mbsginy.. rises from he,
lower middb does surroundeye to Wean,• glamour
get Joan Crawford. Dined
&ism Steve Cochran 1160
a-MOVIE:Ilalliger Two
Austral/an Mends COMO face
to face with the brutality.of
war. Mel Gibson. Mork Lee
HMI Reim.PO
-

•

x

100P.M.
S. Kw* lAsseing
Theihtlek Nosy
ofmturos • Omani West
and staffs it eilM • IMO&
crew who then'Main the German 'wolf pack' Edward
Judd. James Robertson,
Laurence Payne 1963

ZIPP,611••-• Motor qu's••• the
Groat MAW Two "'Marla
travel Walt toCklalitheir tend
mhensenoe Hoechst Ramey.
Mons P. Robert Logan
1978 Rased G
4:00P.M.
▪ - hes& NeeIt Visa Me

world of Fraggle Rock under
neath the bAsement of an ec
centric inventor.

4:30P.M.

GI- Bewitched

- MOVIE: 'Dot and the
•
Kangaroo' A little Australian
girt sots off on a fascinating
iourney in • kangaroos
pouch

5:00P.M.

GB- Carol Burnett

0 2V - 3-2-1. Contact
(Closed Captioned!

5:30P.M.

o _ Bob Newhart Show
- Another Page
8:00 P.M.
(1) - Newswatch
•
•(1) (1) - Eyewitness
News
00M4If Pyle
(4)- Scene at 6
- Year That Was. 1982
This show recaps the people

up-

•

and events that made the
news
al OD
- News
•
al CID - Business Region

211 o
Report _

MacNeil-Lehrer

- Charlie's Angels

•

CBS News

6:30P.M.

s cip -

Entertainment

Tonight
•
CID0(11)- Family Feud
CI) - Tic Tao Dough
Andy Griffith
111 - Jefferson*
•LI) - MacNeil- Lehner
Report
021) - Kentucky Journal
al
- M'A•11•H
7:00 P.M.
•(F CI)
- Tales of the
Gold Monkey
CID so co - Seven
Irides for Seven Brothers
O MOVIE: 'Springfield
Rifle' A court-martialed
Army TOP( Pin. 01.11111W1 in
steeling nfles In order to learn
the villian's identity Gary
Cooper. Phyllis Theater
David Brien 1952
. Imo alp - Real People Tonight s program features a

•-

-

100k at the yearty gathering of
people that search for the
Loch Ness monster. a profile
of•'love witch' and•look at
•hors* auction 160 min)

•- MOVIE: Nell Night'

•

n.19113

Idomeneo
This kye on _
tape performance of Mn,
arts opra is conducted by
James Levine and features H
Hikteilard
eana Cotrubas
Behrems. Frederica von Stade
and Luciano Pavaron, 13

hrs 30 n-rm
8:30 P.M.
,4 0 5) Family Ties,

She can't go
home again

Conclusion Alex goes 041 Mr.
lam with his Uncle Ned

I

f' .1

9:00P.M.

t

.1

•1Iq

,i•••1

yea,S 'Mt./

H•0111••••;

•_ TBS Evening News
(4)0

."

3,1,1
• Pli••I

-,

fl 1 %j
'

CU (3) 5 -

Dynasty
Jeff's rage becomes a nioht
mare for Fallon and Alexis is
torn mentally when Adam
cord
to poisoning Jeff
160 min I (Closed Captioned;

1191

(),)

If'

61

Trio. side.
akk , S1•51
Tkw,Ii
t,r% Wt.orles

11.5,

.t,

- Quincy atom v

discovers that illiteracy is the
cause of an explosion that
kids a witider (60 min

ap_ Standing Room Only

Olivia Newton John In
Concert This Grammy award
winner performs all her' hits

Starsky and Hutch
- MISL _ Soccer
Memphis at St Louis
101/0P.M.
0(i)(4)0(4) 0
.12 - News
ID (5) (3) - Eyewitness
News
Woman Watch
Benny Hill Show
10:30 P.M.
- Tonight
Show Guest host Joan Fliv

•

•

ap_
al_
•4)•

sits is pined by Sammy Davis
Jr and Bill Cosby (60 min)

•cr - Sanford and Son
(1)- Nighgkie
O MOVIE 'Oblective
Burma' A company of pare

O

12:00 A.M.
.2 5 Last Word

MOVIE
.5;
gi
•Premoriction• A deraniierl
woman
unleashes
her
psyche powers on the a(1op
Woe mother of her five year
irk! t.held Sharon Peoria left
Corey 19/6
3) - Eyewitness News

Iona vs Memphis Stale and
Rutgers vs Louisville 14 hrs

M'A'S'H
a (11) - Iltesinees Report
e- MOVIE:'Send Me No
Flowers' A happily rnamed
hypochondriac. meaning he
Pies only•few weeks to INe.
trim to And • second hue
band for his wile. Rock Hu&
son. Dons Day. Tony Randall
1964
al - Hart to Hot An snide by Jenrette on wiselybon leads the Hens into the

'meMachine

12:30A.M.

- Three's Company
MOVIE 'Smash
Palace' After his wife runs

off with his best friend.•man
deckles to abduct his adored
daughter Bruno Lawrence
Anna Jameson Greer Rob
son 1962

Here s Lucy sit

- Sign on

., 4) 5(IJ -

_

2

0 Mission Impos•ible

Australian friends cOmer far i.
to lace with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson Mark Lei.
1981 Rated PG

troopers invade Burma to
we out an important Ja
panties post Errol Flynn. Wel
harn Prince. George Tobias
1945

O

Irtoul the I ru.,.
4 00A M

12:15A.M.
•- MOVIE Gallipoii• Two

-

Fratensty pledges spend the
night Si • haunted mansion
Linde Met. Vincent Van PMten 1981 Rioted R
▪ al)- Aeisint of Man
world of hardcore nightlife
- Uwe hem the Met
lionieners' This live-on1 1:00P.M.
tape performance of Mot
ap - Hirt to Hen
art's opera is conducted by
CID - Lon liVord
James Lavine and features *aD - Barney Meer
eerie Combos. Hildegard
419 - krA111•14
Sehrens. Redlines von Stade
and Luciano Pavarotti (3 • - aiMps
,
Pure. 30 non
11:30P.M.
- NCAA
*own.
II__ et Nerthweston
ODOM-Late Night with
- NCAA Heokelbeil:
Avid tattormsn Devid is
Neon NIA st Goargetevik
paned by Chris Buckley and
Senots Businews' 00 nun)
di CID CID 111r- PO Guy A •CID -- sem Off
- Mood stillslietiser- MOVIE:'Inotinite
end tun* to Colt for help 160
for flevenos' A men who
was chummed out of his ale
- mow
II CD 1111
savings by a swindler con*lamming our
tacts the heed of the SR and
GD
Poets of UO• Jo
plots the destruction of the
becomes enraged when her
con man Rey Walston
fiend and teacher Wove*
George
Handion,
PJ
Eastland (Clocied-Capeonedl
McCavet 1979
•

11/11-.s. Naturtiat ..1,anuar

, - Lev* From the Met

New mews
Overnight
Bakker
1111 - NCAA Basketball
Doubleheader from MSG

1:00 A.M.

•(2) - News
•- News/sign Off
- CBS 'News
Nightwatch
1:15A.M.
MOVIE 'Two On •

By Teresa Byree-Dedge

_

Guillotine' To recerve an in
hafnium, from her late magi
cian father. • daughter most
spend seven nights in his old
haunted mansion Connie
Stevens. Cesar Romero
Dean Jones 1965

1:30 A.M.

ow -MOVIE 'The 5000
Fingers of Dr T

A young
boy drearns of a fantastic
world of 5000 piano keys
and constant practicing Pe
tor Lind Hayes. Tommy Rot
tug. Mery HeriN 1953

Art Carney's. reputation is guaranteed via series syndica
boo as the dome but good-hearted Ed Norton. Jackie
Gleason's sidekick on "The Honeymooners'
1)What was Nertes*s wile's same ea Ube series'
3) la the Mai "Harry aad Testa" which starred Carney,
wbe was Tale?
3)C.anstry played The Archer, sae sills Coped Crusader's
seamy fees . ea "tasse." Who were the vUlaiss played by
2ms Gabor,Burps; Mereditb sad Shelley Misters'
saved irp4'maim Vitsautp4
)113 (g
Miuxqi

up cu -

CU News
NIghnivertok JIP
(1)- Romance Theater
CID - Men Off
News/Sign Off

go-

owe-

IJAMININ

2:00A.M.

- CNN Headllow News
2:15 A.M.
- MOVIE ilea Night'
Fraternity pledges spend the
night in • haunted mansion
Untie Blew, Vincent Van Pat
tan 1981 Rated R

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS &
CUSTOM WODOWORNING

s

753-5940

•

- One Paw
3:46 A.m.
-

An Evening at the
Moulin Rogue George Ham
itan ACHIM this varsity IthID,
"

•

Guni.

Woo" Cabins'. & Rot., d Puns I Doors
B.r( h • Oak • Wolnult • Churri
• Month % • •Ronic ass % •Kitchen

t Tow.
Cu‘turn Buslt Furnituri l. Furnituri K. finishing
COMPETITIVE PRICES
1212 Main
Cli t.L OPOP
Murro , Ky.

1111. WI RR Al.

1'41.1 ti

THURSDAY
ViaLkitiati Ned Bratty 1982
Rated IN,

600A M

Os;

tots with at tor t
.,Mit1140

Phil Donahue Dona
hoe s quest s
IWO NOWA,
wive!: 1010 WPM On strike ,

1000 A.M.

Ha

Miv.11,04

e

MOVIE *Gilds' A
Amer...en
t.ano
hires an A merit- an
k) f WI'
&v. is ii love with ha wife

1041)

Soutii

HirEllef

10

Clown.White A young

deaf buy finds

114

ItitlruC/1. MIcIsci•

cif P1.

heirits 14.0..4

Surd

Vtitip Has wiffth
194h
-

.
Pro Ski
• Internationar
Teur No 3
• . •_ •
6 00 A M.
ic Men
0 Big Cats 1 hi s
(41 V

•

11.30A.M
H60 Merifirinit
12 00P.M...
0 MOVIE • 'Knock On
Any Door A young man is
,,sed iii rhurriehrel • cop

ID

i 4+1,sholq

trterhsetses

mpaulsi huthah reiritets

do.,1 is iteletwied by a toroth.

7:00 A M
MOVIE Skyward- A

0
ii vtif

IllKent

LA

14.0notirey tiodart

a Whir...Khoo

ci.ktiegiege

pilot fel air
W.Sflt• -Stay (.iilstr at) Bette
()ay... Howard 140bb40
"
41"
T9Bit4
try

ledirtt.r.4 It,

8:30 A.M.
Superheroes
9:00A.M
- Phil Donohue (ioests
MOVIE •Superman II'

OflOTIOS We the
three cremnais that his father.

Joi El eanoined from Kryp
ton Christopher Reeve Gene

counting
your
pennies?
riso ,.

6:00 P.M.
k1 0(0

Maier 1958
1:30P.M.
O - MOVIE 'Skyward' A
young girl yearns to escape
the confines of a wheelchair
by learning to pilot an err
plane Suzy (Unstrap. Bette
Davis Howard Hesseman

" save every penny

rot. Can *hen you 011
,
1
And your insurance is no
r•iiceiteson
us 00n a quote

-.ft-a GreatArnithcari
rornecieners cosier

we beleviewel
save yes NIawn
pewelee..;

it

016.1

*

- N•rws

•4. '3 . - Eyewitness
0

-

6:30 P.M.
U CL - Entertainment
Tonight

▪ cu sou - Family Feud
3 -Tic Tac Dough
0 - Andy Griffith
O - inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nock Buoniconti
linen/re tilts week s NFL ac
tion and look ahead to nest
week s games
_
•-.leftenions
ID cu - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
Eh,
Considered
al
- kil•A•16H
7:00P.M.

(1)•- Wean.*
American Hero
•CU 0(22 - Magnum
Pt Magnum becomes in
volved with 4-Samurai warnor and his culture (60 mini)
- MOVIE: lAsekseine's
•
Geld A modeY Crew of sew
Emmen men and lour women
set out in seer* el *canyon
full of gold Gregory Peck.
Omar Shard. Telly Savaiss
1969
-Dimmer: The World al
Soleness
- Fame A retarded
singer Ws in love *nth Julie
and Owed Reardon finds
bong • see symbol is not
easy to handle 160 film I
•L Butterflies
- Meek Previews
Jeffrey Lyons arid Neat Gs
bier take a look it whet's
happening at the movies
do - Starelty and Hutch
at- NBA Basketbalt
Booed. it Washington
-

DAVID KING &
UNDY SUITE'

753-8355
901 Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.

KING-LANDOLT

"Permed Service pots es est
JoIlker
bat...tespeilihre Retes

to mak* Adiet-menuf• change. I

o

John (
Ile

his neat victim Porter V
I tick Elena St John Manctv

Alan Dobte stars as the
Victorian detective ••Sergeant Cribb," in the PBS
series of the same name The
third episode of the hve-part
series airs Thursday. Jan 27
(Stations meow monger

5:00 P.M.
0• Carol Burnett
Boa cats This docurnen
captures • vanishing
tary
bitititi defending- thernaehrea
against human hunters
0 21) - 321. Contact
'Closed Captioned,
5:30 P.M.
Bob Newhart Show
Dealing In
0 21
Discipline

•

Frank Lovetoy

Cribb notes

o - wepeenched
0 21 - ElecitieC,otnpany

News
Gomel Pyle
A; - Scene at 6'
_ Making Love Better
missing persons
Compare your views with the
P.M.
1.00
rnierts-cin this HBO specie
- MOVIE 'Snorkel Ay"
- Business Report
mon ofttrives the death
0 21; - MacNeil Lehrer
his wife making it look like
Report
When his step
sti6Cifte
- Charlie's Angels
•
he
itaughtet (Jib-Loved how
•°...
\
41!
- CBS News
it she almost bet

1951

op_

4:00 P.M.
(2 21 - Mr Rogers'
Neighborhood
4:30 P.M.

Mel FIPIWV,

12:30 P.M.

was expelled from her Alma
Mater Jowl Crawford ROO

4
1HA

has

- Missing Persons
Mad cw ANve Palm-1140heat
hosts this wok at famous-

tii
tiivi. at Konorarv
glee until .Is dest.ovesed she

e_

who

1449

800 A.M
0 MOVIE 'Goodbye My
Fancy A i.. wiry esswuman is

141 '
Voting

attorney

I irrern tarl) /WM t NON/WI

cjr11 yr.)/115 Ii) ev,c atm.

I iii. c

- 3:06P.M.
0 21) - Siserne Street
3:30P.M.
e _ History of Pro Football

-

Fiero,

SrfIrtio

firidf. 441

hot

1980

1/27183
HOW Magazine
5
o
riarv conris arid Pat

LEDGER•TINES.Saturday. January 22.1963

Future''T onruht •s program
looks at ditletent commune
cations technologies (R)
I Closed Captioned I

- History of Pro Football
CO 21; - Appalachian
Writers
- NBA Basketball' Utah
-at Portland
9:45P.M.
- TBS Evening News
•
•

•

WOOP.M.

(3) -

et tip
Too Close
For Comfort Henry and Mu
net flash back to the 604 ifi
remembrance of their Wmonce

e au le

- &mon w

Simon

(I)- Gimme a Break
Conclusion Nell and du girls
try to get the chief to rehire a
female cop
WI CD - &wok Previews
Jeffrey Lyons and Neal Gs
bier take a look at whets
happening at the movies
•213,- PAystene Sergeant
Cribb Murder Old Boy ' Inspector *wren goes to his
school reunion and Nide
something which he feels deserves the help of Sergeant
Cribb 160 min I Closed Captionedl
MOVIE: 'Perfect
•Gentlemen' this comedy
concerns three women with
totdly different backgrounds
who share•common bond in
that each needs a large aim
of money, and each Pies a
husband serving time in •
minimum secunty prawn
Lauren Baca.. Ruth Gordon.
Sandy Donne
8:=PAIL
do a) al) 0.- is Ties
Two
(1)0 Up - Cheers Sam is in
for •low surprises when he
throws•party for•friend
SCE- Portfolio
9:00P.M.

am-AM Akm•Tessistiet
Raab
ST
Landing

cup

-

MAO
a) up
- 14111 Street
Ohne First of three parts
Renko is disciplined Mr over
exposure' and Joyce goes to
Westungton for • sib voter
view NO man)
- Mystery,'Severn
O
7:30P.M.
Cribb Murder Old„ Boy In
- MOW:'Rollover' An specto Jowen goes to ha
•
en-moves star fights for conschool reunion and finds
trol of • palm-chemical emsomething whidi he i•eis depire founded by her murdered
serves the help of Sergeant
husband Jane fonds. Kris
Cribb 00 stun)
Knatofferson Hume Cronyn135) - KIT Soho..
•
Rased R
Cheese.,
soCL - Tennessee
4:3op.m.
Oullikiorenten
(2)- Al Alone Together
• - M•dlio Probes The •

10:00 P.M.
0CID GU 0CE00
News
O CL) (I) - Eyewitness
News
-11 0 21) - Business
Report
O - Benny HIS Show

(ts -

10:30P.M.
•',2)
- Toneflhl
Show Guest host Joan Rivers is joined by Valerie Psirite and James Coco 160
min)
•CL- Rockford Flies
GID - Nightline
- Three's Company
O - Pel•A•8•H
• - pas Late Nigh,
This kve talk show features
newsworthy guests horn around the worlds of politics.
entertainment. business and
sports with telephone calls
horn viewers wound Ow
countrY
Sri Oft
e - MOVIE: 'Illindllokr A
peychsitristialts involved in a
governmental tug of war for
the mind of a soonest, Rock
Hudson. Guy Stockwell.
Claude Cardinale 1966
Quincy
ludascrumb against sues
tic chddren who we Labored
160 min I
'retarded •

10:45 P.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Now
Voyager' A sheltered sprinter is brought out of her shell
with the help of•peycheinst
and • romantic encounter
Ilene Dims. Paul Henreid.
Cloud* Rains 1943

•

11:90P.M .
C4) - Lost Ward
- Sarney Maier
•
- MOVIE:'Superman II'
SliemallniVti anomie& ate du
three criminals that hos father.
Jor-El, banished from Kryp
ton Chnstopher Reeve, Gene
Heckman. Ned Beatty 1962
Rased PG
- PA•A•11•11
•

11:30P.M.
OCVS- tallkelble

- itaiot
,

- Late Night with
David Letterman David is
pined by Ted Nugent and
Terry Gilliam and Graham
Chapman of the Monty Py
than Troupe (R) 160 min
- Sign Off
▪
- MOVIE:'McCloud:
McCloud'
Bonnie -and
McCloticl's romance ends in
disaster when his girlfriend
kills a truck driver Dennis
Taylor
Weaver,
Leigh
Young. Vic T ayback 1978
12:00A.M.
io up0- Last Word
cu - Eyewitness News

(4)fe

12:30 A.M.

•cp - Eyewitness News
CI) --Sign Off

C4D 0 EL -

NBC News
Overnight
- Jim Bakker
- NBA Basketball
Seattle at Washington

•

•

1:00 A.M.
ap

-

Now§

•ap - C.SS News
Pillghtweech
- N.ws/SlgnOR
-C$$ News
e
Nightwetch

1:15A.M.
11, -

MOVIE: 'Final Eye'
Strange thongs happen on sin
island in 1996 at a futuristic
retreat bud by • millionaire
inclustnaltst Susen George.
Donald Pleasence. David
Huddleston 1977
- HBO Alegookie
1 :30AL-M.0(2) - MOVIE: VhIsM
Need' During a dangerous
trip six men discover the true
value of No Brian Keith. Dick
Fortin. Efrern Zornbeket
19611
- Romance Theater
Off
• itleiles/Sige Off
2:00 A.M.
(4)- CNN Hindeps• News
•

-

2:15 A.M.

•-

Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Pack.Buoniconti
analyze des week's NFL action end look ahead to nest
, weeks pm*

3:00 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Lords of
Ftediush' A nostalgic co
medy drama of 1967 high
school kids in hot rods amid
hew curlers Susan OWE*.
Hatay Winkler, Sylvester
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SPORTS

mcNciiy

(I)(3 5 — Worts World of Sports
0 6 — Whose Games
4:30PM
NCAA Basketball Marguritto at Vogl
ma Tisch
5:00PM
World Championship Wrestling
7-00PM
NCAA Basketball Providoncis at Pins
burgh
8:00PM at- NCAA Basketball Kentucky at Georgia
9:00PM
International Pro Ski llloor No 4
10.15PM ED — Wrestling
10.30PM 3 —NCAA Basketball Wichita St Southorn
• Illinois
CD

ED — International Pro Ski Tour No. 3
ED — NHL Hockey: Bostor! at New York Ran-

QOM,.
•
8:00PM
— NCAA Basketball: Louisiana State at
Mississippi State
11:00PM
NCAA Basketball: Texas at Arkansas
1:00AM (D — NHL Hockey: Boston at New York Banyan'
4:00AM (D — NCAA Basketball: Texas at Arkansas
TUESDAY
1/25/83
6:30PM
7:00PM

a- NBA Baskatball: Phoenix at Atlanta
o NCAA Basketball: Pittsburgh at Boston
C—

9:IX/PM

ED- NCAA Basketball: Texas A&M at Texas

1:00AM

ED — NCAA Basketball: Pittsburgh at Boston

-

Christian University
CoRege
3:00AM CD— NCAA Basketball: Texas ALM at Texas
Christian UnivarsIty
WEDNESDAY
1/26/43

•

'Malibu' being

_4:00PM

1/24/83
5:00AM
6:30PM

14t1

•5•Itir.i5% J•nu•rs

S.

-

*

e_

-

SUNDAY
1/30%83
11 30AM 4 0 6 — SportsWorld
_112:00PM (19 12 — NBA Basketball Los Animies at
Boston
lOOPFA 4 0 0 • — NCAA Basketball Arkansas at
Wake Forest
O I — Sports America
2:30PM
5••12: — Phoenix Open Golf
300PM
— Super Bowl Previaw
3:30PM 4. — Supra' Bowl Previow
5:00PM '4 0 1 — Super Bowl XVII Teams Tolle ,
Announced

o
o

5:00AM ED — Southwest Championship Wrestling
7OOPtvlGo_ NCAA Basketball: Indiana at Northwesten
'0-- NCAA Basketbeft: Baton Hall at Georg,town
9:00PM 0— MISL Soccer: Memphis at St. Louis
12:30AM
NCAA Basketball Doublahatuitir from
MSG
-

THURSDAY
1/27/83
5 00AM 03 — International Pro Ski Tour No. 3
6 30PM 0— Inside ths NFL
7 OOPM CIO -L NBA Seskettialk Seattle at Washington
9 30PM ED — NBA Basketball: Utah at Portland
12 30AMM— NSA Basketball &wattle at Washington
2 15AM al— Inside tha NFL
3 00AM CID — NBA Basketball Utah at Portland

By Jay Bobbin
Bow ilti the MIu ailed- beau
tilultieople
11%e • Tire
public is rertainlr initigued
by the dump of the wealth,
.
.end puvierful.
ori the ratings
lor such series as Willa.
and Irsnasti, serifs 11i4 is
iletioutls hoping that euriiisits
factor will esienit success
it. star laden miniserics
which airs. in
part on Sunda .J.in 23 .111
Niundar. J41t1 24
The title site i• ill I "la ••••

ink shi• s bare•I!.
.1 think it would -hare
prettr hard Ili Oar his
harm tel with that kit1,1 o!
:intends Ii111.1%
haircut
who o..v, Tort. .1 ,....1.11•1 a.
rh.
light brown
first. 1.tid t
IiIII.1111 •••
%till
111" imagr of
plas thvu;.iti
AUL 111.

"NE 1MINh C.1111,111LI 11117:II hsiuti
r,filtilLinii% %hilt. glamorous
folks' list. and 'work and the
drama st.rs filmed altruist
entails on location The large
ast includes James I 'iihriro
Kim
4:eorge Ifamilton
Noisak ‘alerir Perms. Hr. h•
knitionr
Mulligan
Newter F:r-a Marie Saint Ann
Athertiin
Jillian
Chad Eserett liii
Susan
.lee rilarrison. Stese F of rest
Jn.1 Tro
Brnignt
Ikm.shue
The nlinicroo•
indi-u1wung .n- 5+11.N character. ruthless III5
frittir)../•
tIg.1111,1n
111`•51.111 55 hi sets no
,f
t f•
tring ro learn the
• 4 Ilt/r115. lii.'
!
Marked .11.14.1,11111•
actrr.5‘ fictore her b rian•
nominated tier lorniani
as
Mae Vida last •prIng fo,o‘t
of her gutts
so. ti .1, %Alt
relts I.votte in thy
5111.1•5 Making .1 Lis mg.
bound her the boom -% blonde
tr-thortirstmetrrr
-ha-Tr
stle This time though she snot quite I% bouncl, as she is
ruthlmii csn mote turpris

%nn Jillian

thlry re;ii-r2-rd It vc.1-- •
It work
..;
tyke
,
,Iii
h... I ,•.
1%. • .

' '41 , '

'
•,

't• .1 Ii A

1

'

1,11.•11
,./

I %err •
tti.o
total i
rice.11e -gratv-t• - f••,,t 1-1.. 1.:
tittle in itty lite I feel ILit it
li-k.- a mature it
this hair( ut

FRIDAY
1/28/83
6 30Am 0— Insida the NFL
6 OOPM 0— Inside the NFL
7-00PM CD — International Pro Ski Tour No. 4
800PM
Friday Night Boxing
9.30PM
—NSA Basketball: Atlanta at Les Angeles
10 30PM0 •
NCAA Saiiketbetl: Alabama
at U.C.L.A.
0 6) di - NCAA Seekatbell: Morshaed
State at Tennessee Tech
1200AM(I) — Wrestling

NEW LOW PRICE
HOTPOINT'
QUALITY
THIS
ON

w_

0

(.1
)

(1)

SATURDAY
1/29/113
10700AA111— Wide Ow NFL
1100AM
— Wrestling
12-0CiPMID
At
a
titz
:
,
,
14 ha
AA Basketball DaPsui at
Vanderbilt at
GIDOCID— NCAA
Tennessee
— NCAA Basketball Georgia Tisch at
North Carolina
12:30PM (31) — Ike 10 Basketball Pravitiw
11:1011/11 (3)— Can Am Racing
Phoenix Open Golf
2:0011/1 S
SI(I) — NCA.A Basketball Louisville at
Virginia
— Sportsbeet
•
2:30PM (I)S — Pro Blyirlers.Tour
NCAA Seekinbew Unooln at Smithson Missouri

41111001
"'.."111111;
1 11
.
•-.yr,•ffilar
TEUTONIC TITANS — -Oas Rhitingoid." IN. hilt
opera in Richard Wagnar's cycle, -The Ring of the
Nobahrng." will air on P88 Monday. Jan 24.(The Other
operas will debut in subsequent months as pad of the
"Ormit Performances" earl's ) In tha most mythic
work In the cycle. Math Salminan and Fritz /fulmar
play German giants who threaten Frew, played by
Carmen Moppet

•

CID -

a)

THURSDRIco
Stakine 1974
- NSA Ileaketheit Utah
at Portland

•

3:15A.M.
•- Rat Petrol
•
'Skyward A
young girl yawns to escape
the confines of a sirtssislchstr

by learning to pilot an am
piens. Suzy faistrap. Ben.
• Davos. Howard Helmsman
1980
3:415A.M.
ED - Mareran Impaggille
4:48A.M.

ip - werwmpt

SOFTSHELL
*/ SUNDAY

COME SEE THIS VALUE PACKED 30- RANGE!
on hghl
c".! 10 range IS Surface
IS pans•Lift off oven door
Modal FI8525S

!!

STARTS AS A VALUE
STAYS A VALUE'

SC:415MR
TACOS
Good All Dor

TACO JOHNS
00 Mg
Across from
The Football Sfodorim

7S3-9697

o.219 Picitod-Up
_ U3-4471
WEST KENTUCK

•

APPLIANCE

,641 N.,vey Across Fr.. Colowiel Name•

1111.MI KR 4

1.1.1X4.14 & TIMI„s.saturday.janiutry 22.Imo

VIIIIIIRSITY CUSTER
8

OUT IIIVSEVM

CLARA IAGII GALLERY

THE 10.1KH 41

V' MURRAY
.
1

1

.1 kJ/GER & Jxll'14k.'4, statunia% Januar', 12

I

Our town

•• t;:k-alts•

PLAYNOVSI IN TNI PAH

JOHNS
TACO
EVERY TUESDAY
IS

Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos

99c

for only
Control %Crisping Center
Across irons the Seckliwe

nn

Family Steel' Hoes*

77 Lunches Served
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
1

Dimwit Nightfy-Sam.-Thurs.5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. and Sot.5 p.m.-10 p.m.

753-0440 S. 12th Murray

A'
THE Mi'RRA1 Ky..LEDGE.II &TIMF.S.Selosiday. Janeary2*,11113.

1'414 10

FRIDAY
1 128183

•

5 00A M.
HOU, Maciazinii
ri,41.9 Loam% end Pat Mai hell
Iasi with Al. Mac(iraiiir Or
lane It,o l., antV•tol the
b IOnArvity Centop
Gulliver
0 L' MOVIE
T revels' A shipwreck ed
land of ttltle people
41/.1
ID

thrOtilit, the MI.

(Wit1e
of

11a1IU4

Mai f leischer

1939

_

6:30 A.M.

Al, MacCiravy It
nest Borgrione 1948 Rated
PG
0 - Phil Donahu•Dona
hue examines the pros and
ons of 'fate lotteries
I..IIHiSOI,

10:00 A.M.
MOVIE 'That Funny
t.ci.ng Two aspiring ei_

B4AO*44.11fitl

DeelSIPI, &Mt

this week s Mt at
lion arid lout, 4hea41 to opt.'
week s ijames
Jfialy/r

7:30 A.M.
The Man
• MOVIE
Tomorrow'
Saw
Who
Nostratiarriu• at
M.re..
tett It... rose of
urately
Atbill other, fustof.. Cl I.
,tores Orson VVeties ftIf
rates 19H1 Hater/ P.
8:00A.M
T he Model
•
and the PAarriage Broker A
modol and maif..9.•
tMl/let stnius up an aCiiimint
ane e netitte.r knowing the
Jeanne
bu1.ifle111.
olf.of
Si tat Brady Iheleria
I Nee
Rati•i 195:
8 30A M
CD Spider man
MOVIE

•

9 00A M
Phil Dorlishusttivriattue
4,Aparents
tisse%
trAil.fs
es - MOVIE 'Convoy' It s
SU% the LOP,
the Pm
.1, 4
oo losnobls Kris K ris
4

them

maintaining •
by
house leaning service tty It
WINN eel /friew friend by using
1/left(
apaltrnaint Sandra
Dee Britilly Darin 1964

%O yes

Inside the NFL I ell

o 21

11 00A M

O

- MOVIE 'Ciialliver's
Travels' A shipwrecked saw
tor and a land of lin* Rondo
corne to We through the en'
minion of Man Fleischer
1939
0 21 - Mr
Rniillifs.
Neighborhood

MOVIE Handle with
A bigamous tfUl.ilef
ICHTleflt rs both his wives and
lisMat
Paul
• IMOSII1U10
Candy Clark Charles Napier
1977 PG

o

Gray

1 2:00 P.M.
MOVIE 'Vagabond
O
Kong' Paris of 1461 is On the
verger of revolt led by poet
adventurer 1.004.0.1. Volfrin
Kathryn Grayson ()testi/
Rita Moreno 1956
1:00P.M.
MOVIE 'HisartbeepsRobots wander horn a tepee
factory and discover a world
of sensations Andy Caul
marl
Bernadette Peters
Rerbely Quaid 1981 Rated
Pt,
- MOVIE -Qom' to
Town. A Lathe rustler •
wealthy widow Ines to break
into high society Mae West
Paul Cavanaugh 1935

-

4:30 P.M.

Stsboris rieseve rho vett
To maim Adiel-monuto

5:00 P.M.
!Closed Captiorsedi

5 30 P.M.

o

Bob Newhart Show
O Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of f reggie Rock under
neath the basement of an et
ientlk inventor
21 - Tony Brown's
Journal When the Sisters
Came KA/strung Horne Tony
Brown looks at the fest black
WAC unit to serve during
World War tt
CD

week s news

es - Starsky and

Hutch
▪ - international Pro Ski
Tour No 4 Coverage of
men s slalorn events is pee
sented horn Hunter Moon
tarn NY 160 min

7:30 P.M.•

6 00P M

es

- NIIW Odd
(2),
Couple Oscar and Fellts are
arrested for ticket scaipinq

o

ism6:30P.M.
al CID - Entesteinettent

(1)

-

aspen

ID•-

Comment on

Kestetiaby
ID -

7:00P.M.
MI X CID - Doom Th.

21,- WaN street

(a)
•

Week Lours Rukeyser aria
lyres the 110s voth a work'y
f•Vill114 of economic and in
vestment matters

•

TonlgM,
•cp ap • s Family Feud
CID- Tic Tac Dough
Andy Griffith
•-',A•Naesons
MacNeil Lehrer
•

8:00P.M.

•
es

aD
- MOVIE:
'The Fog' A century old
curs* plagues • sleepy Cali
fornis seaside vdags Ad
name Barbeau. Jame Leir
Curtis. Hsi Holbrook 1979
- Dian in the
O(I)
aftermath of the courts ruling on Jock's will. J R end
Bobby race for the profits
RIO mon
Knight Rider
Nova The Meow,*
of Fawkng Things Out A
Canted pertrad of Nobel Prizewinning physicist Richard
Ferimen is presented 160
• 'Closed Captioned
- Enterprise The
O
Buck Stops in Brazil To
night s program looks at the
high stakes world of internenon& banking
- movie 'Nero Wolfs'_
Woes is hired by • wesith•
women to find out why sheik
being followed by government agents Thayer David
Am Baiter Brooks Adorns
1979
al - Friday Night @advt.
4 professional
Coverage
boxng is presented from Los
.CA 12 hvs
Amain,

maim-

• -

Owen of Englind visits the
eseculimaiteneert Posed
Capeonstq
--119-GD• - Duks cif
Illeaerd
MOVIE 'Adventures
el Frontier Freeniont' Dur
mg the 1830s a tinsmith gets
wed of his kle on St Louis and
heads for the wilderness and
the onion We Den Hominy
Derwer Pyis. Tony Moats
1976
(1)
3). - Powers of
Matthew Nat Metthew and
VVait take up molocroes Hogan to keep an eve on an Pm'
rams 160 min )
MOVIE. 'Victory' A
•
soccer match between Clow. —
man prisoners of war and*,
notional team offers an op.
ponunoty for escape SOW*
ts• Stalone fAichsel Caine.
Pete 198 1 Rated PG '•
es - Too Young to Dee
21; - Washington
•
INiask/Review Paul Duke is
lofted by top Washington
journalists ens/wing
Ow

•

A

IMMO,SOW ea

"•RT".71

IRA

Mt

NUM PULL
753-0542
2819 N.C. MAIMS NM,
FANNON,4414886

change./

0- Carol Burnett
0 21 - 32 1. Contact

•

cajttastic84144

Sue Ellen (Linda Gray)
finds herself in the middle of
a squabble between J A. and
Clayton Farlow over drilling
rights on "Dallas. the CBS
evening drama to air Friday.
Jan 28

Bewitched
0 21 - Electric Company

•.L0News
Eyewitness
•(I) :3
News
•- Wkwiers
(4)- Scene at 6
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nick Buonicort
analyst/ this wicks NFL at
2.30 P.M.
bon owl look ahead to next
0 MOVIE "The Man
week's games
Tomorrow'
Saw
Who
- Business Report
Worm ite
21: - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
CBS News

Perm Spatial
This MonthC00
OFF
.0

matter

-

Cans

•

3:00 P.M.
- Sesame Street
4:00P.M"

•

es

e/h0 StOPPOII

curately predicted the nse of
Hitler and :other historical ft
gores Orson Welles,. nal
rates 1981 Fisted PO
0 21 - New Shapes in
Education

•-

-

ci)am

,14

8:30 P.M.
Kentucky General

-

gi

AIMMINI*4

9:00P.M.
OR)0(111- Faison Crest
be prints headlines on
The
Whoa s
Cote fathering
baby 160 nun )
1911 Evening News
C4) GI CU - fleminftP"
etcrele Remington and Laura
pose as husband and tint• to
catch•murderer ISO nun
a - MOVIE: '0dighthewits'
A New York City cop is potted
egotist • European terrorist
looking for publioty deough

_

bloodshed Sylvester Stal
lone. Belly Dee Williams, Rut
gets HAWN 1981 Rated R
0 CD - Enterprise 'The
Buck Stops in Brazil to
night s program looks at the
high stakes world of interne
tional banking
Masterpiece
Theatre Winston Churchill
Years
Wilderness
The
Churchill finds himself in a
conflict with his own party
160 'nen I (Closed Captionedl
CD

21

-

9:30 PM.
111 - NSA

Basketball
Atlanta- ailLos Angeles
• aD - Profiles in
American An 'Closed Cat,
honed!. le

10:00P.M.

•CID CC AI CID
•
•
12 - Sows

II CI) CID -

Eyewitness
News
(I)0 21 - Business
Repeat
- Sonny Hill Show

o

•

10:30P.M.

•

OD - Tonight Show
Guest host Joan RiVite• ,S
paned by Victoria Principal

160 min)
CU•(tp - NCAA
Alabama at
BeekelbaN
UC.LA
- Nightbrie
Three's Company
- Not Necileaarily The
New. This show-frenkeni
leVenfihMe ing_sparsse
sewsis so
- SCAA
0 OD
Basketball
Morehead
State at Tennessee Tech
Solid Gold
Lots Night
This tere talk show features
newsworthy guests horn sr
ound the worlds of poetics
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
country
• - Tien Off

al-

•

•-

• - pes

11:00P.M.
CI) - Last Word
(AD - Illanwri Wier
MOVIE 'Pennies from
Heaven' A salesman icings
for life to be Mite the songs he
sells Steve PII•nin. Ownedsite Peters. Jessica Harper
19111 Rated R

•-

•

11:30P.M.
moissime

- SCTV Network
MASH
Sign Off
OS
1 1:45P.M.
O - MOVIE. 'Maltese
Falcon' Sam Spade s pursuit
of the fabulous falcon. few
murders arid hard hearted
love make up this thriller
Humphrey Bogart. Mary As
tor. Sydney Greenstreet
1941

O-

12:ooA.m.
a 2)-Last Word
l3 -Wrestling
a Nightline
si

12:30A.M.
6. - Eyewitness News

4 - NBC News Overnight
413 (I, - Program JIP
es - Last Word
Best of Midnight
Specisis
(It - News/Sign Off
•

•_

A.M.
At
atCID -1:00

The Movies

•
an - Off
(1) 0 aD - NBC

News

Overnight

e _ An

Evening at the
Moulin Rogue Goons. Hivn
piton hosts this variety show
from the French muse. hall

1:30A.M.

- Madame's Place
- News/Sign Off
2:0CI A.M.

el - MOVIE

'The Cavern'
During WWII &Ill men and •
woman we trapped in • Get
man munitions dump with as
cape remote and death
ornament Rosanna Scher/Ohne. John Saxon 1966
aD - Romano, Theater
- MOVIE: 'Convoy' Its
the truckers versus the cope
in a war on wheels Kits Kits
whereon. Al. kSacGrew Er
nest Borgrene 1976 Rated
PG
Tien Off

•

-

0

2:3()A.M.

is
Novae
(1)- CNN Headline News
3:00A.M.
• - PACOVIt• 'Jrzahrati
Men who return home from
the civil war with hopes of's'
budckng their kves find Owe,
and destruction Fred WilWhom 1976
3:45 A.M.

- MOVIE

'Handle with
Care' A bessonow trucker

•

THE MI lilt Al k, .1.11144.118 1'IMF.s.saturcla4. Januar 22 1'43
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Stevens'challenged to speak with British accent in role as lieutenant
21, 26 and Feb 2 .
First. he had to learn to
speak with a British accent
for his part of a young.
wealthy lieutenant in the British arms during World War I

By Debra Morgenstern Katz
Andrew Stevens faced more
than one challenge in his performance of "Journel s End,"
which plays on Showtime Jan

TELE-PUZZLE
1

2

3

56

4
11

10

69
13

12
6

14
iiI20 I
18

a

23

*ma, 411

That was an added dollen taping itself Stesens said the
%ion to the role,- he said—Mir_ cast learned that Showtime
hone conversation from San wanted to . tape the pia%
Diego, where he's'rehearsing which was an FAiuity-waiser
for his new stage role as the priiduction at a small Fun)
young seminarian in the two munity theater just two tiaN‘
Mass before it was to eurnpitle its
character _play
sesen week run The shiiui
Appeal'
'Ten of the 12 actors in the closed and the ontnediatel%
production were American taped it with little rnothfica
and we all had constant %es lion for the different medium
" We twin t the time ot
mons with A dialect coach
Maxwell Caulfield his ca-star tonnes to redo an'. scenes
in the play) is British. Perhaps Stevens said But 'that tot,.
turned out well
he had it a little easier "
From what I ve seen. said
Excerpted previews of the
stage play which was taped stevens it s all in earth tones
the dirt and mud and sand
by Showtime in Los Angeles
and
last year. suggest that Stevens bags of the trenches
mastered his accent training it s absolutels gorgeous the
well, he sounds natural and 11141.1 textured tape I VI clog'
relaxed with the foreign seen in the United States
If the production is
speech patterns
It was a little more difficult gorgeous the subject matter
to become relaxed about the is not And the 27 year old

.str% en, IA h,
!Lott ti.. pet
sona1 • onne• lion to an% war
.•tuer than. !he. totter I'. 4ton
t
tested '
/14 tetnatti •
he • "old not relate to the hat
tie enthusiasm that his gong

'

h.•
ti., Itrutemant
lortAten.lnt 1w pi.i'. w is, not
Alone in his feelings ti,owes
4:1,4 tilt Awn
thy /14/14 at IA as
srnttttwitt
thr
r1/4
ttt ..ste t higt

/
4 /144r11 I aulhEld
141a1
Andrew strsrn•ll and '/

.0.11.,..;

kit

V-1
41,

7

12

A

THE IMAGINATION MACHINE'

42

ACROSS
33 Drummond on Oat rent
Strokes
35 Mr Erickson
38 Is able
39 Newsman Rather
12 Venus on WKRP
11 This — House
45 — Day
17 The Old Man and the 48 Miss Streisand $
sign:oft
19 Electrified particle
50 Plays Magnum
52 Plays Cott &fevers Intl
53 Donovin on Lou Grant
55 Played Miss Kitty
57 Cook on Archie s Mace
58 Role for Shroyer

1.5 Shown anchors 20/20
10 An Angel. and Miss
Tucker so
12 AndertiOn on Lou Grant
11 Take It — Leave It
15 Miss Farrow
16 Old pro
17 Lucille. to Lucie
18 A Stooge
20 The — of Hazzard
22 Abbott Of Cony*,
23 — in the Family
21 — Angeles
25 Buttons or Bartow
26 Cavett or Van Patton
29 Let's Make a —
31 —and She
32 Mr ViIt&Ias insigne

'falls happcninv Stai .uss1d,-dNp4:4:aals from the et!tertaitunent .apitals ot
world (,)u.slit .luldtett:..1tow. the whole
,
family will 4.-nioy All tot sorrusitigls
Isn't it nine 10l4 e‘renenked the
fantastic i.anetv t cabic IN% Fio,1
out more bv a1Iini or
th.•
.-oupon todav
Cable
Turn it oil And
what happen.

it all starts with the push of a button. the
twist of a dial Suddenly you're swung new
worlds of excitement, adventure. discovery
and knowledge—like nothing:you've ever
expenenced before
Welcome to Cable TV the milst
incredible source of entertainment and
information since the Invention of the
television itself
You'll enjoy blockbuster first-run
movies, uncut and with no
commercials,24 hours a day
Sports the networks don't carry
News and documentanes that

,h444.4. t.44u what

DOWN
I
2
3
4

Mr Sylvester
Prefix with true
Place to work out
Ronk," on WO Street
Blue*
5 linakkty and Gartovaey
• Odle" Ms
CoMpdian
8 Plays Mrs Pincnon
9 Nino Turk on Enos
10 Roll for PA/sante
11 Novelist Sinew
13 Pfays• Angel Kna
19 Mr Wallach
21 Ring otlifoorna\
V Bikini upper
27 Ilvoe04hor1 of 199m.MI Raps Off
39 001ons 30 AN
33 Pleyed-Ardtfirs pony*
-SS WPM -'to Ito
33 -a(t3seti
V 40918

39 Sonny on Bosom
Buddies
40 SO Minutes essayist snit
11 TalbOt Or Nate,
43 I Remember"45 Knock on Any 46 - Out ftttot
48 salon or Claire
51 Chew and the 54 Compass point
- Way Out
SOLUTION
r
14r.• 1: Cal&
'a
-4:0,0

CO' tr
:7•.;
::.;ii
!a sr.:
Z. Crir
I' Ur•oit
zi::th-l•r
r.'
•ca.•CI
•Af
•
r
A
.r 4 r. r
t"
t".I I
4/ A Ofr
c.11
a . II t",
I
-: ..c.

i•

tornsnose bask Ns wivesand
• 0.4444444•41••.-Psul
Candy Clark. Chariots Napier.

400A.M.
•-lassisse
4411A.M.
• CD -M

'Affasialimas'walk•NOW
A Ilriskardsupscaotes gaffs irif
vesegssis Ors owe of an aspiring serset efts, body
wes found woke • vas.
Ammo Pam
Freddie
Awes. TontMade. 1971

1=•1•••11,

MM WM

GET CABLE TV NOW
AND SAVE 50%
OFF CONNECTION FEE
Coll 753-500
&moil coupon
today.
Clan expires as ID 4sy.
OAK pod la cabled aro wily aid
amain is new-cerareinasi atersures only
•

•

4P.

YES! I want to find out how inexpensive it is 1,, clipeneme the wondrous
world of Cable TV Call me with more information
...
Address

Cto Phone'

•

-

o... .______
ne to call Is L____

State
i

Ante
bp
.

14.....464.1.0._
I '

Murray CABLE
VISION
753-5005
TELEVZION WORTH WATCHING

WM
.

a.

‹.)4
l'Alit 12

I Ht. NIL KR Al.K) LEDGER 6 T1.311F-S. Saturday.issuer)22. PM

SATURDAY
1129183
500 AVM
2
Movie Cont'd
IRS Morning News

fa

13

5:30A.M
Sign On
HEIO Megatons

4

e

5:45 A.M.
4
Agriculture U S A
6:00 A.M.
Health Field
•2
Mornings on 5
3 - Ag USA
Between the Lines
e it Porspect

o
o

6:15A.M.
4 - Farm Digest
6:30 A.M.
•2, - Children's Gospel
Hour
3, - LAufsi
Hardy
- Vegetable Soup
4. To Be Announced
_ All Summer In A Dray A

a

younti ,i,r1 to•komesItw
toy, of a wank

•12 U S Farm Report
6:45 AM
Weather
0I
News

•

o
Buggy

'3 0
e 12 •

-

That Girt

4 00 Shirt Tales
CB - Starderrnan
8:00 A.M.
e 12 -

4

0

Planet
- Fall of Eagles
4,0
- &nods
- S411 Gun Heroes
• Jimmy Houston
8:30A.M.
0 12 - Buys
Bunny/Roed Runner Show
• Lone Ranger

o

-

9:00 A.M.
•,r (3, 0 - Scooby.
Scrappy Ow/ Puppy Hour
0 MOVIE
'The
Horsemen Afghanistan eine
horsemen

engage

en

the

work, s most dangerous
sport Burkeshe Omer Shard.
t'non Taylor Young Jock
PIA/ince 1971
e - Year Thai Was 1982
This show recaps the people
and events that made the
news
(5, - Why In the World
gp - Daniel Boone

4

9:30 A.M.
C0
0,-

Genf Coleman

Show

7:00 A.M.

N
2
F minds

o

Weekend Speael

Super

10:00 A.M.

,2; (.3)•- Morli
SP•ed

Romper Room
43 0
F lintstone

4,
Funnies
N- MOVIE

Mindy/ Laverne II Shirley/
Forts Hour
:4)
1 0(5) - Incredible Hulk
and Spiderman
- Inside the NFL Len
Dawson and Nock Buoniconti
analyze this woes's NFL ac•
lion and look ahead to next
week s games
0(I)- GED Course

•

'Continental
Divide* A imam* reporter

%Wit am, the ept4I t minify 10
e11101y.e."4 .1 ft•i_lUlliNie lady or
nithofrepst
John Belushi

Blau Browi• I 98 1 Retpc1

ai - SUPS, Hero**
7:30 A.M.
(1i (3) - Pc Men/
Utile Rescals/Richie Rich
(1) ar (d1 Pandemonium

The

Trouble with Miss Switch
Fist of 2, parts A boy who
loves. Science and an old
Ies/ironed witch loon forces to
discover what powers they
have (111 (Closed Captioned
!
- Pi:mew &

Oinis Show

:4.0(IL - The Jetsam

- HBO Magazine
0 II.. - American
Govrorriment
CS fat - American Gov't
Survey

Fist and furious
Sylvester Stallone plays
the determined boxer
"Rocky." in the 1976 film of
the same name. CBS airs the
Academy- Award-winning film

•

GO

-

Wrestling

11:30 A.M.
3) - American
Bandstand
la 5)•;it - New Fat
Albert Show
e _ MOVIE The Night of
the Generals' A prostitute is

on Saturday. Jan. 29.
IStrono norm Ow non
to tram irt-nrir WON

murdered and SUIVOCPOn falls
on three Nari generals Peter
0 Toole. Onuir Sherd. Torn
Courtenay 196 7

- Don day°.
co cc - Flash Gordon
Cl) - American
ea
Goverrwriont
12:00P.M.
(1) 5 '12 - NCAA
BasketbaN Di/Wiwi at
Alabansa.Binningharn
(4) 5 (11) - NCAA

Basketball Vanderbilt at
Tennessee
a- MOVIE: 'SkYkrlitd. A
young 'girl yearns to escape
the confines of • wheelchair
by learning to ;Hot an air
phone Suzy Gistrap. Elena
Davis. Howard Hessernan
1980

e aL - America

Thought patterns of tremor)
dous populations Over great
distances Stephen Boyd
Ray Mdland. Carrieron Mitch
ell 1972
CID - Big 10 Basketball

Preview
- Hogan's Heroes
0 ci - America: Second

•

Century

1:00P.M.
Can Am Racing
S - News
•cip - Focus on Society
Oet) - Understanding

Second Human 'show
Century
1:30P.M.
o 21) - Everybody's (11) - Fitnimis Motivation
likesinsiss
- Public Atleirs
•- NCAA $asketbeN
- Interaction
•(LFoams on Society
Giorgi. Tech at Nerdy
Wild. WIld West • Carolins
2:00P.M.
10:30A.M.
•(I) - MOVIE: 'Thit
e(I)•(12- Meatballs 81 ID 12:30P.M.
Brothers O'Toole' The mis(1J
MOVIE: The Sig
adventures of • per of sick
110•03.1•1‘i
Gem.' An American re
drifters who by chance Wm
11:00 AM.
search group develops e devinto the sleepy. broken-down
SCU215-ABC ice that can control the nvning town of Molybdenum.
-

Colorado. in the

.•••;•:,:.•.....v.., •

19904

3:00P.M.
- Ahoino Ski School
▪
- GED Series
- MOVIE: 'Terzan's
Oteetest Adventure' Tarran

•

mimes • female pilot who
has crashed in the pun*. and
captures a gang that robbed
settlement of explosives
Gordon
Scott.
Anthony
Quayle. Sara Shane 1959

ccace- NBC News
- Roland Martin
Cr (1) - Tony Brown's
Journal 'A Black Man's Life
in White America Puktier
Prize-wwineng panelist Roger Wilkins exposes the
menacing effect of growing
up in America

•(i2- CBS News

6:00P.M.
0aro0 - P4eics
CID - Memories With
UPWIIIISC• Welk
(4)- Scene at
ap
- Hes Hew
winner performs all her hits
•ci) - Bobby Jones'
Lap Quilting
World
021)- GED Series
110 - Dance Fever
4:00P.M.
P.M.
Maus- Wide World .1) ILl6:30
Teddy
Saris
of Sports
NeeftvIlle
- Olen Campbell
•cc - Eyewitness News
Show
cc - Point to Point
WO(I)-114111rose Games ▪
ap - Accent
Coverage of this track and
field event is presented from • (1) - Tennessee
Owtdeorsmen
Madison Square Garden.
- KIT Sokol.
New You. NY ISO min)
Cliellenge
as al) - This Old Meuse
- Naelvoille on the Road
'Closed Captioned'
gp - firing Une
7:00P.M.
ammo-T.). Hooker
4:30P.M.
Sgt Hooker pursues armored
0
Generneke
- MISUMINIMIlk11111110111Nd car rabbet*. 00 man
•CID0
- &Ms lin
OD - NINO
Bask Ally•-fluck is drugged
Painting
and Stacey is ludnapped by•
- ?CAA iltisitelhell: gene
diii speocresse In ProvMerquelbs at Virginia Tech

3:30P.M.
cip - To Be Announced
•
a- Standing Room Only:
Olivia Newkm-John In
Conceit This Grammy award
di

alp

-

John Asun. Pat Carrot Hens
Conned 1972
SCE - Pitosisin Open OW
Coverage of the third round is
presented front Phoenix. AZ
190 non)
QD -sr am.outdoors
cu
- NCAA
Lesoliwille et
V▪1110011
MOVIE 'Ring ef the
klisentiin' A eisna-deva auto
g women for harems ISO
mechanic races his '68 aa-A9wit-12
non
Porshe over the traseherorm
5:00P.M.
- MOVIECame
roads of the Hollywood His. e - vamd Championship to Cordure' An'They
Army officer.
terinlm. Denies Hopper. Wresolles
accused of cowardice, Is sent
Van Vehenburgh
to fond five men worthy of die
cc - Fiehing w/lieland
Resod PG •
Medal of
Mono(
Martin
GAMY
- Sperembeet
- MOVIE:'Uses Masa' Cooper Rota Hayworth Van
Mellon 1959
- 4/a4etelandlne Two teenagers try se nin
flb
linossen Seism.
(4)
(1
- )- Sob Hop•'• AB
away from their parents
Star Super Swot Petty
lehling It Coot
Men Dem Yvonne OsCarlo.
•- WOW*lame
likederisk CrevAsid. Owed
- MOVIE: Aisighbers' A
consorvotovar businessman
0 0 - N••• Shumate PG
finds he Ide corning unglued
Show
when •troublernekei moves
•
co- Psolulls
• 2:410P.M.
next door John Belushi. Den
- Matinee m the
met-Ivo Ilsolers Tow 0
roycl Cathy Moriarty
1141ou Africa Screams Man
-MOM&l'hePhoosas 'feature
Rated Il
stars
Bud
Abbott
and
GO 111.9.11111r A Heinle Islet
(1).- Pirtle Lbw
Costaiso 119481 with carIles PON Opens sos Pod Lou
ir - On both lisle
toon short and final episode
trying se Noose Na dank
✓ig Bodies Devid Attenbor
of Zorro s Black Whop (110
ws's sues' as s
ough examines ,three groups
Mike. 111111011Z.
of insane invertebrates the'
11111 - Rung Fla
Susanne room ma
have endured through the
News
(111)
OD viegigaipsne
*pm
PI 00 mm) lOoseto
Human Betrav.
:30P.M.
Captioned'
•CID - NCAA Bashelesa:
(1)- Woro's hichard
•
- Austin City limits
Unsoin at Sooltssist
- Hee Hew
- NCAA Seskeessii
Missouri
•- At The Movies
Providlense at Phteaurgh
•

.

/
1
4)'Litiiit
•tig

•

For Wedding
lot
Invitations To Fit
(1111/
1.0 Your Personality
Look To Stylart.
fCle cttilL
Come In And See
,)
This Unique Album.
1)(1
Photo Invitations
5.

•

•
-

•

•

Czah

•

0-

•OD

110

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

0,WEILLS.247-18ST
UDI
51 MAYFIELD, KY.
216f. NORTH St

I OPEN TUES.-FR1. 9-5

SAT.9-1230 CLOSED MON.

•

I

•

I
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SAIMIlawr.
7:30 P.M.

- Pop, Goias the Country

•

8:00 P.M.

LOW Boat A
incu cuerecovering from an

woman
operation meets a man. a
man and wife use their lawyer
son to sue for divorce and
Gopher is the victim of a sto
waway (60 min ) (Closed
Captioned(
•
MOVIE:
'Phantom of the Opera A
hideously disfigured conductor is bent On revenge for the
suicide of his young wife
Maximilian Schell.- Jane Sey
mow, Micheal York 1982
XI0Cf) - Mama's Family
Mama threatens to evict Vint
Austin City limits
'Roy Orbison Country le
oend Roy Ortason performs
some of his greatest hits (60
mm)
gla 21)- Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
NCAA Basketball:
Kentucky at Georgia
8:10P.M.
OD 0 011D - Tani Alex de
codes that his dying dog will
go out in style

cu e (12 -

(1) CU

o

-

-

9:00P.M.
•(jj (1 0 - Fantasy
Island A man meets•bilauti
ful 1890s magazine model
and•movie star uses to persuade Shakespeare to write
for her (60 minI Closed
Captioned)
(31)
- Family Tree
MOVIE: 'Continental
Divide' A political reporter is
sent into the wild country to
interview a reclusive lady ornithologist
John Elelushi.
Blair Brown 1981 Rated PG
MOVIE: 'Twelve
O'clock High' A young
general takes command of a
bomber group operating
from England in 1942 and
soon lefts the morel tremendously Gregory Peck. Dean
Jagger. Hugh
Mwlowe
1960
• FAysteryl •Sergeant
Cribb. lAurder Old Boy ' In.
specter Jowett goes , to his
school reunion and finds
something which he feels de%ayes the help of Samoa*

•-

•(I) -

21)-

Cribb. 910 min)!Metal Captioned,
1110 - belsritaliansi Prir Ski
Tear ESL 1 Coverage of
men's slalom events Is presensed from Hunter Moun-

Southern
Wichita
St
Illinois
- Tustil
(t) - Saturday Night live
Rick M0180.11 and Dave Tho
mas are the guest hosts 190

o
O

(1)

-

That Nashville

Music

•(12 - Dance FOVIDI
10:45 P.M.

•- Standing Room OnlyIn

Olivia Newton-John
Concert This Grammy award
winner performs all her hits
11:00P.M. •
Pop! Goes the
Country
- Sign Off
0CID0
e (12 - Best of Midnight
Specials
11:15P.M.
- MOVIE:'Will Success
Spoil Rock Hunter?' A corn
mercial writer attempts to
get a blond movie siren to en
dors* a brand of lipstick
Tony Randall, Jayne Mans
field 1957
11:30P.M.
- MOVIE: 'lady L.'
el
Starring Paul Newman, So
phut Loren and David Niven
The romantic drama revolves
around a couple in love who
have hidden their feelings
from the world for years
1965
Sobel Gold
MOVIE 'Pride of the
Marines' A marine, blinded
by a grenade after killing 200
Japanese. MOS to adiust
John Garfield, Eleanor Par
ker. Dane Clark 1945
- Saturday Night
0
Uwe Rick Morass and Dave
Thomas ate the guest hosts
(90 Tin r
121

CC

-

•

•.

•'
Laniew. 1962
10:111P.M.
ap s. AOC News

▪

Wass11119
10:30P.M.

•

IFItiolimasal

Wank

ola -

MCA* Ilsolunia:

3:45 A.M.
MOVIE
(2)
'Sasquetch' Seven men sur
vive in an unexplored wilder
ness 1976
Who's That
Knocking at My Door?' A
young man is stifled by his I Or
logious and cultural beliefs
Harvey Keitel Zita Bethune
1969 Rated R
4:15A.M.
0- World/lame
4:30 A.M.
Agriculture U S A

•

o

-

MOVIE

'

-

INQUEST QUESTIONS — There are quite a few unsolved mysteries surrounding
the death of an aircraft welder on -Quincy." the NBC series airing Wednesday,
Jan. 28. Along with Jack Klugman (far right). Charles Knox Robinson, Ramon Boer'
and Gerald S. O'Loughlin (1 to r.) play participants in the inquiry

SNOW WATCH — CABLE CHANNEL 13

12:00A.M.
MOVIE. 'Arsenic &
Old lace' Two sweet old
ladies wrens lonesome men
into their parlor for a glass of
elderberry wow-spoked with
arsenic Cary Grant. Jose
phone 14i1. Raymond Massey
1944
•(15- Saturday Night

#4,

Live

12:15A.M.
•- MOVIE: p4,5 MOW
Fraternity pledges spend the
night in • haunted mansion
Linde Mar. Vincent Van Pat

•ap - off OA
Nonve/Illen
•

1:48A.M.
- News

• - MavInCent'd
- MOVIE: 'Steeping
•
Doge' A young Men rUnilang
horn his troubles becomes •
hero when he is caught in the
middle of revolutionary fur
mod Sam Neill. Warren
Oetes. Nevin Rowe

al

2:16A.M.
- MOV1E Where

-

_

(4) -

•

Sim On IstOr Oran now
ern and Ns glot an anrinlist.
aro In nompontion low Ow
mow sins with•Prensk tor.
Orstone Moon. Doty Motion. JonesOnonnyt.Ogre*,

'Ficallmmti

•au al _

len 1961 Rowe
1 2:30 A.M.
Anwrlea*s Top Ten
tain. NY 810 min.)
(1)- Three Stooges
9:30P.M.
12:46 A.M.
- Tel Westland News
Oen ON
•
10:00P.M.
1:00 A.M.
•
CD CD weave
CID
Eviewstn... News
ID
0311 -Neves
CID
•
CID - NPR ON
al(I)- Eyewitness Nova •
- Pkiwsialgit ON
▪ - AOC News
A.M.
• - AtiMbi City Urells • -1:30
AOC News
- MOVIE 'Oresient
•

Were You Whin the Lights
Went Out?' A Broadway
star finds her husband with
another girl during a power "
failure Doris Day Robert
Morse Terry Thomas 1968
MOVIE 'The Brain'
Two ex convists attempt to
outwit the mastermind of the
famous
Glasgow Londor
train robbery David Nostin
Jean Paul Belmondo Bourvii

•

CHECK US FIRST!
If It Snows, We'll Be Informed.
Turn on Channel 13,
.
to see if schools are closed.
Also, if your deb meeting is cancelled
- call Matti .753-1916.

l'Al.t. II

THE. MI 11H 41.

SUNDAY
1/30183
5:00 A.M.
O TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
Its Your Business
MOVIE 'G.11.pplo Iwo
Austrehat blends come bot,e
to lei r with the bruteety of
war_ Mei („•.bson Mark lee
1181 Ratted Pt,
2

0

6:00A.M.
Today • Slack
Women
Mornings on!)
5
0 World of Tomorrow

fl 2

3

6 15A M
E yewttness Magazine
Weather

0

6•30A.M
Face to Face
Cartoons
I Is Written
Accent
12 Perspective

O 2
3

o
o
us

645 A.M
4.

Farm Digest

700A.M.
World Tomorrow
Jerry Falwell
0 Cartoon Carnival
Community Worship
(4
0:5' Montage
Spiritual Uplift
Sesame
0 I 0 21
Street
el
America's Black
Forum
•12 Robert Schuller

O 2

O $

7:30A.M.

.2 0

_

Arnaz•ng

Grace

Day of Discovery
, Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
up MOVIE The Man
Who
Saw
Tomorrow'
Michel
N( edamus
Luiatiely predicted the rise of
Hiller and other hiaturical Ii
4t1fO5 Orson Welles naf
rates 1991 Rated PG
up - James Robison
- Old Tome Religion -

•

8:00 A.M.

II fI) 1/1 42 - Jenww,
sw•99.rt

cr, - It Is Written
•

y LLIKAN & TIMES.Saturday. Jaaisery n,1113

o

CIL - Changed Lives
0(
,S. - Matinee at the
Big& Africa Screams Main
feature stars Bud Abbott and
.3 - Jams. Robison
Lou Costello(1949) with car
up Lost In Space
loon short and final episode
4 - -At Horne With the
of Zono s Black Whip (90
Bible
mint
Young
at
Heart
13•
0 21 - Sesame Street
• Trinity Tabernacle
CD Lone Ranger
0* - Undersea World of
O 12 - Oral Roberts
Jacques Cousteau
10:30A.M.
0 21 S•11•MTIO Street
4, - Baptist Church
2,
O
Show
My
Petit*,
•
.
0 5, - Face the Nation
8.30 A.M. 3, - This Week with David
- James Robison
Brinkley
3 Reborn
• Fraogle Rock Visit the
4• Day of Discovery.
world of cagy* Rock under
o s Paducah Devotion neigh the basement of an ec
0 Garner Ted Armstrong
centl ii. mventof
525 ,
- First Baptist
9:00A.M.
O 2 Kenneth Copeland Church
•_ Way of Life
6 - Oral Roberts
O - MOVIE 'Charlie Chan
3 Kingdom Lrying
at the Opera Music Mixes
- Lighter Side
with murder and the famed
4 Silhouettes of The Coy
Charlie Chan is called in to
_ History of Pro Football solve
the mystery Wainer
- Meerscie Revival Hour
Oland. Helen Wood 1936
- Mystery, Sergeant •
0
(ti - Jim Whittington
Cribb Murder Old Boy In
Religion
vector Jtiwet t.goes to his
700 A.M.
school reunion aryl finds
(ID - Newsmakers
something which he feels de •
(4)- Moat the Press karves the help of Sergeant
- MOVIE 'On Golden
ibb (60 man ) ICkised Cap
t•(nedl
Pend' T Nes generations
confront each other during 6
Mr Rogers'
o 21
vacation at a New England
Neighborhood
cottage Katherine Hepburn
51;) Ernest Angley
Henry Fonda. Jane Fonda
ID 12 Jerry Falwell
Rated PG
9:15A.M.
•
- First Baptist Church
40(I)- Hamilton Bros
0ell - Over Easy [Closed
9:30A.M.
Captioned'
gp (p)- Two Rivers Hour •
(11) - hi Your Business
(I)- Work, Tomorrow
11:30A.M.
- MOVIE 'Spartaciss' A
(2) - This Week with
•
giedsaux ret•el escapes from
David linnkley
slavery and with an army of
•(I) - Basketball
slaves, challenges the awe
04l9hbiline
some ought of imperial
- Jerry FalweN
Rome Kirk Douglas. Law
(f)0(l) - SportsWorld
once Olivier Jean Simmons
Today's show features •
1960
look at the 1982.83 pro foot
C4) -* Noilwille Gospel
_ ball season MO mm)
Show
cu - Sneak Provisoes
(.11: - herald of Truth
Co hosts Neal Gabler ind
- Oral Roberts and You Jeffrey Lyons take • lotik at
- Electric Company
0
what. happening at the
movies
0:00 A.M.
Ihreet Wish
•cu - Rem Muenbard
02- WelIV
Lows Rualyser analyzes the
(1)- Pit Club
80s with, weekly review of
- Jim VINttIngtori
(4)
economic and investment
Religion
mows
gp
- Face dui Nation
12:00P.M.
0(1)- MOVIE •Hoter The

Excitement by
the yard
Dick Enberg
and Merlin
Olsen provide commentary
for Super Bowl XVII,
football's biggest game of
the year Live Coverage from
the Rose Bowl in,Pasadena,
Calif takes place Sunday.
Jan 30 on NBC
(Sleben* reeiwni the right
to make raat-nw•ut• changes

o

•

•

o

•

•

owner of a fashionable hotel
in New Orleans finds himself
in Al /mei* whenhe cannot
meet mortgage iiaymenis
and a ruthless tycoon
schemes to obtain the hotel
for his chain Rod Taylor,
Catherine Spaak Karl Mal
den 1967
Andy Griffith
•(1)111.)
21 - Washington
Week/Review Paul Duke is
pined by top Washington
pournalists an/Awing the
week's news
up - MOVIE: 'Th.
Rainmaker' A tesnmelte• not
only ends•draught in a snail
southwestern town, but
brings needed copfidence
and romance to 4 spinster.
Burt Lancaster. Kenton,
Hepburn Wendel Corey
1956
111 1B - NBA Basketball:
Angolot at Soston
12:30P.M.
- AM% Mai at Largo
(3)- At The Movies
•
- Search the Scriptures
le - wm Strom Weak
Louis Rukeysis analyses the
'90s virth a weekly review of
economic and investment
matters
- Common on
Kiwitueity
1:00 P.M.
- Jed' Anderson
•-

ei :P17a
•

•

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 49
I

•

▪ "I dunk ABC dropped the
ism because, of a philoso-

•

1:30P.M.
(2)- Bonanza

-

MOVIE: 'Hurry
Sundown' A ruthless Southerner is determined to buy up
his cousin's land and will stop
at nothing to achieve Ns goal
Michael Cain. Jana Fonda.
John PNIap-Lavi 1967
2:00P.M.
(3)- To Be Announced
•
• - MOVIE To Be
Announced
• a') - American
Government
uu et) - E verybody's
Outlines*

•

2:30 P.M.
- At The Movies
(I) up 42 - Phoenix
Open Golf Today s program
will feature the final round
coverage of this PGA Tour
Ow." alp hid Erie!. the
(2 his 30 nun
glow's bap star "Program
up
- American
nUng has become homogeneous One show fits into the
Goverrwrient
next show We were one show •- MOVIE. 'Strangers
that didn t fit into any of their
When We Meet' A worried
architect secretly in love
must choose between hie
had been the posedalhorn• hie career and lee love
tty of the sines going to HBO,
a pay-cable service. U NBC
Kim Novak. Kirk Douglas. Er
no Kovacs 1980
bad not entered the picture
Hirsch had reservations about
3:00P.M.
such g move. however "I
ap
- MOVIE 'last of
realised- that It would have
Sheila' The widower invites
meant reducing the seines to
au Hollywood personalibes
one show a month, which
aboard his yacht for •deadly
would play 10 UM*, and I
game of whodunit James
started to have second
Colson
Joan
Hackett
thoughts Cable would have
James Mason 1973
given us the chance to make it
more of a New York show.. GI)- Wild Kingdom
with greater use of venom0- MOVIE: IlallIpan' Two
Australian fronds come face
lirr But when you gat right
to face with the brutally of
down to it. we have not had
war Mertion. Mark Lee
any trouble with a language
1981 Rowed PG
bonier

riroxr agate moves
Dy DOS Loris
-Tall- Is on the move once
more The series took a crossnetwork tnp from ABC to
NBC at the start of the season
in its new borne on
Cala
enn
yfughts Now Taxi*
has taken another move this
time to Saturday nights
It is conceivable that under
any other circumstaroces
'lam" might not have stir
need the full season because
at the low ratings the show
has generated 11111Ce
Despite the fact thal
tilA
" T'
has woo the Emmy Award as
ban comedy series for three
straight 'vars. tta percentage
of viewers on NBC has been
even Maple than Its audi.
eacie at ABC when that network cancelled the show last

Confidential
- MOVIE: "Test Pilot' A
pilot crash-lands on a farm
and falls in love Clark Gable.
Myrna by. Spencer Tracy
1938
CC 0 (p) - NCAA
Basketball: Arkansas ,at
Woks Forest
- MOVIE:'The aof
young
Lassie'
Lassie.
owner loses her to a wealthy
landowner James Stewart,
Mickey Rooney. Alice Faye
1978 Rated 0
dB - This Week with Dovid
Bririlday
Up - Sports America
- American Gov't
&oven

up W

- Super Bowl
Cl)o
Preview
- America Second
0
Century
0 21. - Understanding
Human Elehav

3:30 P.M.
- Sled Dog Racing
(4).. Super Bowl Preview
•(11) - Amence Second

Century
4:00 P.M.
- Lawrence Welk
•- Gunernolte
0alp - Focus on Society
21) - This Old Nouse
[Closed Captioned'
4:30P.M.
0- Jacques Cousteau
0 C2) - Focus an Society

o

21) -

WoodutdoKs
.

Shop

5:00P.M.

'

(1)- Nowa

(11

- Eyeasiasess News

al)

- ABC Nowa
Sups' Bowl
XVN: Teems
To
11141

GD•cr, Announsod

gp -

MOVIE: 'The Man
Tontonwk
i
Who Saw
Michel de Nostradsrnus accurately predicted the not of
Hider and other historical figures Orson Welles narrates 1911 Rated PG
II (I) - Understanding
Human eahav.

•

Doesmewe Pio
•
•
- Wander Seam=
Nowa
• 5:30P.M.
gp (9) - ADC News
CBS News
(3.)-•
Anderson
CE) - Jack
Confidential
0- Nice ps•pie
al - am Dome Outdoors

- Understanding
Human &Maw.
0 - Ceoldn' Galan

(2)- News
•

6:00P.M.
•
(IXL-fllphaysShl.v.
ft Or Not Tonight • program
Natures a rniudi.elmnging festival, the worlds largest
merry go round and some
oddities of nature (R) 160
0CD

•-

- SO hileines

Saes et Wald
Oweapiesteldp Wrosillap
- Seed Clold

..PAtti, IS

THEW RR

, Ks

& TIMEs.%shards,. J

22.1983 •

SUNDAYcomr.

(ID _
•
Report

Washington
'
021)- Ufe On Earth • &mid
wig Bodies

David Attenbor

ough examines Owe* groups
of marine invertebrates that
have endured through the
ages (R) (60 mon I 'Closed
Captioned
- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

•

- 6:30P.M.
- frog& Rock Visit the

•

world of Reggie Rock underneath Me basement of an eccentric inventor
- Writers Workshop
- Professional Wres
ding From Madison Square
Garden

•

7:00P.M.
ID CI) CD
-

Matt
Houston Man poses as a
lifeguard to investigate some
killings by a 'great white
shark • (R)(60 min )
- Archie
•(1) ID
Bunker's Place
O - Nashville Alive
- MOVIE: On Golden
Pond Three generations
confront each other during a
vacation at a New England
cottage Katherine Hepburn.
Henry Fonda, Jane Fonda
Rated PG
- Life On Earth 'First
Forests • Tcmtght's program
examines the fight for survival of the earth's first inhabitants ISO min I [Closed
Captioned,
21)- AN Creatures Greet
.
and Small
• - Ernest Angley
•

7:30P.M.
- mode
8:00P.M.
811 CD al)•- MOVIE:

•CID

'Malibu* Pan 1 A melwestem'couple encounters temptatton.
seduction
and
deception among the citizens
of Calefornse's fabled beach
community
Kim Novak.
Chad Everett. George Herndton. 1982
Jefferson.
- Week In Review
•TOE-Mainsepesse
Theatre 'Winston Church&
The Wilderness Years'With
littler on the brink of power.
Church& and his fan* vacation in Germany *hie planning a meeting 00 nith)
Posed Capsionsdl

•au in as•

8:30P.M.
la CUED - One Day At
A Time Annie furious when
she lemma that Alex has been
skipping school
Super bowl
Peat Gams
- Bryant Productions

•S

-

•

9:00P.M.
GI cip•(ta - Trapper
John. M.O.

•
- TIS Weekend News

to write a lovelorn actlitce col
umn for a big city newspaper
(60 min

- Joe Hall Show

o

- Jerry Falwell

9:30P.M.
21! - Threat of Nuclear
War

10:00P.M.
II(3)C.4) la (1)
12 - News
0CL - Eyewitness News
si - Jerry Falwell
- ABC News
2t - Sign Off
- Wrap Around
10:15 P.M.
(.1) - ABC News
11. - Jim Bakker
•

•

10:30P.M.
• Liu - C Ail Newton
Show

•ix_ Rockford Files
(I)- 700 Club
(4)- Maar and Co.
S CU Ron Greene Show
- Acit Van Imps
13 33 - Norm Stewart
Show-'

•

al

- 11:00P.M.
- Saturday Night

-

thwasisiii

trof of a petrdrt.hemical f9111
pee founded by her murdered
husband Jane Fonda Kris

2:45 A.M.

Movies

(4) - MOVIE 'Except For
The* and Me'
- MOVIE:'Gallipoli' Two

International Pro Ski
Tour No 4

Australian friends come face
to face with the brutality of
war Mel Gibson. Mark lee
1981 Rated PG

- MOVIE:'Cloak And
Dogger' A mold mannered
professor is suddenly ordered onside Germany on a Intel mission behind the enemy
lines for the 0S6 Gary
Cboper, Lill Palmer. Robert
Aida. 1/1adorntr Sokoloff.
1946
CU - Wen OR
- 700 Club
•cis - MOVIE: 'Barefoot
In the Park' Newlyweds find
We in a rundown Greensvoch
Village apartment less then
apposing Robert Redford.
Jane Fonda. Cherie* Boyer
1967

7:00AM 5— 'Skyward'
8:00AM 0— 'Goodbye My Fancy'

9:00AM
M - Superman 11'
10:00AM0- GlIda
12:00PM0 — •Knock On Any Door'
1:00PIVI OD -'Snorkel'
1:30PM 5- Skyward
7:00PM 0-'Mackenna's Gold'
7:30PM 0-'Rollover'
11:00PM
-'Perfect Gentlemen'
10:30PM
10:45PM0— 'Now Voyager'
"1,1:00PM
'Superman II'
11:30PM go ellp — 'McCloud: Bonn** and McCloud'
1:15AM
'Final Eye'
1:30AM s(t)_ 'Violent Road
3:00AM
-'Lords of Fletbush'
51SAM

5_

•_ .Skyward

of
Settalstur Mary of Scotland
defies her jealous mei. Webs* I of England. and is be
Kisharwe Hepburn.
•
Fredric March. John Camaro 1938
• - 1982 Horialidia
Marathon

•

IIs Your Business

11 ClOAM0-.Handier with Care
Vagabond King
12 OOPM

0—

1 OOPM 0- Heartbeeps
- Gan' to Town
2 30PM 0- The Man Who Saw Tomorrow
4 OOPM 0- Gulliver's Travels
7 OOPM 0- • Adventures of Frontier Freemont
0- Victory'
8 OOPM 0 2 3 5-- The Fog'
- 'Nero Wolfe
- 'Nighthawks' 9 OOPM
1 1 OOPM0-'Pennies from Heaven
11 45PM
-'Maltese Falcon
200AM 0-'The Cavern'
- "Convoy'
300AM 0 2 — 'Joshua
'Hand* with Care
3-45A
4 45AM. 5i2 — 'Appointment with • Killer
SATURDAY
1/29,83
The Ho.semen •

-'Gulliver's Travels'

•

CB — 'The Man Who Saw Tomorrow'
O- The Model and the Mirriege Broker'

900AM gp
1 1 30AM - The Night of the Generals
12 OOPM S- •Skyward
1230PM5 2 ' — The Big Game'
2 OOPM 0 2 — The Brothers 0'Toole

Injury sidelines actress' destiny
By Nancy M. Reichardt
tinging Also islicre san I on the. so.te %rite to him in
British-born Emma Simms to rite to him
1.S Ashes). care of
kft • AT ('KS-TV
7800 Beverly Blvd. Los Ange
(Molly Sutton on "Galeria has
l'A 00036
Hospital") seemed destined to
Yes, be doe's his own singing
follow in her mother's
footsteps and become a per '
former with the Royal Ballet
until a tup injury at the age of
10 sidelined Enutia's ballet
Carter

LATE MIGHT GARGLE 11rookii Shields talks
about
high-school
romance. trigonometry
and the art of Rim on Me
repeat broadcast of "The
David Latiamian Show."
teak Thuredey, Jan. V.

12:15A.M.
- Men OA
12:30A.M.
0 - AOC Nora
all CID - Eyewitnette News

1:00 AM.
We - cis Nowa
tioutresok

4 30A M
0

3 15A

FRIDAY
1/28/83

•

11:15P.M.
- Andy GOMM
11:30P.M.
III 1 2:00A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Mary

large

4110

900AM 0- •Convoy
_ •That Funny Feeling
1000AM

1/27/83

5 00AM
7 30AM
8:00AM

4 1.5A M

vvo,id

(Continued from page3i

THURSDAY

- Open Up

Mission impossia•

0

-

•

Uwe

•

PlnyBowee VMS Lon*
Hearts A larMalkal is forced

J.-w-nstofferson Hume Cronyri
Rat Patrol
)
Rated it
MOVIE 'Rollover' An
Cs movie star fights tor -ion
•
3 00 A M
-

•

O

C4)5(1)-ATearn
(F Off
(SPECIAL PREVIEW) The
O - Newie/Sigin Off
members of the 'A' Tanner.
12:48A.M.
captured by a reigtous-cult
• - Nen Off
leader
- MOVIE 'Smash
- MOVIE 'llollerVINe An •
Palms* After ha wile runs
trtimovi• star fights for conell wish his best friend,•men
trol of a petro-chemical arndecides to abduct Ns adored
pre founded by her ~deed
diughter Ilruno Lawrence.
husband Jane Fonds. Kits
Anna Jamison. Greer RobKnesofferson. Hume Cronyn
eon 1982
Resod R

• cu

- CNN Headline News
04)- Sign Off
- Men's dymesse- tics
Japan vs
Russia vs
University of Nebraska

PRANTPC FRAN - Rue
McClanahan (nays sister
Fran M "Maina's
the new MSC Moan. In
MS episode airing SMwday. Mal ES. Fran has an
anxiety Jettiok over her
bristImeil Impending
marriage.

While recovering from bet
injury. Emma entered Harrow College of Technology
and Art in pursuit of her long
held interest in medicine. but
after a year in pre-med.
Emma dropped medicine to
dabble in modeling Less than
satisfied with modeling. .
Emma then set her sights on
becomin
an ectrees She:
appeare in the film "Arabian -_
isfe- and later traveled
to the States where she landed
her first Antenna role in
-More Wild. Wild West." a
made-for-televisioe movie
Emma came to the attention
of "OH" after she and Mews.
other entertainers were
selected in a nation-wide talent search conducted by the
ABC Talent Development
Program
Ike Weeds (Bo Ralston on
'One Life to Live") was
delighted when Phil Carey
(Asa Buchanan) asked him to
be the godfather for the Carey
family's 'steel addition, Sean
Meanwhile. Bob and Phil's
castmate, Mary Murray
)Becky Abbott), acted as god- ,
mother to her new nephew.
Matthew. who was born on the
strobe of midnight on Mary's
birthday
READERS WRITE
I weal& like le Mew
Michael Dania. tRsa
Reasalettl) ea
mad the Radom"8110161,11S

rijINALLY THERE'S A BETIIR WAY
TO WAKE UP ON SUNDAY MORNING.

I Iti mew ante% ai biota
Ned I Grew A weilertul
*se st•kb
ad.sok hark had
Wend br vow ham wee NW
Bo.Ike kat rids lien snake
miles WM red kid* kW lid
kiereas wee mama era* sad
makssel amain ad Ware
Ind a/airdals sod seed rob

awl Or Me The seed. ws er
irises d
OM pad, Tliy
Deeds awl panelse airmail
rim Sadie mermilag
lea*
wen woe brim Rs mien wd
dhow ewe,kris* kr woo
T.
s
al On Sadie.
sway We masi werease hem
SAN MIMI It allies tamed ler
SI is lal 15 ler dialer* web/ lel

-Cm
UMW NUNCIO WM

hen areminto own
bee
sal eabreriba
IWO swept dad lasiders.
--_sap.sammet. bares,

nab
foustrosirk
rimume
ea ad pme

Imam

maisliewanaldt
lideds
itouil
pies kadirsaies, pus.

f

ad wellirs topped sed nal
'maws kart kyle Insi
Prokted mew 1114 Oa*
tine Phis theta Owl awls Mei
saws lised1 Mee.
Soled We *sr loll al
Sauk,einrag
liteddsee lii pops be
Is pie ale Ike

Oakes s Semi antes.
Seakeemumi. lepar
11 Pad Oil .5 5.5.
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•
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Bob Hope Golf Classic finals to be televised by NBC Sunday afternoon

Hope will be on tlw course action he will join the NBC,
says Hope • In the summer. • I never wanted to have my used to come to Palm Springs
Prier Mtade
Wednesday to Saturday, broadcast crew to do a little
from
enjoy
and
to
says.
relax
Just
he
you can play all evening own tournament:*
but for,part of-the final-round commentary work
No matter where he ii Hob IsecauSe it stays-light uritil ii "Risitteroshr was the hest- I myself
Hope knows 'how to put on a pm '
show even on the golf course
The 1.9-year old entertainer
The Bob Hope Desert Classic was once a four handle:1p
is the leading charity tourna golfer lhe's now an 18) and has
mem in golf and teievision s
top-rated golf extravagitiza
There is $429 000 available
in prize money, but the real
winners of the 24th annual
Classic are Jibe more than 70
local charities. =eluding the
Eisenhower Medical Center
The last two Hope Classics
have raised more than $1 million each, bringing the net
charity proceeds to approximately $11 million
NBC will air coverage of
the final II holes the worlds
only five-day 90-hole tournament on Sunday. Jan 23 Live
from Palm Springs. Calif. 70
top pros wells., oft at- the
host club. La Quints. in quest
Bob Hope
0
of the Eisenhower Trophy
0C.)
DESIGNED FOR GOOD,
,- -The winner will also need an received lessons from many
armored golf cart to terry of the Vanes greats, includEVEN COOKING RESULTS!
away the $67'.500 winner's ing Byron Nelsoa, Jimmy
purse
Demaret and Ben Hogan.
hope lists Thailand Scotland.Gerniany and Franceas WWI 1927: says ope -ANI I
- some of his favorite places to played so badly I threw the
tee eft but he's quirk te.sar 'clubs away In 1910 when I
he's found an unusual golfer's was working in Canada I had
paradise in the United States so much time during the day I
love playing in Alaska:* started playing again

DUAL-WAVE v Handsome
Microwave Styling In A

30" Range!

System

Lawyer favorite role

.01

fly Jack ('arr)
Housewives dominated tele
s mon in the 60s. pggly beauties took over the tube in the
70% Though it may be too
early to call yet it Woks like
this decade may belong to a
totally different female role
model the woman lawyer
Patty Duke Astin plays an
assistant distnct attorney on
It Takes Two.- as does Jeannie Wilson on " -Simon &
Simon- (promoted from secretary for last year) Veronica
Hamel protects criminals
from the police as the public
defender on "Hill Street
Blues' And Pamela Heasley
keep talking about her Harvard law degree on "Matt
Houston." although she seems
to have spent more of her
time at Cambridge in helicopter school and learning coinpeter operations than in moot
court
On the foci of it. the hem
her of female imgyark_M
prime time SWIM tosmug 41
destre on the part of television
programmers to develop
more mature parts for
actresses to play Closer

Patty Duke AstM

seasons ago. "The Associates"
attempted to build sophisti•
rated comedy around the
experiences of several newcomers to a prestigious firm
The show's early failure fortunately removed from the
airwaves a perticulary dismal
example of the femalelawyer-as-threw An equally
short-lived smell, "Rosetta
and Ryan" featured one Jaw
(Jane Elliott).
WI
etafilMati00 reveals a more an assistant district attorney
complicated picture Certain- with the personality of a
ly, the -Hill Street** writers gavel.
have scripted Veronica
Inn ellember alone, this
Hamer' tooghttender Joyce seasons attorney turn-out
Davenport in a novel way. consMulde an advance for
showing Ms single woman, women
television For the
millet between carver and most park though, the female
romantic involvement Patty lawyer characters of today
Duke Astin's housemother incorporate stereotyped
turned lawyer, however, often behavior from past women's
comes across like Harriet roles in ways that usdarcut
Nelson with a JO degree much of the
the proHouston's handmaid Wesley fiance is
to confer.
tarns her Harvard srad into With Jeri,
OS a
an overeducated -"get
pioneer, though. perhaps
Dogete the vestigial lime,Num scnptwritars will have
the courage to let their wow
ars that iladsrba seal
lawYers, U. ea lawyers forypet about maktliegletsitsstiest are Paw' lag Miner sad coacmitrats oa
rabee i""lass compelling prelessioaal
"
la
"
anY gm
than earlier depiction Three ohm

•Spacious 1 4 cu ft own cavity
• 2 Power Levels—High and Low/Defrost
• Time Cooking with 25-minute Omer
• Convenient Recipe Guide on control panel provides
Quick reforenCe of cooking times and power levels
4 often prepared foods
ONLY
•"s roweve Guide and
Cook000k" included

sar

GE.WE BRING GOOD'THINGS TO UFE

F ASV
CLEAN
COOK TOP
Maw ARM
• Removable own door with window
• Two IV Cairo& surface units
• Piug-in surface units
•infinite hoot surface unit controls
• Clock, automatic oven timer and
signal buzzer
• Beautiful simulated mioodgmlned
control panel

ONLY

GE.WE BRING GOOD-THINGS TO LIFE

er
—T
IVO Semite Met We Sell

Se Ti. Areal Forgone'. After The Sale
. E-1 le Stare Fineecies AvalleMe

MURRAY APPLIANCE
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2I

1•4 A,iv 140Mtgn COI

and JOHN SIMMONS OWNERS'

• HELP REPEAL
THE
WITHHOLDIN
LAW!
Recently. Congress quietly primed a withholding law that is ill cost American sai ers and
investors the use of Itri of their interest and dividends
In simple terms. effective July Ist.I,this new law requireo two WI and other financial
institutions to deduct 10% of the interest or dividends you earn on your savings and
investments_ That money then gem to the Internal Revenue Service in much the same way as
payrnil deductions are now handled
The sponsors of this law have told us it was designed to catch a small nununty of
Amencanii shoev site taxes on their interest and dividends Rut the truth is the law penalises
the great majority of America's savers and investors wlio pay their taxes faithfully Mears
mum, the federal government is now receiving all the necessary information to curtail tax
cheating.
Though the law does inriude exemptions for some low income anti eklerly Americans. if
they go through the red tape of filing an appbcation. most savers and investors will forfeit
some of the money they could sarn in compounded interest
We urge you tojoin our efforts by wnting Wien to your repreiwntative in Congrees ant
ll them you want the 10% sithhi4ding tax repealed.
IL) the two senators from this state
because it would impose an unfair penalty on savers like yourself
For assistance in contacting your representative and senators please ask any of our
bankers. If we all act now. Cowman win get a dear message from the voters back horn., and
they will work to repeal this needless law

•

,,••••••.,

"TINE FROMM SANK'
lientinr FDIC

